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CHAPTER I.
RANK

READE JR . IN AUSTRALIA. .-HIS SPEECH AT
THE REOEPTIOl'l BANQUET.

THE great banquet room in St. Georges' Hall
at Sydney, in faraway Austmlia, was ablaze with
light and resplendent with the beauty and fashion of the colonial city.
The long tables were laden with the delicacies
of two continents, which the tJulinary arts of the
~test caterers in Australia. had been summoned to
prepare.
Great banks of rich and rare flowers, placed
at intervals along the length of the tables, filled
the graat room with fmgrant perfumes as well
as· dazzled the eye \Tith their many colors.
It was a gala night in Sydney and all the repreI!IOntatives of the nobility(){ England then In Austri... "~~ well. as the heads of all the departments
of the local government, had assemn1ed ro do
honor to a. young American inventor, whose
fiune had already reached the uttermost parts of.
the civilized world-'FRANK READE, JR.
He had just arrived on Invitation of the scientific societies and the government's representatives, and this was the reception accorded him.
As he entered the great hall leaning on the arm
of the mayor, every eye was turned on him. 'L'he
ladies particularly craned th&ir necks to get a
glimpse of one about whom they had heard so
much, and they were gratified with the sight of
a manly, compa.::t ftgure, denoting great strength
and RCtivity, whose face was brQnzed by the
winds and suns of a voyage of 13,000 miles through
t1vo oceans.
Introductions followed, and the g,racefnl bearIng and plea~ant smiles of the famous young inventor won the hearts of ~\II.
•
Sir Ja!Iles Halsey was the mayor of Sydney at
the time of Frank's arrival, ·and the young inventor was in his hands. Hs Introduced the ladies
and gentlemeh with a dignity that was pleasant
to 1\ll.
The introduction over, the mayor led the way
to th(l head of one of tho long tables, to the strains
. of most exquisite music. He s~.a.ted the guest vf
the evening at his right, and Lady Ackerly on his
left.
A.n hour passed In delightful enjoyment or the
good things on the tables, after which the wine
w.as brought on.
Of course the first to?.st among Englishmen is
the health of the queen, which was proposed and
drunk standing. 'rhe mayor responded in loyal
tones, and ended by propo~ng the he•~lth of the
~ueet of thE' eve~ing, Mr. ] 'rank Reade, Jr., the
most famous of living inventors.
'L'he name elicited a storm or applause. The
men sprang to their feet and held their glas3es
above their heads, whilst the ladies waved dainty
handkerchiefs, and showered their smiles upon
the bronzed-fi\Oed young inventor.
Frank rose to bis feet and bowed right and
left, whilst the applause shook the immense
building. He &Ssayed to speak, but his voice
w.ltl! lost in the tempest of sounds that greeted
htm .
At last the mayor waved his hand for silence,
and the storm gr!Cdually subsided.
Frank Reade, Jr., ~aid tn clear manly tones:
"Mr. Mayor, and Ladies and Gentlemen-The
warmth of your reception of 111yself surpasses
my wildest anticipations, and words in which t<i

express the emotions of my ht-art utt0rly tail wild burst of applause follcwed. Sir Jam es Hal-1!le. I have tlown round the globe and rested in sey rose to reply to th.ll speech of the ~uest.
the capitals of all the nations, but never before in
It wu.s >\ grancl, loftly tribute to the inventive
my life have I received such a reception as this. genius of Fr>tnk 1-teade, Jr., exclabuing:
"'.rhougb an American be belongs to the world;
BelieTe me when I s~ty that I am at a yoss to
know how to respond to it. Here are men whose the world is his field I He overcomes the ele·
fame as soldiers, statesmen and savants encircles ments-he penetrates space and rescues Ute unthe globe doing nono;: to one, but a few short fortunate !rom the jaws ofodeath I"
years out of his teens. You overwhelm me, and
Again the building shook with the applause, j
yet I am prouder ton-ight than ever before in my and Frank blushed in spite of himself ~>t the
life, and this magnitl·c ent scene-these fair and praises of the eloquent mayor.
smiling faces around me-will never pass away
Other toasts were drunk and other speech es
as long as memory remains and reason holds her made, but the "Electric Man •· was the univer&.;
own. I have come to you with my two faithful theme. The be~utiful Ludy Ackerly leaned for
attendants-typleal representatives of the Celt ward and asked :
and, African-at your solicitation, to render what
"Mr. Reade, where is that wonderful Electri 0
aid I can in solving some of the mysteries of Man?,
.
Australia.. It, with the aid of the appliances J
"He is on shipboard yet, madam," be rep lie
have .brought with me, you can attain your..J;Yish "but will doubtlees come.ashore to-morrow.'/ ' 1
and hfl. the veil that obscures the view across the
~··
" ShaU we see him t!Ien 'I"
bosom of the greatest island i~ the world, I shal l
"I do not design pltl41ing him on exbibip.
be equally paid with yourselves in the satisfac- am afraid you would be frightened at sigh Qt
tion wit)l the result. You have aske<\ me to him, as he cannot smile, nor is 1:te soft of -spe6b
invent, build and bring over with me a con- nor do I think that his perception is such as ~
veyance calculated to go fa.r beyond the en- enable him to distinguish the most be:}utitullad. ,,
•lurance of animal life, in order that you in Sydney from the most repulsive loQkin,gbn~ll
may ascertain the fate of adventurous spirits 008.11 .
•
I
who have gone forth and never returned, and
"Honlble J'· exclaimed the ll1dy, with a shud
1 have done so. (Tumultuous applsmse.) You
der.
"Even
though
you
could
not
g·ve
him
desire to go farther and solve questions that the
ge')graphers of the day cannot elucidate; to braios, you could at le!I.St have made him hand·
sound the depths of the geological mysteries of some, Mr. Reade."
" So I could, dear lady, bu~ I was not willin•
the interior of Australia, and unravel the tangled
tmditiona of the natives concerning the mineral to assume the responsibility in doing so."
"Why,
dear me I" exclt\imed the vivacious
wealth, which iles concealed thousands of miles
away toward the horizon. I have co rue prepared lady, greatly pleased at the idea of haying monopto brave evt>ry danger in furthering your wishes. olized the lion of the evening for a few brief moOn the other side of the globe my people regard ments, "what is the responsibility as bet..lveen
Austmlia as a wonderful country,faunaandjlom the two?"
differs from aU the rest of the world, hence, you
" A great many of your sex would have hopesee, I have no little person&! interest in this ex- i!"ssly fallen in lpve with him," replied Frank, at
pedition. I know there are mountains to scale, which there was an exp!()Sion at that end of the '
rivers to cross, and boundless plains to tra1•et'Se, table at Lady Ackerly's expease.
whilst natives and wicked bushmen stand r!'ady
"Really now," she retorted, "you.do not thiak
to binder or to slay. Ye~ I come without horse, so meanly of our sex as to think a woman, conld
saddle or bridle-without airships or boats to fall in love \Tith an inanimate piece of JDaohl~
take us tprough the perils of the way. Yet we do you?"
·
do not hesitate to go-for we have _an ELBCTRIO
"Have you not heard of men and women
~
~AN to t~ke charge of us an~~mg us safely ing deeply, .:rmdly in love with a face on canvas?" he asked, looking tbo beautiful )ady (nil in
back to th1s regal clty of Sydne~ .
The s~?rm ~f appl,~use whwh. follo.; ;ed tho the face as he spoke.
wor~s
el_ec~nc man told of the mtensi.y of the
"Oh yes but that was sympathetic sentipublic curtostty .as t? the mode of conveyance ment."'
'
the young AmerlCla~ mventor had ~~opte~.
"Call it by what name you will," he said, "th11
It \'I'M to be an Electric Man, . a t~mg .far fact remains and cannot be argued 11.way."
mo~e wonderful than the famous :urships, With
"Well, you ceed not have feared any broker.1
whiCh he ~ad !lown aroun~ the world.,
hearts among Sydney Jadie:;," she said, laughing.
The waiters whispered It to those about the " There are too many 11 ve men here for any worndoors of the great banquet hal.!, and the news an to sigh for a machhile man."
was carried to the thousands which thronged the
" The daughters of Eve are the same bb.e world
streets for blocks &way.
over, and there a re many a one who would be
"An electric man l Electric man!" went from glad to exchange a worthless husband for my
mouth to mouth, and in a little while it was 'Electric Man.'"
•
known even among the suburbs.
"That's true !ll!l gospel," exclaimed Sir James
The excitement rose to fever heat, and tho11-- Halsey, "for I know a. number myself who
saudi rno1e rushed toward St. George's Hallin would gladlv make the exchange," and they all
the hope that a glimpse of the wonder might be laughed a~;ain.
had.
"Ob, you men like to ·laue;h at us women, but
When the young American had finished speak- you like l!.S a' I the more for our weaknesses,"
ing, Sir Arthur Paget exclaimed aloud:
Lady Ackerly retorted.
"His eloquence equals his invention!!. Drink
"Ah! you hn.ve utter!ld a great truth, madame,"
to hi~h alth and s uccess?"
said l!'rank, earnestly. "There is no Influence
Everye glass was emptied, and then another on earth that equals woman's. Without ber re·

l

lTHE
fining infiuence man would have remain11d a
savage to this day."
" I believe you there, Mr. Roode," said the
mayor. "She is the better h!~~ of man always,
and all.e is strongest when she IS weakest."
"How tall is your Electria Man, Mr. Rtladc?"
Lady Ackerly asb:._ed.
.
"He is about e1ght feet tall and stout 10 proportion," was the reply.
·• Dear me I He must be very strong."
" He is, indeed-a veritaBle Samson, I can assure you, and yet he cannot make love. He was
lJorn to bard work all his life."
"What & pity. Really, I must see him. You
ctmnot refuse me. I shall go down to the tfier
and demand to be allowed to go on board the
ship to-morrow."
" You would see nothing there but his remains
in several boxes," returned Frank, smiling. "It
will take me several days to put him together,
~nd infuse life into him."
"Oh, yes, I f_orgot," ttnd she laugh_ed one <;>I
her sweet, silvery laurths that rang like music
through the room. " ·But you are going to put
him together soon, are you not?"
·
"Just as soon as I 0an get him landed in the
proper place," he replied.
By and by otner toasts were given and drunk,
followed by short and witty speeches, all of which
Frank enjoyed very much.
The banquet lasted till a late hour and then
ended.
But a number of distinguished men accompanied Frank to his hotel, as if loth to leave him.
The freedom of the city had been voted him, and
they all felt. that they could not do top much
honor to him.
Many of them asked about Barney and Pomp,
of whom they had read so much in the published
accounts of his travels round the world.
" They are on board ship," he said, "taking
eare of the Electric Man. Two more faithful fellows never lived than they."
CHAPTER II.
FRANK PUTS TilE ELECTRIC MAN TOGETHER.

.J

AT an early hour the ne:J:t morning after thereception banquet at St. George's H•tll, Frank sent
a oommunicatioa to the mayor requesting thf'
use of some large building to which he could
have the Electric Mall sent for the purpo3e of
putting it together.
The mayor very promptly responded by placing at hjs disposal a large long building which
had been used as a warehouse, but was now ViLcant,
Frank inspected the building an<i found that it
wouW answer his purpose admirably, ~toll at
once ordered a forr.e of men to clean it out thoroughly.
In le»e than an hour's time a score of men were
at work sweeping and scouri::~g o~1t tho long
building.
In the meantime he entered a carriage and
rode down to the pier where the good :;hip Mary
.A.nn was moored, to look after the landiog of his
efieots.
To his sw ¥else thousands of people thronged
the pier and e street leading tr, it. They had
beard that t e Electric M11.n was on board, and
naturally supposed that he would walk ashore
like any other man when it came time for him to
land.
'l'he police were pushing them back to keep the
way open, and hard work they had of It. It
t9!)"1
o pg~icemen nearly n half hour to make
· I.,;,<): 1~<;>"\~_, r carriage to reach the pier.
" ~)f rna people that the Electric ~fan is in a
•· · ted pieces, and packed in boxes," said Frank
one of the officers, "and that it will take several days to put him ~ogether."
.
ThQ potice was given, but it had little etree~ on
the crowd. They wanted to see the boxes, the
inventor, Barney and Pomp, and so they remained standil•g in the hot sun for hours.
When Frank alighted from the carriage to go
on board ship the good-natured crowd gave him
an old-fashioned yell and a tiger. He bowed,
lifted his bat to them and then went on board,
where Barney and Pomp were the first to receive
him.
The crowd suspected who Pomp was, and at
once be~o to call to him:
.
"How are you, Pomp, old man?"
" Glad to seo you I"
"Give us a break-down, Pomp I"
"You look well, old man I"
Pomp looked at the crowd and grinned from
ear to eat.
"They seem to know you here, Pomp," said
Frank.
"Yes sah-dat's er !ac'."
"Bedad !" exclai!!!.ed Barney, "it's a bloind
man as can't tell a nayA'ur from a white man."
"Dat's a tao', Barney," said Pomp. "But dese
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beah folks ain't blind yit, and they knower nigger from an Jrisher. Irishers ain't no whar in
dis heah country."
l.larney began to believe that Pomp was half
right, and a huge streak of jealousy began to
loom up in his mind.
"Say, Pomf I" cried a. voice on the pier,
"where's the rishman?"
"Heah he am I" replied Pomp, taking Barney
by the arm and leading him to the side of the
ship. "Dis am der Iriaber."
The crowd roared, and then thu Ir;ish element
in the throng asserted itself. They yelled themselves hoarse, throwing bats ~n the air, and gj.viog some wild Irish whoops which Barney
promptly recognized as the genuine article.
When silence was restored-which was done
by Pomp's waving hands, and words to the effect
that l.larney would speak.
"Be aisy now I" cried Barney, interrupting
him. "Sure, aq' it's no spaker I am. I've been
up in ther clouds an' down under the say, but
divil a wan a me knows how it come about.
Sure an' it's upside down yer ould island will be
a•r misther Frank get hould of it wid his electric
diviltry."
The crowd roared with laughter and broke
through the line of policemen to g€t nearer to
the ship.
Heads were clubbed, and in less than two
minutes a free tight with the police was raging.
"Be ther power» I" exclaimed Barney, "lave
me get a~ em! I--"
But Pomp grabbed Barney and held him
fast.
"Hole on dar, Barney," he said, as the Irishman struggled to getaway. "Marse Frank doan't
1vant no fuss heah I"
"Lave go av me coat, yer black spalpeeo! Do
ye"' mind tber ruction now I Sure, au' it's worth
com in' till Austmlia to see it."
Frank rushed back to where Pomp and Barney
were struggling, and took in the »ituation at a
glance. He promptly collared Barney and led
him below out of sight of the crowd. Pomp remained on Lleok:, for he did not have an itching
for a ruction every time he saw a blow struck, as
did the inflammable Barney.
When a squad of extra pollee came to the
rescue, the trouble was overcome nod the crowd
dispersed, and Frank proceeded to the discharge
or his freight.
A. half dozen trucks appeared, aad the whole
cargo belonging to the ex~edition was removed to
the vacant warehouse, which was now ready to
r•><•eive it.
!':Bm;ney and Pomp w~nt to the warehouse in
the carriage with Frank, and eotere11 the building to take charge of everything inside of it.
On the outside the police guardsd the warehouse s_o effectually, that no one without a permit from Frank was allowed to enter it.
AU the afternoon Barney Rnd Pomp were busy
opening the boxes which contained the electric
mao and the strange vehicle he was to draw be"hind him.
Whetl. all the boxes were opened Frank laid ofi
his coat, drew on a pair of overalls, and went to
work putting the wonderful invention together.
'.fbere were hundreds of' pieces all properly
marked, so that no mistake as to their use could
be made.
First, he took a box which contained the feet
of the Electric Man, and laid the joints down on
the fioor and began putting them together.
Barney and Pomp knelt down by him and
watched the operation with deep interest. One
foot began to assume shape with great iron heel
and toes. It was a huge, strong foot, with sole
so rough that slipping was impossible.
"Et dat foot kicks yer, Barney," said Pomp,
after watching for some time, " ver'd tink er
yalrtbquake had bit yer."
•
"Bed.J.d, It's roight ye aro, Pomp. Sore, an'
av it kicks me, I'llloi down nn' doi."
"Well, make up your mind that whoever
strikes the other in anger shall have a good
healthy kick from this iron foot."
Barney crossed himself, and said:
"The saints betuoe us an' barrum."
Pomp grinned, for he knew it would be hard
work from that hour for Barney to keep out of
trouble.
The Electric Man grew rapidly under the skilled knowledge of the famous voung ioTentor.
The limbs grew api!.Ce and then the body assumed s hape as It lay face downward.
When the shell that so vivl<:!ly resembled the
human form was complete Frank opened the
back and put in some m!\Chinery that seemed
delicate and complicated.
Every piece was of bright and polished steel,
and had been tested In the shop whare made,
and found to work smoothly and noii;elessly.
When all the machinery \VIIS In the &leotric
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man the door In the back was closed and the
body turned over on the back, face upward.
The eyes ·were large and of the finest <mt
glass; tho nose pron\inent and dbfiant, whilst
the mouth was firm, wlth lips just partAd enough
to show a row of ivories that any. darky might
have en•."iod. Takon all in all, the face had an
expression of dignity and power, which could
not be mistaken by even the most ignorant observer.
"Dat's er big mao," remarked Pomp, as he
gazed down at the iron form at his feet.
"Sure an' he's loike the giant of Galway," said
Barnev.
"Was dat giant er blacR man, Bm·ney?" Pomp
asked.
" Phat! A. Galway giant a naygur I" exclaimed Barney, " Bedad, it's white he was."
"Den dis neah man ain't like him. He's black
-a nigger all ober, Barney," and Pomp grinned
from ear to ear over his advantage.
·• "Now for the wagon," said Frank, turning to
the boxes whiJh b(l!d the parts.
Then ~bey turned to the vehicle anlil began
with the wheels, which were of the finest steel.
The tires were five Inches wide so as not to sink
into sand or boggy earth, but light and of extraordinary strength and durability. They were put
on the axles and properly secured, after which
the shafts were attached and the wires connected with the machinery inside the Electric Man.
Then followed.the putting up of the body of the
carriage, which was of light steel net work to<\~
ford light, air and protection. Inside were shutters to shut. ofi wind and dust, as well as rain
and heat. This being done the electric battery
W!\S screwed on underneath and the rods that
were to connect it with the engineer abuve, adjusted. All this took two da.ys of diligent work,
and Frank was careful to see that everything
was done right, as otherwise the machinery
wonld not work.
When the carriage wRs finished it was an elegant-looking affair, and Barney and Pomp were
loud in their praises of it.
From a hox he took .a steel helmet, with a.glass
globe \ on top of the crown. He fastened the
helmet on the electric man's head by means of
screws.
"Now let's get him betwaeo the shafts," and
Barney and Pomp exerted their united strength
to get him on bis feet, whilst Frank pro.ll?-ptly secured him to the steel shafts, connectwg every
wire to its proper plaee.
"Now WQ are ali right," he said, "and ready
to travel."
CHAPTER III.
THE TRIAL-OFF FOR TH£

INTERIOR.~

EVERYTHIYG being in readiOl'SS for a trial of
the machinery, Frank sent word to Sir James
Halsey, the mayor, that he and those directly iaterested could see the electric man demoli.strate
his power at that evtlniog at the warehouse.
Of course the mayor and all the members of
the city government, together with the prominent ladies and gentlemen who were at the banquet, came at an early hour in the evening.
Frank received them, and Barney and Pomp
stood by the electric man and vehicle to sec that
no one meddled with anything.
Exclamations or wonder escaped every one on
t!rst sight oftbe electric man.
Wnen all bad arrived, Frank placed a guard at.
the door, and then went to tbe side of the electric man, and said to the spectators :
" This man is a Samson In physical strength~
in fact, the limit of his strength is unknq,wn even
to me, as every bone and musule in him is of the
finest steel. 1'he machinery that works his lim us
is inside of him, and be can walk, run, jump,
and kick forward or backward with wonderful
agility. The motive power that moves him ts in
a powerful electric battery inclosed in yonder
box, under the fioor of the carriage, and is communicated to him through wires inside the
shafts. The engineer !oslse the carriage control8 everything, as dees the engineer of a steam
oar or boat. Tllat is the whole thing in n nutshell. There are o\her detatls-in the tool-chests
which form seats and sleeping-berths on both
sides of the carr!age--ln which you are not in·
terested. By pressing one knob inside the carrly,ge there, I 8tart the battery under the floor,
and the man shows signs of lfght and life. That
globe on hili helmet gives forth a lfgbt that equal~
the noondny son, and his eye& do the same. At
will I can extin~h all the lights, or only one at
a time, just ns I may eleot. Then another knob
starts bira going, and another will turn him to
the right and anothoc to tl).e left-just as a faithful horse obeyil the rein and the bit-and all, too,
'vithout my being exposed to any danger from
without."
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"Wonderful l Marvelous l" were the comments
heard on all sides, and the young inventor was
forced to stop and answer questions that were
put to him every moment.
He invited the mayor and three others to enter
th.e carrir.ge and take a ride around the warehouse, and they accepted.
As soon as they were seated In the carriage
Frank started the electric battery going, and in
!\not hoc minute the man between the shafts shook
as i! bracing up for a run.
Touching anotller knob the young Inventor
had the satisf~ction of seeing the Electric M.an
dart oli on a quick run around the great warehouse. Very little noise was made, for the machinery worked so perf~t in every joint that no
friction was caused that amountj'ld to anything.
"The most wonderful invention of the agel"
exclaimed tbe mayor.
"Seems like a dream," said Sir Arthur Paget.
" I can hardly realize it," said the third man, a
well-known !)anker of Sydney.
ltound the great building went the Electric
Man, not a single jar causing the least detention.
When it reacned the starting-point the party
emerged from the carriage and another entered
to take a ride around the building.
Among them was La.dy Ackerly, the beautiful
young lady with whom Frank conversed on the
evening of the banquet.
" Oh, Mr. Reade," she exclaimed, "I am so
nervous 1 You won't let ":lim run away with us,
will you?"
l!'rank laughed.
"Now you are laughing at mel" she said, pouting like!\ spoiled ehild.
"I was laughing in spite of myself," said Frank.
"Yoll are the only lady I ever saw who was
nervous over the idea of a man running away
with her."
"Oh, you horrid man l" she exclaimed, as the
party joined in the laugh agai11Bt her.
Barney came to Frank after a half dozen trips
around the building had been taken, saying that
a man at the door wanted to see the mayor.
Frank told Sir James what the trouble was
and the mayor sent n man to see who it was.
The man soon returned accompanied by another man with glasses across his nose and a
very benevolent expression of countenance.
"Ah I'' exclaimed the mayor, gra.eplng his
hand, " Professor Ba~stoek l I am glad to see
you l You have come just in time. Mr. Reade,
I have the honor of introducing to you Professor
Bagstock, who Is to accompany you on your expedition."
" I am rejoiced to meet you, professor,'" said
Frank, shaking hands with the professor very
cordially. "We are taking a few s1•ins around
the room in the carriage. Will you not step inside with us?"
·
The professor did so, and he was highly
pleased with everything be saw.
"Just the thing," he said, as he watch(ld the
motions of the Electric Man. "BtJlter than a
horse. The natives and bushmen will not dare
attack such a man as that."
When the exhibition wa11 over Frank told the
professor that he would be ready to start at midnight of the next day, and that he would wait for
him till that hour.
"But why not start In the day-time?" the professor asked.
"Because h;,.U the population will crowd
the streets an<i,.g~ve us no end of trouble. Let no
one know the hour of starting."
The party then went away, and Barney and
Pomp remained behind to keep watch over the
macbiae.
All the next day was spent by Frank in purchasing such supplies as might be needed where
neither food or water could be had. Ever,ytbing
was in condensed form, and a liberal water supply was arranged for.
Precisely at the appointed hour Professor Bagstock was on hand prepared to accompany Frank
-with all of his sctentiflc instruments with
him.
"Time is up," said Frank. "Jump in, professor. Open that door there, Pomp, and shut it
I again after we are through."
1 The Professor entered the carriage by the rear
iodoor, whilst Pomp opened tha entrance to the
warehouse for it to pass through.
Frank guided the Electric Man carefully, and
they passed safely through to the street.
Then he stopped to take up Pomp, after which
he turned on the electric lights and dashed away
like a railroad train.
.People heard the tramp-tran::p-tramp of the
Electric Man, and dashed out on the streets just
in time to see him go by.
The wildest kind of excitement ensued, and
lipndreds ran with all their might to keep it in
liight as long as possible.
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But they were left behind, for the Electric Man
was swift of loot, and _1n a few minutes the city
limits were passed.
Professor Bagstock looked as It he were very
urreasy about something, and alter a while asked
Frank:
"Have you thought of what the consequences
would be, Mr. Reade, if you were to run ugainst
n stone or stump when going so fast?"
"Oh yes," replied Frank. " It would be disastrous in the extreme."
"So I thought; Why do you run sucll risks?"
"Because I am 011 tile lookout for stones and
stumps all the time, and do not propose to run
against any of them."
"Ah-yes-true. I never thought of tllat."
They mn very last when the road would permit, and very slow when they reached a rough
part.
Tile road ran along the north bank of the river
Par;:aruatta for about forty miles when it struck
another town.
The people were all sleeping soundly a11d
didn't dream of the wonderful thiug in the:r
midst.
The Electric Man passed through the town
quickly, and struck the road beyond which, for
about ten miles, was very smooth. 'l'lley made
the run in about lhrfle quarters of an hour.
Then they struck a rough road which seemed
to crawl lazily up over the mountain range.
"We'll take it slow along here," said l~rank,
and the Electric Man began to walk dt about four
miles an hour.
They kept up that pace till sunrise, by which
time they had reached the top of the mounta.in.
The Professor suggested that they stop there and
have br~akfast.
"I am prtltty well shaken up, and feel the loss
of my usual sleep," he said.
"You can sleep in the carriage at any hour,
day or mght, that you may wish," said Frank.
"Well, the novelty is worn bf! now, and I
guess I can sleep some to-day or to-night."
They stopped a couple of hours to kill game
and eat breakfast, after which they resumed the
descent of the mountain, going very leisurely all
the way down.
"There are very few settlers on thi' side of tbe
mountains." remarked Frank to Bagstock.
"Yes, very few, and even those are not sure
that the other side is a safe place for them."
"Ah, they are hard cases then?"
"Yes, more or less."
"We amst l)e careful llow we stop among
them, then."
"Yes, for some of them are really very desperate characters," said Professor Bagstock.
"De Lor' gorramigbty l" exclaimed Pomp,
"jes'look at dat j11mpin' rat!"
·
They looked in the direction Porn p indicated,
and saw a terrified kanga-roo mal.:ing his best
paces for a place of safety.
Such leaps as he made astonished even Frank.
who bad seen the animals before.
·
"That's a kangaroo," said the professor, with
a smile. "Tne woods are full of them.'' •
"Golly, but dey kin jump," saict Pomp.
"Yes, they have lbeen known to ma(l:e some
very long ju'm ps," re;marked the professor.
" Dem kandyroos doan't wan' no wings-dat."s
er fac'."
"Bedad, an, yez are rolght, Pomp," said B.trney. "The spa! peen flew wid his tail."
They decided that they would try to shoot one
during the day and Barney stood ready with a
good rifle to do so, Frank having rung down the
steel-netted sides of the carriage that he might
have a fair Bhow.
But the day passed without getting a ka11garoo
in sight, and night came on just as they reached
the banks of a stream.
·'We may as well cook supper here," said
Frank, "and then push on by electric light."
"Yes, and I think we can follow t.his riven all
night," said the professor. " It runs in the direction we want to go."
"We'll follow it as long as we can," remarked
Frank.
Tiley found plenty of g!lme in the way of
pheasants, and naJ. a sumptuous supper. Pomp
had improved wonderfully in his cooking of
wild game since his last trip with Frank.
When they started again it was quite dark, but
the wonderful brilliancy of the electric light on
the bie man's helmet lighted up the scene for a
quarter of a mile around.
They moved on down the river, tJ;w absence of
any u udergrowth enabling them iii make considerable speed at tlmes.
The electric light frequently caused fowls to
make some fearful noises, and then all would be
still till aPother one was alarmed.
Two hours after starting tbey heard a peculiar
noise such as they bad not beard before. 1'hey
paid little attention to it, howeYcr, and kept on.

Frank was guiding, keeping a sharp lookout
ahead .
Suddenly b.e uttered an exclamation of horror
and stopped the Electric Man right in his tracks.
"What is it?"
"Look there l"
In front of the Electric Man, in tbe full glare
of the Electric light, stood an enormous nativll
chief, With head erect, defiantly gazing at the
Man before him, whilst behind bim half a hu11dred of his followers, as if terror-st;.icken, were
on their knees, with their foreheads touching tJ1,;
ground.
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CHAPTER IV.
A SINGULAR ENOOUNTII:R WITH NATIVES-BAl\NEY
SHOOTS A KANGAROO.

A:r,L four men In tllo carnage glared at the savages with feelings of intense anxiety.
The chief was fierce-looking and defiant, and
was such a gia11t in comparison with hi~ followers tbat be must have been chosen chief by reason of his size.
He was almost black, but his hair though curly
was not kinky like most black people's. His face ·
wore an expression of mingled wonder, fierceness and surprise, as though he did not understand what manner of tnnn the Electric Man was,
and yet was not afraid of him.
In his left hand he catried a spear and boomerang-in his right a cl11b large enough to fell an
ox with.
Not one of his followers dared to look up ntthe
Electric Man.
They were terrified beyond expree.sion, and
did not know whnt to do.
"'.rhey are natiYes l" g~<sped the profes~or,
treli\bling like a leaf.
'~"Let me bore a bole in him, bedad," said Barney, taking a rifle !rom the rack.
''Keep quiet, Barney. Don't fire unless I say
so. I can kill the whole !land with electricity if t
they attack us."
"They'll be sure to do that," said the profes- .
sor, "when they see that there are only four of
us."
(
"But that won't do them any good. One man
inside here is worth a thousand outside. I want
to get through without having to hurt any of
them, if possibla."
" 1 don't think you can do thRt," the professor '
said, "tor they have no common sense at all. t
They never learn from experience/'
'Well, we'll see what they will do," said Frank,
as he sat there and gazed at the big savagto in
front of the electric light.
The savage had gazed at the electric light now
till he could not see anything else. If he gazetl
in another direction, he saw nothing but black
darkness, whilst Fra11k could see everything
around him.
"I'll give 'em a surprise," said Frank in a
whisper. "Just keep quiet, all of you."
Be touched a knob before him, and the electric light went out in an instant, leaving tJVerytbing in total dnrkness.
"Ugh! ugh l ugh l" grunted th0 natives; and
then all was silent for a minute or two.
Then a howl from one-evidelltly from the chief
-went up, and tbe others a11swered with yells.
Frank heanl spears rattling together, and low,
g11ttural sour.ds, as if the chief was giving orders
to his fo lowers. Fearing they might make an
attack.:ffi the dark, he turned on the electric light
again, and revealed the natives massed around •
their stalwart chief.
· - _.J
But the glare of the lil;ht was too mu~liOII.~them, and down they all went on their kb.,.
·
again, whilst the chief stood defiantly up, au'd
glared at the brilliant blaze which he could not
underbtand nor account for.
"Bedad,'' said Barney, "the naygurs haven't
sinse enou,:!"h to run away."
"Dn.t's er fali','' assented Pomp, "only dey
ain't niggers."
"Keep quiet," ordered Frank, still watching
the big chief, who now began to blink his eyes,
rub tl\em a little and then make an effort to make
out what it was before him.
Suddenly he gave a whoop, and every one of
his folloll"era sprang to his feet.
They loeked at him for further orders.
He raised his right hand above his !le:ld,
poised a spear in the air for a few mcments, and
then hurled It at the breast of the irou ma11 in
front of him.
The spear went true to the mark, but fell shattered to the ground.
"Ha, ha, ha !" laughed Frank.
The dumfounded chief seized another spear
from one of his followers, and then hurled It
alter the first one with still greater force.
,
That shared even a worse fate than the otherit was splintered into fragments, and fell at the.
feet of the Electric Man.
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The chiel raised his heavy club above his head
and rushed on the Electric Man to deal him a
·
blew on the head.
But Frank promptly turned a crank and th'l
right foot of the Electric Man flow up, struck the
chief in the stomach and lauded him over in the
midst of his cowering followers, the sickest man
ever seen in Australia.
The natives c~·owded around him and tried to
brace him up, but the blow on the stomach from
a big iron foot was too much for him, and he
laid back on the ground and groaned with pain.
" I am sorry to have to do it," said Frank,
"but he would have broken that globe with his
club, and I didn't want him to do that."
"It beats anything I ever saw or heard of,"
said the professor, adjusting his spectacles, and
taking another look at the savages in front of
the Slectric M&n.
"Dat's er rae'," said Pomp. "Dat man kin
kick wuss'n er mule."
"I am going to run around them and see if
they will follow us," said Frank, suiting his actions to his words.
The Electric Man turned to the right and
trotted off, leaving the ten·lfiect natives with
their chief to wonder what strange apparition
bad appeared to them so unexpectedly. But
they did not think of following the electric
lights.
Their chief was unable to lead them, and they
would not budge an inch without him.
In a little while they were out of sight of the
band, and then they turned toward the riv'er
again, which they reached after a run of a
couple of miles.
Ptofessor Bagstock and Frank went to bed on
the narrow adj usta~le berths over the tovl chests
at midnight, leaving Barney and Porn p to Lake
turns aL running the Electric Man till daylight.
"Follow the course of the river," said .l<'rank,
"as long as you can, and when you find that
you can't call me and tell me what the trouble
is."
Barney was the first on watch, and he kept the
Electric Man trotting steadily till time came for
Pomp to take charge.
Then he laid down and went to sleeo.
But in less than a half hour Pomp woke Frank
-· up gently, saying:
"Marse Frank, we can't ~o no furder dis way."
" What's the matter?" asked Frank.
"Dere's anuder ribber heah-.we 's in de fork."
"Is that so?"
"Yes, it am for er lac."
"Well, put out the lights and go to bed. We
may as well rest here as anywhere else."
Pomp was of that opinion too, and In less than
ten minutes he was in hid berth snoring away
like all possesr;ed.
They all slept soundly till th11 incessant twittering of birds awoke them after dawn.
Barney was thll first one to open his <~yes, and
on looking out he saw that the carriage was
standing still and Pomp fast asleep.
He could not understand it, for he and Pomp
had run to~;ether for many years, and he had
never known him to shirk a duty.
But he said nothing at the time, concluding to
wait and see what Frank would have to say
about it when he woke up.
As be lay there looking out through the network that inclosed the carriage hoe was astonish -ed at seeiRg two big kangaroos leaping about in
the gra~s and under the trees.
TJiey s-eemed to be leaping about either for fun
~r,.~xercise-he could not tell which. But he
"- _,.., r" · [!;so excited over their pres)nce and near ap~' ~ pro,~ch to the carriage that he could not stop to
do much thinking.
On e of them came within shooting distance,
a:nd Barney reached for his gun, which was just
above his bead.
H e took a q¥~ick aim and fired.
The Kan~roo gave a bound of some ten or
twelve feet in the air, and fell back in the grass
in the agonies of death.
Of course the report awakened the sleepers.
Prof. Bagstock sprang out of his berth with a
yell, and asked:
"In the name of Heaven, what's the matter?"
"What is it, Barney?" F~ank asked, looking
around just in time to see the mate of the wounded kangaroo making of[ with bounds which ful'y
proved theJextent of his terror.
"Shure, an' it's kilt he is," said Barney, looking over at the kicking animal in the grass.
" What was it-a kangaroo?"
"Yes, sor-one av thil!l jumpin' rats," replied
Barnt•y. "Bedad, but the other wan Jumped
loi k e ther oulJ Nick."
"Yes, tbev are the best jumpers in the world."
Frank and the professor hurriedly dressed &nd
went out to look at the dead kangaroo.
Barney was a good shot.

•

His bullet had gone through the kangaroo's
head, and it was dead in a very few minutes.
"Bedad," said Barney, after looking at the
long hind legs and immense tail of the singular
animal, "av I had legs loike tbim, an' a tail to
balance me, I'd jump over the moon."
" Is it good ter eat?" Porn p n.sked.
"Faith an' av yez ate it the Ould Nick would
be afther slaping wid yer," remarked Barney.
"They are frequently eaten," said the professor, "for I have seen hundreds of people who
eonsider their meaL good, though I have never
tASted it myself."
"We'll put oft eating it till some other time,"
said Frank. "These woods are full of game. I
can hear pheasants calling each other out there."
"Yes, this seems to be a good plat>e for game,"
remarked the professor, looking around.
"Build your fire, Pomp," Frank ordered, "and
I'll h&ve some game in a few minutes.''
•
The profe~;sor took a gun and went with him
some distance in the woods, leaving Barney and
P omp to arrange the temporary camp for the
meal.
.
Pomp made a fire and Barney went down to
the river to bring up a pail of water.
Just as he was about to dip the pail into the
water be saw a fowl as large as a seven or eight
pound hen jump out of a little clump of bushes
and run along thA bank of the river.
" Bedad I" he exclaimed, " it's a foine poi yez
would make," and he hastened back to the camp
with the pail of water, snatched up a gun and
ran back to get a shot at the strange bird he had
seen.
He ran forward about two hundred yards, and
was fortunate enough to get a glimpse 0f the
fowl again.
·
He aimed quickly and fired at It, and had tae
satisfaction o! seeing it fall.
But just as he was about to go forward to secure the game he heard a rush of something behind him, and, wheeling around to see what iL
was, he was almost paralyzed at the peril of his
situation .
Over one hundred enormous birds, whose
heads were as high M his own from the ground,
were rushing toward him in a panic.
He had no time to think. The great birds-as
large as ostriches-were upon him. He gave up
and fell on his knees.

CHAPTER V.
BARNEY AND THE EMUS.-THE BOOMERANG.
THE emus-for that is the name of the great
Australian ostrich-bad been started up by FrAnk
and the professor, and in their paniC they bad
run upon Barney.
In the rush they did not see him in the bushes,
and that's why th~y ran over him.
One of them struck him, and i.Joth rolled over
on the ground together-the emu the worst hmt
of the two.
But they were gone in another minute, and
Barney pulled himself together with some misgivings as to whether he was all there ot· not.
. "Be ~be powers I" he exclaimed, as ~e ru?bed
h1s brUise;:; and looked ~~;fter the retreatmg bn·ds,
"it's a no1ce flock av chickens yez are," and he
picked up his hat which had been knocked off
by the bi' bird. "Sure, an' wan war.ts a cannon
whin he Ytunts in this eonnthry. Blissid be the
nmn as foinds the nists av thim birruds. Faith,
their eggs must he the soize av cocoanuts.''
When he reached his game he stood ove~ it,
looking down at it, like one bewitched.
"Howly Mit her av Moses!" he exclaimed.
"That iver I should foind a birrud wid no wings
at all at alii" and he took up the stran<>e bird and
looked at it.
"'
It had no wings, yet in every other respect it
was a perfect bird.
Barney gently laid his gun down on the grass,
and vigorously crossed himself for several minutes.
"SU'fe, an' it's bewitched I am," he said, "or
this land is old Nick'~."
He took up the sttange fowl aqd made his way
back to camp.
"Hi, Barney," <excln.imed Pomp when he saw
him coming, " why didn't you kill one ob dem
big birdti 1 Dey run by beah like de old Nick
was arter dem."
"Sure au' it's a cannon yez wants ter kill o.ae
of them horse birruds."
"Horse birds?"
"Yis bedad. Sure an' its loike horses they
run. 'i'he darthy low is rin over me loike I was
a frog, bedad I"
Pomp laughed, and asked:
"What's dat yon's got dare, Barney?"
"Niver the wan ov me knows," replied the
lrishman, throwing the game on the ground at

Pomp's feet. "Bedad we'll foind natives with
no bids on them ne:~..t, I'm thinkin'."
" Why, Barney, dis heah bird ain't got no
wings!" exclaimed Pomp.
.
"Th~tnk yees, Pomp. I am not oft me nut.
Sure. an' I didn't know but me hid was wrong
enthirely," and Barney looked down at the bird as
if he regarded him with very gr.e at suspicion.
"Dare goes de pigeons !" exclaimed Pomp,
as an im.nense flock flew over the little camp.
"Shoot some ob dem, Barney. Dey is good ter
eat."
Barney shook his head in disgust, and said :
" They fly- -they have wings, bedad. But av
ye kill wan yez'll foind they have no legs, begorra !" and he looked as though he wanted to return to Ireland or America without more ado ..
Just then Frank and the professor hove in
sight loaned down with game which they had
secured in the forest.
"What did you kill, Barney?" Frank asked, as
he threw down a brace of pheasants and a dozen
brouze-winged pigeons.
"Dis am what. he killed," said Pomp, holding
up the strange bird Barney had brought in, " and
he's mad because it didn't hab no w!Pg," a.nd
Pomp laughed heartily at Barney and hlo superstitious !em'S.
Barney was angry in a moment, and was
about to make an angry retort, when ]'rank
said:
"Keep quiet now. Did you see that flock o!
big birds run down this way?"
"Yes, sorr, an' I was rin over by 'em, be•
dad."
" Did they run over you?"
"Yis, sorr, an' kicked rue out loike I was a
loafer."
"Why in thunder didn't you shoot one of them?
I 'd give fifty dollars to get one of them dead or
alive."
"Faith, thin, it's a cannon yez want ter shoot
'em wid," replied Barney.
Frank laughed, and said:
" Shoot at their beads, and they are eaaily
killed, I guess.''
Pomp took the game and began to prepare it
for breakfast, whilst the professor, who was familiar with the animal kingdom. of Australia as
well as its bird life, expatiated on the peculiarities of the rare bird which Barney had shot.
"It has no wings," said Fmnk, "hence I do
not see why it should be called a bird.''
"It baR all the characteristics of a bird save
wings," Said the pro:essor.
"Yes, I suppose it bas. It is one of the
strangest specimens I ever saw."
"There is another animal, or fowl, I don't
know which," remarked tl:.e profe~~sor, "whillh
will puzzle you even more than that. It lives on
the water courses, has t.he body of a dog and the
head and bill of a duck.:'
"Howly mitherav Moses I" exclaimed .Barney,
who was listening to what was being said.
"What ails yer, Barney?" Pomp asked.
"I'm sick," said Barney. "Sure an' av I iver
git out av this <JOnntry, it's out I'll stay.''
Pomp grinned.
His superstition was of a different turn from
the 'rishman's.
•
When the bre.akfast was rea:dy the four sat
do~n, ate hearti!Y· smoked their pipes a.nd then
de~Ided.to remam there durmg the.day and ensm?g mght for the purpose of buntmg the game
which seemed to be so plentiful thereabouts.
. Barney and Pomp got out a small tent and set
It up, and put up th~ portable camP;table, a~d
made the pla~e look hke a gentleman s camp m
a very few mmutes.
An hour or so after breakfast Frank and the
professor again took t~1eir guns and started out
in quest of game, leavmg Barney and Pomp In
charge of t8e camp.
"Do?,'t g_o>tl.fty yar,~s away from, camp, either
of you, said !'rank, for ~ou d?n,~ know what
may happen m a country !Ike this. _
.
Barney crossed himself a dozen times m M
many seconds, and then felt a htUe b~tter.
Fmnk and the professor made their way. up
the river sev~ral aundred yards and shot qmte a
number of p1geons and ~beasan~s. .
.
Suddenly Frank had h1s hat knocked of[ ..his
bead by a stick, as he thought, but ou lookmg
arnund be saw that it was a boomeran~.
"Great Scott I" he exclaimed, as he picked up
the weapon. "That .was as narrow an escape a~
I ever had I Where IS the man ;vho threw that?
and be glared around.
"As we can't see them," suggested t~e professor, " [ think we ba~ better run for i.t. They
may pursue -us, and I£,fhey do we can have a
chane1e to tl.ra on them. , .
.
8
. "Well, come on .. I don t h~e the Idea of r nmng from an enemy, though.
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They ran about hal! way back toward the
camp ere they discovered the natives.
Abo1:1t 11 doze,.c. of them were dodging behind
tress ns they pushed on after the retreating
whites.
Frank watched his chance to give one of the;11
a. bullet from his rifle-a genuine Winchester.
The savage went down with a yell, and the pursuit stopped for the moment. But it gave Frank
and the professor just the tilJle they wanted to
reach the camp.
"Put evArything in the carriage," said Frank,
in very hurried tones. "The natives are coming!"
Barney and i'omp had everything back in the
<:'arciage in less than three minutes' time, with
the steel net-work up and rifles in hand.
"Show me the dirtily spa! peens," sail Barney,
looking about in eyery direction for a glimpse of
the natives.
"Don't you fire till we are obliged to," s11id
Fmnk. "We have no right to shoot 'em down
like dogs unless they attack us."
"Why, they have done that already, Mr.
Reade," said Bagstock, in no little surprise.
"They came within an ace of killing you."
"Yes, sq they did , but we have so much the
advantage of them that it would be almost as bad
as rour4i.er to use it against them."
"True-true-! never thought .of that," said
the professor. " M.a ybe they won't attack us
now."
"Look dar!" exclaimed Pomp, pointing to 11
stick about two feet long, which was gving up at
an angle of about forty-five degrees from a clump
of hushes on thQir right.
Frank and the Professor gazed at the stick as
it ascended, ancl the latter exclaimed:
" That's a boomerang-look out!"
"It's gwine tudder way!" said Pomp, watching the boomerang's flight through the air.
"Yes, but it will come back again 1" said Bag~tock. " Here it comes now 1"
The boomerang ascended so high that Frank
saw that it had been thrown by a strom{ arm.
It stopped for a brief second or time when it
reached ths highest altitude, and then began to
fall-as it perpendicularly-but when it acquired
some momentum it began to perform some very
peculiar gyrntions, the result of which was a
change of course.
Insteacl of following the laws of gravitatiOn, as
one would naturally expect, it made a dart for
the Electric .Man, striking him full on the breast
'1with a Ioree that would have felled an ox.
"The lor' gorramighLy 1" gasped Pomp.
" Howly mither av Moses 1" ejaculated Barney.
"That was a hard blow," said Frank, "but the
old man can stand it, I guess."
"It would h&ve broken the globe on his helmet
though," remarked the Professor.
"Yes, so it would, but they seem to aim lower."
"Marse Frank," said romp, his eyes like
sa.ucer.;, "did dey frow dat stick at de 'Lectric
Man?"
"Yes."
"'De Lor' sabe us!" ~roaned he, in distress of
mind. "DAy kin bit a man behind a tree wid
dat ar stick."
"Yes, or behind a house," remarked Bagstock,
"and they are the on!) people in the world who
know how to throw them."
"Dar goes anuder o::~e 1"
The second boomerang struck precisely where
the other one did, after performing ~imilar gyrations in the air, and was shattered against the
,;oJid steel it encountered.
CHAI'TER YI.
ATrAOKED BY THE NATIVES-THE RAFT.

"THAT is the most wonderful mark11manship I
ever saw in my life," said Frank.
""Tr!lly wonderful," the profj)Ssor said, "and
it is the result of mental mathematical calculation, too."
'' Eh~"
" Mental mathematical calculation," repeated
the professor. " The thrower looks at the object
he wishes to hit, calculates the distance, and then
calculates the an~e and altitude that will be required to reach it-and he also consillers the velo~iLy o! the \Vind at the same time."
"Wonder! til 1 Marvelous 1" exclaimed Frank.
" There goes another!"
They watched the tl.ight ofthe third boomerang
and noted every gyration it made in the air.
It deseended as the other bad done and struck
the Electric }{an on the neck, breakinp: in two.
"That would have broken anv man's neck!''
sai? Ba.gstoek.
•
' It wonk! indeed-and no rifle maR could have
made a better shot. There goes ano~ber 1"
The Electric Man again received a blow on the
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neck, and the resounding whack could have been
heard hundreds of yards away.
"Such an enemy is not to be despised," remarked Frank. "'!'hey are exceedingly dangerous. I see now that I must have moved a little
alter tile boomerang was tllrown at me, or I
would have been killed."
"No doubt of it," said Bagstock. "They seldom miss. SomeLimes a sudden gust of wind
interfer&s with their ai~ after tbe wetwon leaves
their hand, but very rarely."
"Dar goes anuder one!" exclaimed Pomp, as
another boomerang a~canded from the bushes.
'l'hey watched its ascent and descent, to see it
land on the roof of the carriage.
"That will do," said Frank. "I'll give 'em
a scare now which may last them a long time,"
and he suddenly started up the electric current.
The Electric Man, as if to punish them !or
throwing sticks at him, made 11 dash at the
chump of bushes from which the br>omerang had
been thrown.
The next moment, with peculiar yells, the halfdozen savages in that ·particular spot, dashed
away through the woods.
"Don't fire 1" cried Frank, as Barney levered
his gun at them.
Barney l:1.id down the weapon with an expre~sion of disgust ou his face.
He lmd no sympathy for the sentiment of humanity that filled
Frank's breast at that moment.
" l:ledad I" he said to himself, "it's soft-hearted
fools we are whin we let thim naygurs pound us
an' rin away from us."
Suddenly a dozen sprang out of the bushes
and rushed on the Electric Man with upraised
clubs.
They evidently believed in the power of numbers, and had calculated that a dozen clubs well
used would be too much for the big man who
had defied their boomerangs.
"Hello!" exclaimed Frank. "Fire I Quick I"
He stopped the carriage and drew his r evolver.
The others fo lloweJ his example, and in about
ten seconds a fusillade from the carriage caused
the terror stricken natives to dart away into the
bushes again.
" Hanged if they can't beat rabbits at hiding in
the bushes I" exclaimed Frnnk, as they disappeared from sight.
"Two or them are down, though," remarked
the professor.
"Yes-so they are. Well, I am sorry for them .
We may as well leave here now, as it would be
as much ail our lives are worth to get out ot the
carriage."
H& started the Electric Man again, and guided
him round to the left.
As tney were in the fo·: ks of the two rivers,
they decided to follow the one that had stopped
them the night before and go up toward its
source till they could find a crossing plr.ce.
The b usbes prevented them from making
fut time, and the day was gone ere they httd
made twenty miles.
"We must find a place for a camp," said
Frank, looking aro und· in the woods. " We want
water, you know."
"I think we have been followed by the natives
all day," remarked the professor.
·'Why do you think so?" Reade asked, looking
suspiciously around .
" Because we have heen going slow enough
for them to keep up with us."
"That's true. We shall have to be careful.
They make Jess noise, and are more secretive
than any savages I ever saw."
"We had better spend the night in the carriage," suggested Bagstock, "for then we run no
risks."

"Yes, but we must have water," said lfrank,
"and when we find it we must fill up the tank so
a.s to be always supplied in case of <>mergency."
They moved along at a. moderate pace for another mile, and then found a spot where tho;re
were a number of springs boiling up 1tt the foot
of a rocky blul'f.
.Frank stopped alongside one o! the springs,
and then opened one of the chests whicll had
done duty as seAts in the rlay aad berths at night,,
and took therefrom a coil of rubbAr tnbing with
a pump attachment.
He threw one end of the coil in the spring, and
told Pomp to connect the other with the twentygallon tank under the chest.
Pomp made the connection and Frank set
Barney to pumping.
In a half hour the tank was full and the pumping stopped.
"We are all right now, and ready for a siege,"
remarked Frank, as be ordered Barney to put
the pump and tube away."
"Yes, for we have plenty to eat and drink
no,v."
Frank moved away to a point wher4;1 there was

a clearing for one or two hundred yards, and
stopped in the center o~ it.
Pomp prepared supper of the canned provisions, and they made a good meal, after which
they lit Lbeir cigars and indulged in talk and
smoke till bed t.ime.
At the usual hour they all four rolled in their
l!erths and went to sleep, knowing that the least
interference with the Electric Man would wake
them up.
About an hour after roidmght Pomp woke up
to get a drink of water. He was burning up with
thirst.
But, though it was very dark, he saw shadowy
objects moving all round the carriage, and noises
that sounded not unlike w bispE'rs.
"Dem native niggers," he thought to himself,
and he reached over and shoek Frank by the
shoulder.
That rnvoke him, and in another minute be
saw the ~ame objects thr.t had attracted Pomp's
attention moving about in the darkness.
He shook the professor, and whispered in his
ear:
"Get up, the natives are all around us!"
The professor did ns he was told, and Pomp
called up Barney the same way.
"Just have your revolvers ready," Frank
whispered to th em. "I am going tv turn on the
lights, and while they are blinded by th e glare
we can give 'em a volley that'll ILslte 'em let us
alone."

..

At a given signal Frank turned on the electric
lights, and the glare of them completely knocked the natives out-of whom there were at least
a hundred or more.
They were so blinded that they could Ree noth·
ing but the lights. ·
"Now let 'em have it 1" cried Frank, and the
fusillade began.
In au inbtant the howls commenced, and each
wounded native added to the din.
But ere the lRst revolver was emptied, the
dark-skinned natives had vanished into the
bushes.
Not one, save those who had fallen, could be
11een.
"Now we shall hA.ve to move," said Frank.
The lights enabled them to move away from
the spot, and a half-milo beyond they struck an
open plain stretching away northward .
Away they went at the mte of twenty miles an
hour, which they kept up !or an hour and a
half.
"We cim stop now, I guess," said Frank,
"and finish our nap."
He put out the lights, and soon they wer&
soundly sleeping again.
When the sun arose they were out of sight ot
mountain or fore,;t.
But they resumed the north-westerly course
tbey \Tished to go, and k!>pt it up till late in the
afternoon, when they struck timber and W!>ter
again .
It was a river-not very long, but quite swift
and seep.
They skirted it for twenty miles look! ng for a
crosBing place.
But they found none.
"There's no use wasting any more time on it,"
said Frank. "We've got to build a rait if we
get across."
"Can we do that?" Bagstock asked.
"Easily. Here's plenty of timber, ~nd we
have axes on board." .
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp, going for the axes,
which he brought out.
.
He and Barney went to work cutting up~
which were found all along the river bank, whifs~~
Frank and Professor Bagstock procured grape
vine with which to tie them togeth&r.
Three days were spent in the job, at the end of
which time a strong raft had been finished. It
was tied securely to the bank, and the Electric
Man and carriage guided on to it with great
care.
Then the wheels were lashed to the logs to prevent accidents.
Being thus prepared for tho venture, they procured long poles, and pusb"d ol'f from the bank,
and were soon out in the current of the stream .
The current '!arried them down stream near!)'
a half mile sre they could strike the other side.
But the shore being toe marshy for them to land,
they pushed oft' again.
Down the stream they floated, looking continuouiily for a favorable place to land. But mil e
after mile was passed, and still no good landing
was found.
·
Suddenly they espied <> dozen canoes fill ed
with natives coming toward them.
" Now we've got to fight for it 1" cried l!'ran k,
"Keep 'em off the raft. or they'll sink us. Inside.
quick, and get yo•~r arms!"
They sprang inside the carriage, and in another minute the four rifles were protruding

•
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Barney stripped and started out to wade make ready to throw it from the top cf the carashorR,
riage, Pomp."
He found the water warm, and from ten to fif"Yes, sah," said Pomp, who at onoe began a
teen Inches deep all the way, with a smooth, search for the rope in one of the chests.
hard, ;;andy bottom.
"Hold on-he is down!" ·
CHAP'i'ER VII.
The ba.oks were low and sandy, stretching
The savage had fallen fiat on his face on the
BATTLE OF TilE RAFT-CAPTURE OF A NATIVE. away in the distance in a low plain.
grass, and Jay like a dead man.
"Faith I" he exclaimed, as he looked away westHe coultlrun no furth er.
THE situation was one of the gravest peril to
He had given up exhausted.
ward, " we can be afther making fast toime out
our heroes.
'l'be Electric Man stovped alongside of him and
There were about a dozen canoes, each of there.'·
When he returned he reported what he had Frank and Pomp got out to take a look at ant.!
which held from four to six natives.
The Electric Man was the obj ect of their aim, found, and then Frank wont o\·er the route to diBarm him.
Pomr picked up his spear, club and boomerfor the others bad found safety in the carriage make sure about the bottom of the river.
'l'o make a mistake and Jose the Electric Man aug, a! three of which he had held on to to the
where neither boomerangs or spears could re~tch
and carriage would be equivalent to losing their last.
them.
He was naked from head to foot ant.! was quite
It was evident that they re~arded t!Je Electric lives, and he did not propose to take auy unneca well built fellow.
Man as a human being with a. peculiar armor essary risks in attempting to cro&ii the stream.
But he found that Barney had made no mistake
H's feet were large and very hard and dirty.
on.
and so he came tmck t>nd ordered Pomp to cut
His sk:in wa.s very dark, though not quite as
They hurled spears at him.
But the weapons rang against the steel &nd fell the grape-vines that held the wheels to the raft. black as Pomp's, but his hair was very curly,
Pomp cut them and then they all entered the though not kinky, showing that he did not beharmless ly on the raft at his feet, to their utter
carrhtge.
long to the negro race.
ama.zement.
''Steady now I" called Frank, "steady now,
"Stand him up on his feet, Pomp," Frank or•
Then those in the carriage opened fire, aild
old man," and he started the mttchinery in mo- dered, and Pomp proceeded to do so.
thEl nearest canoe was emptied in a trice.
"De lor' gormmighty, Marse Frank," Pomp
Unless knoci.ed out instantly a native would tion.
The Electric Man stepped boldly off Into the exclaimed, " he am skeered almos' ter def r·
plunge into the water to swim ashore as soon as
"Tell him we won't hurt him.''
water.
he was hit.
His great weight cause.d him to sink nearly up
"Look heah, nigger! We ain't gwine ter hurt
Barney yelled with e\·ery shot as if he enjoyed
to
his
knees
in
the
wata,
but
that
diu
not
deter
yer,"
said Po.np, standing him on his feet and
the picnic, and his shots created such havoc that
him m the least.
turning him around so as to have hilll face the
the natives beca111e bewildered.
He stepped forwartl and pulled the carriage others.
Frank and the others were equally as destruct'£he savage trembled like a lea.r from head to
ivf! in their fire, and the blacks suffered dread- along ali if he was walking on dry land.
foot and spoke in guttural sounds which were
"'l'hls is a .l right," said Frank.
-runy.
"Dat's er fac," said Pomp. "Dere ain't no about as intelligible as the grunts of the ground
Snddenll they seized their oars and pulled
hog.
.
away as i pl:l.llic-stricken, and Frank instantly dust heah."
"Nor mud either," remarkej the Pr01esser.
He was evidently Pleading for his life, for the
ordered his party to stop firing.
"Plinty av wather, though,'' put in Barney.
moment he was let go he threw himt!elf ·on his
'l'h.e natives landed in some tall grass and
"Very good tor you three," said Frank. laugh- faCA at Frank's feet.
water trees, and pulling their light canoes alter
"Take his boomerang and leave him the olub
Ing. "Make some more funny re marks."
them , disappeared from sight altogether.
and spear," 8aid Frank, ''and let him go. We
";I'm exhausted," replied Bagstock.
"We made a narrow escape that time," said
"I thought so. We'll brace up when we get can't get anyt:Piog out of him."
Frank, looking in their direction.
Pomp obeyed, and then they entered the car"Yes," said the professor, " it WruJ a close call." out there on that level plain.''
They soon reached the white sand beach, and riage and dashed away in a northwesterly direc"Had they crowded on the raft 1" as I was
afraid they would, they would have upRet it, and then stopped near a large log which had been tion.
then we would have been drowned, locked up in thrown up there by some great freshet.
" Take your axes and make a good fire there,
here.u
CHAPTER VIII.
said Frank. "I want some fried fish for break"De Lor' sabe us!" gasped Pomp.
"It was a wise thing to lash the wheels to the fast."
Barney
and
Pomp
soon
had
a
roaring
tire
goTHE
SWIFT-FOOTED EMU.
ra!t," remarked Bagstock.
ing, and then the savory odor of frying fish
THEY were a mile away from the native ere he
"Yes, a lucky one, at least."
" Did you notice Burney in the fight?" Bag- gave thetn an appetite for all they could get to raised his head to look around.
eat.
~rhe moment he saw that he Wli.S alone and unstock ruJked.
While the fish were cooking, Frank looked to harmed he sprang to his feet and went through a
"Yes, I've eeen 'em both in sorrA desperate
llgpts, and know that I can depend on tllem the water-tank and saw that it could hold a few series of most extraordin.wy antics.
gallons more.
He leaped in the .air, landed on his hands, rollwhen danger threatens."
He used the hose and pump and soon had it ed over on the grass and let out a few yells that
"He really seemed to enjoy it."
reached even the receding Electric Mao.
• He did enjoy ir. Baruey had rather be in a full.
"We might not strike any more good water
"He is a happy man, no doubt," said the proruction than preside at a feast. Eb, Barney?"
" Bedad I" returned Barney, " av the spalpeeos for a week," he said, "and it's something one feasor, laughing heartily at the Iellow·s performances.
wants ter foight, I'm not mane enough ter dis- can't do without.''
Pomp announced dinner when it was ready,
"No doubt of it," added Frank. "He believed
appoint 'em. Faith, an' they don't have much
and they fell to and did ample justice to the friofl he was to be killed, and his surprise and joy are
fun, I'm tbinkin'."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp. "De fun was all !Ish, which they thought was as fine as any they too much for him: And yet he 111ay even think
had ever eaten.
that Wfl were actually afraid ot him."
on our side."
Just as they had finished the meal, Barney dis"Yes, and that we are running away from
• "Yez are :roight, Pomp, but av they get us In
coveretl at least half a hundred natives creeping him.''
•
ther grip it's fun galore they'd have wid us. "
"Better die fighting than fall into their hands," toward them in the tall grass which lined the
"Bed ad I" said Barney, "let me go back an'
said Frank. "Yet I would never be able to get river-bank.
tache him a lissou."
over it if one of you should get killed by such
" Come, let's be off," said Frank. " We'll! " Oh, let him alone. He is nothing but a wil1
miserable creatures as these natives are."
chase 'em awhile and give 'em a good scare."
man, and doesn't know any better."
"Isn't it a singular phase of savage nature
Tboy scrambled into the carriage, and Frank
"Faith, an' I'll tache him betther. I 'll tame
that he should always seek to slay his species · started straight for the natives in the tall grase. him wid me fist."
On seeing the Plectric Man comiD-g for them,
when not of his own tribe?"
"You'll find plenty more to tame before we get
"Yes. I have often thought of it," replied the natives sprang up and r11n for all they \Tere back home again," remarked Frauk. "Don't
Frank. "They seem to have the same feelings worth.
worry, old man."
toward other races as all men have toward the
"There they go," laughed tb@ professor.
"Sure, an' it's not th~ loilces av me as worry
serpent."
"Yes. I am going to run down one of them about it," replied Barney.
1
!:Jt:r".'i''' :·." It is a singular feature or charac- and catch him," said l!'rank. "I \'mot to see
They soon left the native out of sight and went
~- ~
f savage life," remarked the professor. one of them when he can't do any mischief."
scuElding over the level, grassy plain at the rate
fioateEI down the stream for many miles,
He selected one of the fastest runners in the of fifteen or twenty miles an hour.
looking for a good place to land.
band and made after him.
The surface of the earth was as level n.s a l1oor,
But about noon they struck on a sand ear, aJ,J.d
But the fellow saw bis peril and plunged into with not even a bunch of grass thicker in one
lodged there.
the river to swim across.
place than in another to make a jar.
"We may as well remain !)ere as anywhere,"
They chased another,and succeeded in getting
" It is like riding over a catpet," remarked the
said Frank, "as one place is as good as another. between him and the river.
professor.
I think we can fiad good 1!\nding where there is
That demoralized the savage, 1\nd he started
"Yes. We could soon croBs the island if we
u Slll!ld bar."
off from the river at full speed.
had such ground as ~his to trayeJ over," replied
'.fhey found themselves a half mile from
Frank did not crowd him too close, but kept Frank.
snore, either way.
near enough to him to keep him doing his best.
"Of course. But we'll strike the sand plains
The river had spread out a mile wide over a
Mile after mile was passed, and still the native beyond the next range of hills or mountldns, and
bed of sand lik" 11. shallow lake.
ran at full speed.
then our trouble will come."
"There must be plenty of fish here," said the
"His bottom is good," said Frank.
"But we can travel over sand as well ns O!:l
professor, "as we can see them rippling the
"Yes-long-winded, I should say," remarkeit hard grc.und, though not ~;o fast."
water everywhere."
the professor.
•· But there are bowlders of rock everywhe.re, I
'• Get your tackle, Pomp, and see what kind of
"I would like to know juRt bow long he can am told.''
tlsh they a.re,'' Frank ordered, and the faithful keep that rntfl of speed up," Frank said. "If he
"We can dodge those, you know.''
darky did as he was told.
can run fifty milet! without. stopping I'll give him
"Yes, but it's trying, I guess.
He baited his hook with scraps of meat, and a medal.''
"No doubt of that. What a splendid pasturlanded a specit~s of perch about as fast as he
The others laughed.
age for sheep this would be I"
could keep it baited.
Then Pomp yelled at him, and the native ao"Splendid. I never saw better pasturage in
"This is good sport, at any rate," said Frank. tually increased his speed .
my life," said Bagstock.
"Catch enough for dinner, and then clean them.
"He's doing well."
"I presume it is too far inland for it to be
Barney, wade out toward the bank there, and
They ran him an bour longer, and then it WruJ used for many years yet.''
see liow deep the water is, and note the botrom, plain to be seen that the fellow was giving out.
"Yes. We have come some two or three hun" l'd like to stop him before he is broken down dred miles, have we not?"
to see if it is hard enough to allow us to go
completely. You had better get your lasso and
"Yes,"
ashore.''
from the sides. The natives made a. dash for the
raft as -the rifieli bluzed forth.
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"Dis heo.h am er big paster," remarked Pomp,
as he looked around at the boundless expanse
of green succul13nt grass.
Just then he espiQd a lot of emus in the distance, the ostrich of Australia.
"Look dar, Marse Fmnk. Dem's de birds dat
run ober Barney!"
Frank turned the carriage in that direction,
awl made for them.
•.rue big birds evidently did not see the carri'<ge till it was in a quarter of a. mile of them, and
tlw u they started off -on a. run in a body.
"No w for a race! Get your rifles ready!"
cried Frauk, as he put on an extra spurt of electricity.
'l'he Electric Man made tremendous strides,
and went over the greensward like a cyclone.
Barney anu Pomp got their Win~hestets ready
for u,;e, and waited for a chan'le to draw a bead.
Away th" great birds went, getting over ground
as fw;t as race-h orses.
But the Electric Man never got out of wind,
and by and by his steady gait began to tell.
He was gaining on them.
Oh, how they pulled !"
They seemed to do their level best, and to encourage each other.
But gradually they came within ra.n~;e of the
deadly Winchesters, and Barney and Pomp both
fired.
One was evidently hit, for he made a bound of
several feet, but contin11ed his speed.
"Giv"' ~em another!"
Crack-crack I
"Give 'em another!"
Crack-crack 1
"Another!"
Crack-crack I
Three of the great birds now began to show
signs of weakness by staggering as they ran.
"They a1·e hard to kill," remarked the professor.
'" Yes, so they are ; bllt several are hit, I
think."
Crack-crack I
One dropped, with his neck broken, and he lay
on the grass kicking ail vigorously as a horse.
"'.rhat will do," said Frank. "Don't waste
any more cartridges."
" Dar's anuder one rlown !"cried Pomp, as one
nf the wounded ones stagg'3red and fell.
" '.rhere's anotb..er one almost ready to drop,
:<•o, " remarked the professor, watching another
ni;: fellol'l' stag~<ering along.
Tlley reached thtl first one that fell and found
Lim quite dead. Pomp picked him up and, exclaimed:
"Dat's dll bigl:(est bird I eber see. We ain't
got no pan big enough ter fry him in."
"Cn~ it up for beef," suggested Frank, who
took hold of him, and mentally calculated his
weight to be seventy-five or eighty pounds.
"One beef like dat 'nd la!!t us all er whole
week," replied Pomp.
"Bed ad, but it's tough ating, I'm afther thinking," remarked Barney, as he looked curiously
at the dead bird.
"Why, it's a young chicken, you gossoon,"
said Frank. turning suddenly on the Irishman.
"Faith, thin, deliver me from the ould hin av
that's only a chick."
And he devoutly crossed himself as he spoke,
at which F,rank and Bagstock laughed heartily.
Pomp took' up the dead bird and was about to
throw it into tpe carriage when Frank told him
to leave it where it was.
"It's rather too large to fry, I guess," he
added.
"Dat's er fac'," remarked Pomp, as he dropped
it at his feet.
They entered the carriage once more and resumed their journey. But in a little while they
began to run into immense fiocks of quail.
"Now take your shot-guns," said Frank,
"and gather in as many as you can. '.rhere'H no
better eating than quail."
Barney, Pemp and Bagstock took their shotguns and began a. fusillade on the quail.
Taey were so numerous that in a few minutes
half a hundred had fallen.
"Gather the.o up and throw them in here,"
sa.id Frank, " and to-night and for ~eyeral days
WA can feast on quail."
They were gathered in, and a big pile they
marl e.
Frank then continued on the way they had
started, and many a mile was passed over ere
they made another halt.
"What a stretch of grazing country," Bagstock remarked, as he gazed at the illimitable expanse of grass.
"Yes, I was just thinking about that. But I
suppose the natives are the main obstacle in the
way of their use as pasturage."
'"Yea, and tile distance, too."
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By and by they came in air,ht of a stretch of
low timber in tbe distance.
"Tbat. must be a11other water course," remarked Frank.
"Undoubtedly, but tllere is nc mention of it on
thA !Haps." ·
''Then we have come farther than tho mapmak.,rs?"
" It would seem so."
"Well, we'll soon see what it is."
In another hour they came to a stream that
flowed south-WtlSt, whilst thejr route was northwest.
"We will have to cross here somewhere, or get
out of our way again," said Frank.
" It is not u very large strt~am, ., rtlmarked Bagstock. "I think we may be able to ford it hereabouts."
''It is very plain that we can't do it here. The
banks on either side are marshy."
'!'hey found the river crowded with water fowl
of every description, and an hour was spent in
shooting them, during which time so0res of them
were killed.
" We m11st be off," said Frank, "as the other
side is better adapted for camping than this
one."
They re-entered the carriage and rode a few
miles np stream, when they found a place where
the bed ot the river was nry sba!low and the
sand quite firm.
Barney and Pomp both waded across and first
ascertained whether or not it was sare to make
the attempt to drive over.
But on their report Frank resolved to try it,
and boldly headed for the center of the stream.
Barntly and Pomp remained on the other side
till the carriage carne over, and then a cons:Jitation was held as. to whether they should go on
then, or camp there for the night, and take a
fresh start the next day.
They agreed to cam(:\ there on account of the
water, and because the day was two-thirds gone
already. Barney and Pomp went to work to collect drift wood enough to make as much fire as
they would need, after which they proceedt'd to
clean and prepare the baH a hundred quails they
had brought with them.
It took them some.time to dress them all, but
tll ex stuck to the task till it was done.
1 hen they proceeded to broil them all, to be
eaten as needeJ.
In the meantime Frank and the proftlssor tried
their look at fishing.
But they cast their lines a dozen times without
getting a nibble.
"There's no fish hete," said Frank.
" I am inclined to that opinion too," re:nark.ed
the professor.
"There must be something the matter with
the water," said Frack. "A stream like this
ought to be full of fish, ~arlicnlarly when there
are no fishermen about.'
"This is one of the streams that dry up occasionally," said the professor, "or rather loses itself in the great sand plains.''
"Ah! nnd the rains start it up again I I recollect readicg about them. Of course fish could
not live and propagate in such streams. We
have come a good ways into the interior of the
island. I don't know how far we have come.
but we must have traveled several hundred
~iles.''

CHAPTER IX.
ON THE ARID PLAINS-A STRANGE MEETING.

'!'HEY remained by the unknown river that
night and feasted on the quai ls which Pomp
knew so well how to prepare.
"I am curious to know if there are any natives
about this part of the country," said Frank, as
the stars began to come out. "I don't want to
have any boomerangs flying round our beads.''
"1 am quite sure there are nvne," replied Bagstock, after a moment's pause.
" Why not here as anywhere else?"
"Because there .are no fish in this s~ream."
"Correct!" exclaimed Frank. "I never
thought of that, but I can see the good reason
for your opinion. I have no idea th>\l there is a
native within fifty miles of us to-night.''
"Nor have 1."
" Begorra. !" exclaimed Barney, "we won't
have any ruction to-n ight, Pomp.''
" l'se glad ob dat, honey," replied Pomp.
"Dis heah chile d 0an want no ruction.''
"Are you spoiling for a fight, Barney?" Bagstock asked.
"Sure, an' I wouldn't moind havin' a wee bit
av a shindy wid tber spalpeens," replied Barney.
"You had better let 'em alone. They are dangerous, evea though very great cowards."
"Badad, an' it's mesilf that's dangerous, too,"
he replied.
" So you are, but il's a safe rule never to h nut

round for a fight. They come often enougl1 in
this life without we being onder the necessity oi
meeting them baH way."
•
"'.rhat's the best advice you have had in a year,
Barney," said Frank, laughing," and I want you
to· heed it. You have always bAen too willing to
~ngage in strife. Some day, if you don't curb
your fondness for a ruction, Pomp and I mtlv
have to dig t\ bole for you somewhere thousands
of miles away from home."
"Bedad, but would yez have me be a coward?"
"Oh, no. I am not a coward, am I?"
"Niver a. wan!,
"Well, you don't see me getting into rows on
small provocations, do you?"
·
~ No, sorr."
"Well, just keep cool as I do, and you'll get on
in the world much more ptlaoeably."
"Dat's er fac',"tiaid Pomp, knocking the ashes
from his pipe.
"Phwat the ould Nick is it to you, yer naygur !" retorted Barney. who could not bear to
hhYe Pomp join in the lecture against him.
" There you go, now !" said Frank, iaughing.
"Pomp simply indorsed my sentiments and yo n
turn round and insult him. You know that Pomp
can lick yon any day in tile year.--"
"Whoop!" yelled Barney, springing to his feet
and throwing off his coat. "Ould: Ireland foriver! Show me the naygur as kin stand up wid
Barney O'Shea, an' be the powers I'll bate the
hid oft av him.''
Pomp sat quietly on his camp-stool and grin-~ /"
ned at Barney as if he considered him the- fn niest thing he had li'een siuce he left home.
"Pat on yer coat, honey," he said to the Irishman. "I ain' er gwine Ler hurt yer."
That was too much for Barney to patieutl.l[
bear.
He pran'ced around like a turkey on a hot
fioor, and whooped like a Coml\nche Iadia.n.
"Keep quiet, you fool!" sternly oruered Frank,
"or I'll put yon in a straight jacket."
narney walked off down to the water's edge to
let his anger cool, and the professor asked:
" Did he and Pomp ever fight?"
" llfore than a hundred times," replied Frank.
"And is Pomp the better man of the two?"
"Tbtly are even matched till Pomp butts him .
Then Barney is knocked out. They have fought
above the clouds in an a1r-sbip, and down under
the sea-In every quarter of the globe, and yet
tlu•y love each other like brothers. 'l'hey have
sa.,yed each other·~ life repeatedly at the risk of
th~ir own. Yet Barntly is always ready to fight
at a word.''
When Barney came back from the water, he
was over his passion, and as pleasant as usmLI.
He lit his pipe, and indulged in a smoke before
going to bed.
As a measure of safety, they all slept in the
carriage, where no native boomerang throw ers
could reach them.
When they awoke in the morning-, the sun was
just rising, giving promise of a cloudiess day.
Pooop soon had breakfast prepared, and thef
did ample justice to it.
·
" N.>w, let's see to the water tank," said
Frank, for I've an idea that we may not see another stream in the next thousand miles.''
" De Lor' sabe us!" exclaimed Pomp, his eyes
wide open, and a scared look in his face.
"Bed ad, thin, it's dry we'll be forninst we get
back, I'm t.hinkin'," remarked Barney.
"Yes," said Frank, "we shall be on short rations for water, but if we don't waste any we' ll
have enough to s>:~e us through.
They filled the tank and two ]!!ails with water
from the stteam, and then started out~t>.i
westerly direction.
ft'
.,____,
For many miles they noticed the vJ S•
:1
growing poorer and scantier. The grasS'P..vas a
species of tough wire grass, which reached down
under the rooks and thus drew moisture enough
to save life.
.
Bot the trees dwindled down to bushes, not
unlike apple trees in size and appearance, and
they recognized what some travelers had called
"apple tree flats."
"This is poor gra.zlng ground," remarked Ba~
stock.
"Yes," said Frak. "Even the nativ.e animals
shun it and seek other and greener pastures."
"Dat's er fao'," said Pomp. "I doan see what
folks want ter lib heah for, no how."
"Do you see any people round here?" Frank
asked, looking at the darky with a quizzical expression on his taco.
"No, sah, but dere am fools enoug-h ter come
heah," was the reply of the faithful old man.
"Pomp is right," obsorved the profes, or. "H
gold should be discovered hereabout:S in paying
quantities there would soon be a big crowd of
peopl<' rushing to the ~pot.''
"Oh, of coursfl. Gold will draw people in:c
worse places than this."
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By this time the rocks were becoming so numerous that Frank had to• exercistl the utmost
vigilance to avoid striking against them.
Of course their speed bad to be slackened, and
more care taken in the management of the Electric Man.
An accident in that unpleasant section would
entail no end of trouble and danger to them.
The day passed, and they came in sight of a.
range of low mountains, which at first glance
did not seem to present any very formidable obstacles to their progress.
But between them and the mountains lay an
arid waste of many miles, and an hour's traveling did not seem te bring them any nearer the
hills.
"They are a long ways off yet," said Frank, as
twilight cut oft the view; " but I want to reach
their base before stopping for the night."
"You'll have to look sharp for stones if you
travel after dark," remarked Bagstock.
·
"Y as, but the electric light will give us as
much aid for that purpose as the sun itself," and
he touched the knob that lighted the Electric
Man's hel met and eyes.
" Oh, that's so; we can see even the smallest
stones by that l;ght I"
They pushed on .mile after mile, and the surrounding darkness had grown inten3e in the extreme.
"What a terrible solitude tliis Is," said Frank.
"Not a. sound of any kind breaks the awful
stillness, no animal or insect life-not even a.
breath of wind to blow among the etones."
• - " It is awful," commented Ba.gstock.
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp.
They pushed on for another .: tour, and then
Pomp sprang to his feet, exclaiming:
" Fore de Lor', Marse Frank, I heerd a man
holler out dere in dtl dark."
"What I A man holler?"

the man emptied the cup, and, with a long-drawn
sigh of relief, said, as he gave it back to Pomp:
"You have saved my life."
"Dat's er fac', honey," said Pomp, whof'e
sympathies were stirred up from their deepest
depths.
"Give me food I give me food I" pleaded the
man. "My God! I am starving to dtlath 1"
"Give him some biscuit and a quail," said
Frank, and Barney came out with the food in his
hands.
The man eagerly snatched them and began
devouring them with ravenous haste.
"Be careful. Eat slowly and a little at a time,"
cautioned Fmnk again.
But the man ate like a. famished wolf. Words
of caution were wasted on him. He finished
what had been gtfeo him, and cried out:
"I am starving 1 Give me more I For God's
sake give me food!"
"Not now," said Frank. "You would kill
yourself within an hour were you to eat all you
craved."

The man had the wild look of a half-famished
wolf as he glanced at tbe car~iage from which
had come the water and food.
Suddenly he darted toward the vehicle witt:t the
speed of a. deer, but Barney promptly seized him
by the waist and held him.
" Let me go I Give me rood 1 I am starving I"
"Be a.isy now," said Barney, who held him as
f he were but a teo-year-old boy.
He was so reduced thal a boy of fifteen could
have held him.
"Be aisy wid yer," said Barney. "· Whin the
masther ::Jays ya can have more yez can have it,
but not before."
"But I am starving," persisted the man, a
wild, eager look in his eyes.
"Be aisy now; yez are not did yit."
"You can have more in a few minutes," said
Frank. "If I wanted to kill you I'd just turn
"Yes, sa.h."
"I never heard anything," said the professor, you loose on all you could get away with, and
within an hour you'd be a dead man. Just wait
shaking his head.
now till you get the benefit of what yon have just
Frank looked at Barney, thon at Pomp.
·
"Did you hear anything, Barney?" he aske:i. eaten."
"But I haven't eaten a thing in a week. I am
· "No, sorr."
"You mu~t haYe been mistaken," said Bag- starving."
"You are not starving now," said Frank.
stock, looking at Pomp.
" No, sah; dese heall ears doan' fool dill chile," "You have just had a pint of water and a quail
on buiscuit. That will lase yon for a. half hour,
replied Pomp.
after which you can have another pint and a
"Which way was it?"
·
" Out dere," and Pomp poitrted -a little to the quail."
The man sank down on the ground with a
right of the course they were going."
, "I'll go that way," said Frank," for I know groan, and looked around at the men who had
what good ears he bas. I've kaown him to have allowed him to taste again the hope of life.
"'Vho are you?" Frank asked, as he stood over
heard so nude when no~ one of us heard anything
the man and looked down at him.
at all."
"My name is V11rlay," said tbe man, as he
They changed tlwlir course a little to the right,
and when they had gone a half mila they were looked first at one and then at the other of the
wen who had saved his life.
~ ..startled by a yell, and the words in English:
"Where are you from?"
"Oh, Lord I what is it?"
" I came from England several years ago, and
They all heard the words, and they were folhave lived in New South Wales ever since."·
lowed by groans as of some one in despair.
"What are you doing a\vay out here all
Fra.nk stopped the carriage and listened.
Groans came to them as if from behind a bowl- alone?"
"I came out in quest of gold, whleh we heard
der of roek nearly in front of them.
"Give me that Winchester," said Frank. " I could be had in the mountains just for the aoming."
am gain~ out there to see what it means."
" How many were In your party?"
He took the rille from Pomp's hands and Bar"There were thirteen of us, but I don't know
ney opened the door for him to ~et out.
He st&rted tow11rd the bowlder, rille held how many are alive now."
"When did you leave them?"
ready for instant use in case of emergency.
"A week ago. I wandered away from them
Ere he had advancfld half w-.y he saw a tall,
gaunt llgure of a man, clothed in rage, witn long, in the darkness of night, and when morning
unkempt beard and hair, stagger from behind C<£me I could not find them any more. As they
the bowlder, drop on his knees, extend two long, had no food or water, they may be a.ll dead by
this time."
bony arms toward him, and cry out:
" Did you find any gold?" Professor Ba.gstock
"Oh, for the love of God, spare me--save me
ask ea.
'!;>11~!}~ you are I"
~"Yes, plenty of it. The richest quartz in t]le
mountains back there cnn be found as common
C:IUPTER X.
as these stonee; but wh<>t is gold when It cannot
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bring food nor drink?"
FB.A.NX glared at the man in the profoundest
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp, who was deeply
am!I.Zeo::ent as he knelt there with outstretched interested in the man's story.
11rms. He seemed the picture of woe and gaunt
"Yes-- Oh, give me JUBt a sup more of
starvation.
water I My lips are too dry tor talking I"
"How many of you are here?" he asked.
"Give him another pint, Pomp," Frank or" I am the only one. I don't know If my com- dered, and Pomp brought it to him.
rades are yet alive," was the reply. "For God's
He drank it as eagerly as he did the first one,
sake give me food and wattlr I"
and said, as he gave back the cnp:
"Bring him some water, Pomp," Frank or"How sweet--oh, how good t:~d sweet It is I"
dered.
" How long did your party remain near the
"Yes, sah," and Pomp descended from the mountain~ where the gold wM found?" Frank
tarriage with a pint cup full of water in his asked.
hand.
"Till our provisions gave out. Then we
The man staggered to his feet and darted to- thought we might find game of some kind, but
ward Pom:p with outstretched hands and an nothing that could fiy, run or swim could we
eager look m his haggard face.
find. Then we had to leave everything and start
lie clutched the cnp .with both hand!! and back. My God, how we suffered I Words can't
pressed it to his lips.
descrlbe what we endured, sir. We wera almost
"Be· slow now," cautioned FraBk, "or you ready to fall on and eat each other up. Somemay injure yourself. We have more water, but thing told me one night that if I would get up
~ou wan~ to drink slow."
and go oft by myself I would find food and
But before the words had all left Frank's lips water. I did so, not knowinll or oarlni which

,-.
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way I went, and after a week or s uffering S'Uch
as words cannot describe I came here. Who
are you? Where are you going?"
" We are going over that mountain and beyond it," said Fmnk.
" My God I" gasped the man. "Beyond is
nothing but a wild waste of sand as large as ths
ocean. Don't go I It's {!eath on the oth-er side."
"We are prepared to take the chances oa that,"
said Frank. "Can we get over the mountains? ..
"You might climb over, for they are nothing but rock> piled upon rock."
"No vegetation of any kind?"
'
"Not even a bit of moss on the rock's," wa~
the reply.
"Did you have any weapons?"
"Yes, but I must. have dropped 'em some<
where-! do11.'t know where."
"Well, you were in a bad way indeed, for had
you succeeded in getting to where there were
ga..ne and water the boomerangs would havll
finished you."
" Yes-yes. They will all perish."
"You have no idea which way your ~omradea
went, have you?"
"No. I have no idea which way I have come
myself. Have you a drop of spirits you could
give me?"
"Barney, give him an ounce of brandy," ordered Frank, and Barney proceeded to th& carriage to execute the order.
He opened the medicine-chest and poured from
a bottle just one ounce of brandy into a measuring glass, then emptied it into the pint cup and
carried it out to him'.
He drank it eagerly, and then broke forth inte
the most profuse volley of thanks.
"You have saved my life," he said, "and you
can have it to do with as you please-: Make me
one of your sel'\'ants-your dog, if you wish-Only
let me prove my gratitude to' you. I have iufl'ered
so much that the memory of it will stay with me
while life lasts."
"How long have you been in Australia?"
"Nearly tweaty years. I was transported for
life and--"
"What I A convict!"
.
"Yos, sir, but an innocent man for all that,"
said the man earnestly.
'' They all say that. I am sorry for you, sir;"
said Frank, shaking his head.
"But I can give you corroborative proof of iny
Innocence, slr," said the man.
"Why did you not have your proof in tb~
court tbat convfoted and sentenced yo a?" '
" Be011use I was very young then and did not
know as much M I do now. I escaped from
Tasmania two years ago, and have lived in the
bush ever since, trying to pick up -gold eoougb
to buy my passage to America, and t~eno>:~ over
to England."
"What was the crime chargecJ, against you i"
" Murder-a man was killed rmd \Vhen he wtt'
found a knife belonging to me was found !n his
"llosom. 'l'hat was ail the evidence that waa
brought against me. Another man now boors
my title and enjoys the wealth that is j11st!y mine.
Their hope was to get me hanged, but they failed
in that and I was transported."
"You have had a hard time of it," sai~ Reaile,
"but we won't leave you to stuve. We'll take
care of you till we can drop you where y011 can
take care of yourselt."
" Oh, thank you a thouaand times, y<!tu have
saved my life."
"Are the others who W(;;re with you convicts,
too?"
"Yes-I believe they all are. I kept my record
a secret, and some of them may have &one the
san~ e."
lJ'Yes--yes-no doubt of it at all; but never
mind. We'll do our best to save them. There
were twelve of them when you left, did you say?"
"Yes, sir-twelve. But two or three surely
must have perished before this, for they were
very weak when I left them. I don't see how
-they could have lived till now."
"Nevertheless, we will hope for the best. We'll
camp here for the night and begin the search ill
the morning. At night we cannot see beyond the
range of the electric light."
They then iltretched the tent and camped ther& .
without any tire, the convict sleeping on the'·
ground, 1111 he had been doing for years, perlnl.ps,. _
CHAPTER XI.
THE HUNT FOR THE STARVING PARTY.

WHEN Pomp awoke the next morning, a little
bEJfore sunrise, he found the cocvicl, Varley,
standing before the Electric Man gazing at him
with an expressioc of awe and euriosity on. his
haggard face.
He watched for some minutes, and tht>n asked z
"What you tiok ob dat, chile?"
~ "What is it?'' Varley a11keil.
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"Dat's er Eluctric Man."
"Wbut's that?"
"Erman what runs by lightnln',"
" .Run by lightning?"
"Yes, chile."
The convict had been well educated in his early
youth, and kne w how to use the quean's Engli~h
p retty well, but he had not kept up with the
march of science since his transportation, and
had never heard of Frank Reade, Sr. or Jr., and
their wonderful inventions. He had never before
heard that electricity, the very essence of the
lightnlr.g, of which the world stood in awe as It
flashed from the black summer clouds, being
bottled and controlled in the interest of science
bef<>re, and the idea seemed incredible to him.
He looked at Pomp in a way that plainly told
what was passing in his mind.
Pomp grinn ed and said:
"You don't belieb that, chile, but you jes' walt
an' youse 'II know mo'n yer do now."
Just then the others awoke, and all arose to
pcepare for the morning meal.
The first thing Frank did was to get his field·
glass and mount the top of the carriage to scan
the horizon in every direGtion In quest of the
<:~omrades of the convict.
"I can't see anything with the semblance of
life," he said to Bagstock, who was watching him
with considerable Interest.
"Then we had better move on toward the
mountains and keep up a watch a.s we go," suggested the professor.
"Yes. Did you come from that direction,
Varley?" Frank asked the convict, pointing toward the mountains.
"Yes, sir," the man replied.
"Well, th• others can't be very far off, then, I
guess."
They ate heartily of the quail, of which they
still had a good supply, and gave a double quantity to the rescued man.
The food he had eaten the night before had
made a wona.erful change in him, and he showed
·&igns of returning vitality to a remarkable de·
~ree.

"You'll be yourself again In a few days," said
Frank, as he saw the change a little wholesome
food and drink had made in him ..
"I hope so, for then I shall be able to do
something in return for what you have done for
"me."
"There may not be anythin~t for you to do,"
returned Frank, "but it> there shvuld be, every
man is expected to do his part of wl111tever is to
be done."
"You'll ftlnd me willing to do my share, sir,
and more, too, if necessary," returned larley.
The meal over, Frank ordered Barney to get
~n top of the carriage with the field glass, and
keep a lookout for the party supposed to be
wandering around somewhere on the verge of
1>tarvation.
"Please allow me to perform that duty, Mr.
Reade," said the profegeor. "It may give me
s ome idea of the topograph~ of the country, which
otherwise I might not get."
"Certainly, professor. If you wish it I have
no objection. Barney, give the glass to the professor."
Barney gave the field glass to Bagstock, who
i mmea.iately climbed to lhe top of the carriage and eettled down to the task he had taken
on himself.
When the Electric Man stal'ted off on a brisk
trot at the rate of ten miles an hom·, where the
way was free from stones, Varley sprang to his
f oot and stared as if his eyes would pop out of
his head.
His astonishment was so great that he co~d
not find words in which to express it.
" Did you make that man?" he finally asked
Frank.
"Yes," was the reply.
" I wonder you have not managed to fly.
·such a genius ought to make a ftying-mae hine."
Frank,l)arney and Pomp 'a!l gave .a smile that
had a world of meaning, but which he did not
understand.
" What arelyou laughing at?" he asked.
"I have flown around the world," replied
Frank, "at 111;1. average height of half a mile
a bove the surface ,of the earth. Flying is old
now."
The convict glared at him in surprise, whilst a
look of incredulity came into his eyes.
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp.
He looked at the Electric Man again, and then
said:
"I believe you. The man who can make such
a thing as that out there can make anything he
wants to."
"Not quite," replied Frank laughing. "There
is a flmit. I know several things I would like to
make, but oon't."
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The mountains became more distinct every hour
now, and the party eoulct begin to distinguish
some of the rugged outlines of the immense
bowlder.• along the range.
Still the professor could not find any traces of
the lost twelve men he was looking for, and he
began to think that the poor fellows bad perished from starvation.
"Those mountains will be hard to get over,"
he called out to Reade as they went bounding on
toward them. "I have been looking at t.hem,
and they seem to me to be impa~~sable by anything like this conveyance."
"Yes, it would seem so," replied Frank, "but
we'li skirt them till we find a passage over them
somewhere. We htwe plenty of time, and are
within two days' run of water and game."
"Have you thought of the effect of tbe finding
of those twelve men alive, Mr. Reade?"
"Yes-it will reduce our supplies very low,
but we shall save so many human lives."
"Yes-and that is the only thing to be considered."
"Yes, the only thing."
By and by they got so near to the mountains
that great stones blocked their way in many
places, and Frank had to drive with extreme
caution to prevent accidents.
"These are the mountains," said Varley, "and
beyoml them the most arid plains in the worldnothing but sand-not a sprig ot vegetation of
any kind."
"How much of those plains have you seen?"
"Only so much as could be seen from the top
of the mountain, but that seemed to be fifty
miles or more."
"How did you get up there?"
"By climbing,"
" Where did you find the gold you speak of?"
"In broken fragments of rock ail along on the
mountain. There's no end of it, but we had no
tools with which to crush the quartz."
"Yes, so you had to leave it all behind you."
"Of course-but though it might have lain
about us in sblid lumps we would have been
compelled to leave it, for hunger outweighed
every other consideration."
It was true.
All that a man has he will give for his life, and
the experience of many a pioneer has proved it
in all a~es.
"Do you know at what particular point you
saw the gold bearing rocks?"
"Yes-if I could see it again I am sure I would
know lt. Just keep on down this way and we'll
run across :t soon, I think."
Frank turned in that direction, and guided the
Electric Man among the stones with a consummate skill till over twenty miles had been passed
over.
Suddenly the professor called out:
"I see men's tracks here I"
"Ah! This is where we left the mountains to
walk across the plains in search of water and
food," said Varley H.S he glanced around. "We
traveled in the night because it was cooler."
"'fhen we'll follow the trial," said Frank,
"till we know what became of them ."
The trail was easily followed , and as they receded from the mountains the way was smooth·
er, and hence the speed faster.
Mile after mile was passed and still nothing but
the trail could be seen.
Bagstocl: kept a sharp lookout from the roof of
the carriage, and just bafore sunset be sung out:
"I can see small objects in the distance which
look like men."
"Let me have a look at them," said Frank,
climbing out and up on the roof.
Then he snatched the ~lass from Bagstock's
hands, and leveled it at the objects mentioned.
"Yes-they are men," he said. "One-twofodr-Jlve-seven-nine in all!"
"Three are gone, then," cried Varley.
"Yes, lucky no more have perished under the
eircumstances," said Frank. " TheyJmust be ten
miles a way at least."
" Even more than that, I should say," remarked
Bagstock.
" Well, it will be dark ere we can reach them,
and I'll get their exact be&ring by the com pass
so as not to miss them."
He made his way down into the carriage again,
examined the compass and then increased the
speed of the Electric Man.
When darkness settled down over the great
plams, the electric light gleamed with the brightness of the noon-day sun.
On, on they went, till they kne1v that they
must be In the near vicinity of the party.
Suddenly Pomp gave a whoop.
"Dar dey Is I" he cried. "Dar dey is I"
Varley lifted up his voice and called out:
"We are coming, boys; here's water and food
for you. I"
Nine gaunt specters staggered to their feet to

stare at the Electric Man, which to them seemed
hke some horrible phantasmagoria taunting lhem
with promises of rood and water.
The carriage stopped, and Varley sprang out
with a pail of water in his hand.
".Back here wit.h that pail!" cried Frank,
sternly.
Varley stepped back.
"Go and make those men lie down, and tell
'em to stay .:town till we giva 'e m leave to riae.
They would upset that pail in their eagerness to
get at it, and all would be lost."
Varley saw that what he Mid was true, and he
obeyed without uttering a word.
He went to each man and told him that relief
had come, but that he must lie down and not
move till he was told to.
Of course they all obeyed, but they cried out
incessantly:
"Water I Water! For the love of Heaven,
water!"
Barney, Pomp &nd Varley then carried a pint
of water to each man, which was drunk eagerly.
Then Frank and the professor gave each some
food whfch they had deeided was the best for
them in ttair weak condition.
They ate like famished wolves and Frank had
to stop and say to them:
"Men, we have water and food enough, but in
your condition, unless you eat little and slow you
will be in greater danger than if I brought you
nothing at all. Just exercise a little self-control
and you will soon be out of danger."
Then he ga"e taem more food and they tried -· •
to obey him, but the pangs of hunger were 96
great that it was a hard thing to do.
They succeeded in eating their allowance,
however, and then had another pint of water
within the next hour.
All night long they waited on them and succeeded in pulling them through, but they were
too weak to travel the next day.
"We shall have to wait here at least three
days," said Frank to the professor, "before they
are strong enough to march."
"And then vou have to escort them to the
nearest river before you can drop them."
"Yes, that's true. It wouldn't do to leave
them here in the midst of this arid plain."
"No, of course not, but that will lose us an en•
tire week."
" Yes, and m&ke terrible inroads on our provi·
slons. The truth is we shall have to kill about 36t'
quails and cook th!'m up for our own use."
" True, or we might get out of proviolons altogether."
"That would be as bad on us as it was on them,
only we could go 300 or 400 miles in twenty-four
hours, whilst they could not make the tenth part
of that distance."
They made a camp there and proceeded to
brace up the men with rations of brandy and
water and food.
But Frank shook his head as he surveyed the
party,:for they were, with one or two exceptions,
as villainous-looking a set or men as he had ever
seen in all his travels.
He quickly formed his opinion of them and
communicated with the professor.
"Yes," said Bagstock, "I noticed what a hardlooking set of men they are, and I don't know
that we have done any good to the country by
saving their lives. They are all thieves or murderous -individuals, judging from appearances,
though I am at a loss to know what induced
them to come so far out Into the interior."
"We must try to find that out."
Frank Instructed Pomp and·Barney to disarm
them as they slept and place all their w ~
.:n
the carriage.
It was soon done, and then he instructed
them to make sure that some one was in the carriage ere they left it.
"Under no circumstances must the carriage be
left alone. Gne must remain inside all the
time."
.
When the men awoke and found their weapons
taken away from them they growled and dema nded them back again.
"When you are well and strong and ttbie to
carry them you shall have th!lm?" said Frank.
They seemed to acquiesce very quietly, and
said no more about it till on the third day, whea.
they were told to march In a southeast direction.
Then they demanded their guns and rev<:>lvers.IJ
CHAPTER XII.
LEFT TO THEIR FATE,

THE demand was made in a very peremptory
tone by one of the men of the name of Crowther,
"What do you want a gun for?" Frank de.
manded. "There is no game on this plain, nol'
are there any enemies you need fear. Why do
you wish to carry a ten-pound gun on a lonli
day's march?"
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"'Cause I feel safer with it in my hands,'s wa
t he reply, "and as it's my own, I want to carry
it."
"Well, d.on't you worry now,'' said Frank.
•• You ean have your gun the moment an enemy
shows up."
"But I want it now,"·said the man, very emphA.tioally.
" But you can't have it now."
"Why not, I'd like to know?"
" Because you are living now at my expense,''
was the reply. "Proviaions are scarce, and the
more weight you have to carry the more food you
will requirtl to keep up your strength.''
" Give me my gun, and I won't require any
more food than the rest of 'em will.''
"Don't be a fool,'' said Varley, "You know
very well the gentleman is right.''
"Don't you be a fool, Varley,'' returned Crowther. "How do you know we are not already
.arrested and are about to be marched to prison?"
"Hello!" exclaimed every man in the party,
looking hard at Varley and then at Frank.
Frank could not repress a smile at the absurdity of the idea.
Tllat smile, however, they construed Into the
triumphant smile of & successful detective, and
they at once began to sheer off, some picking up
stones with which to protect themselves.
" What's the matter with you?" Frank asked.
"I am not an offi.cer. I am an American; only
Professor Bagstock Is an Australian. You are a
set of fools."
""" •: G-txe us our guns."
.
"Ii''£-do I shall leave you where you are.''
" Give us our guns, and you may do as you
please.''
"Is thA.t the v:rlsh o! all?"
"YesP. came from all of them in a voice.
"Very well, I'll move off about a quarter of a:
mile and leaye your guns and ammunition on
the ground. What I have done for you was
prompted by ihe dictates of humanity. I do not
care to put myself in tile power of men whose
past lives have besn such as yours. Good-bye,
now/'
The Electric Man dashed away, and in a
couple· of minutes, when about a quarter of a
mile off, stopped.
Barney and Pomp placed all their weapons on
the ground, and then re-entered. the carriage.
"Now we must go back for more water and
game,'' said Frank. "Those ungrateful wretches
bave eaten our substance without so much as
thanking us for what we did !or them.''
"Yes, and they would cut our throats if they
could, and take the Electric Man for their own
use."
"Of course they would. Well, let 'em take
<;he consequencefl of their folly now," and they
'dashed off toward the last stream they had !eft,
bending more toward the south than the way
th<1y had come.
•
As they looked back they saw the convicts running to possess themselves of their weapons.
"Dey am callin' us back, Marse Frank," said
Pomp, who was watching them from the rear.
"Too late. We saved their lives, and now this
is the gratitude they show us.''
They were soon out of sight of the men, bearing southward at a rapid rate of speed.
When they had run about seventy-five or
~!ghty miles they suddenly came in sight of

ti~~t;, we are :nearer water

than I drt-amed

Qf,'' said Frank.

'""'

-

"That stream mus" have made a bend toward
the west,'' :remarked the professor, "and I am
glaq Q , ., ,,
p_v-• ' ,,. r am Jots ob game ober dar,'' said Pomp,
•• nting in tht> direction of the timber, where
fowls were se~n flying in every dire.!lion.
"Yes; get your shot-guns, for we must kill,
dress and cure fowl for the next two days, and
pack them away for use.''
In a half hour they reached the tlmt er; through
which flowed a stream of clear water, whilst the
woods were full of game.
Barney and Pomp at once began to prepare
the camp, and the other two went after game.
They soon struck a flock of pheasants, and the
. work began.
·
- In the little time they had before the sun went
.town they had bro>Jght down at least half a hunaired pheasants.
"That's enough for Barney and Pomp to cook
~-night,'' said Frank. " Let's gather them in
and see how many there are."
They soon had more than they could carry, so
they piled them in a heap and made several trips
to get them all into camp.
"There's no !Ish in this stream,'' said Frank,
a little later, when he had tried his luck at fishiDg.

"Whklh I am glad to hear, as there wlll be no
!boomerangs about then," returned the pro!essor.

lJ

"Yes, we are all right on that point. We can
"Protect myself,'' was the reply.
kill and cook at our leisure now.''
"Against what.''
"Fools like you."
The evening meal over, they all went to workeven the professor takiRg a hand at it-dressing
Varley knocked him down.
the pheasants.
There would have been a free fight then and
Barney and Pomp were good hands at broiling there had not one man cried out:
game, and ere they laid down that night th<~
"Come now, what's the use? Let's be quiet
whole batch had been cooked to a turn and laid and save our strength to save our lives.''
away to be used u.s wanted.
" Yes,'' said another, "that's what I say.
The next day they began the work over again, Crowther, behave yourself now, or we'll put au
killing quail and pheasants, and by noon they end to you at once. But for you we would have
had slain enough to feed them a whole month.
been all right."
But it WA.S a task to dress and cook themCrowther sprang to his feet and made a run
Pomp deciding that it would take \hem all the for the arms, whioh Frank had deposited on the
next day to do so.
ground for them before leaving them to their
They went at it methodically, and the air was fate.
full of small flying feathers all the afternoon.
Varley saw his object, and at once started in a
Night found them well satisfied with their rac<l to 1·each the weapons at the same time.
day's work and sport, and when they rolled in
Then the whole party of ten made a break. and
their berths they slept like men who had earned it was a hard race for the distance of a ttuarter
the right to rest and sleep.
of a mile. Varley reached the pile of arms at th<>" I wonder where those ten men are now,'' same time with Crowther.
said the professor.when he awoke the next mornBut ere either one could use their weapot
ing.
the othllrs caught Crowther and threatened t
"Idon'tknow,"repliedFmnk,"butl'llwager end him then and there if he did notbeha'C
that they haven't got such a breakfast as we himself.
have."
"I'll kill himJ" hissed Crowther.
"Of course not: They would give up their
"Then we'll wipe you out, mind that!" said
weapons now for a pint of water or a pheasant." one of the party.
"Yes. What a lot of fools they are. But then
"Yes!" chorused the gang.
they had rather take the chances, I suppose, than
"Shake hands, Crowther,'' said Varley. "I
go back to prison or into penal servitude. When bear you no malice,' 1 and he extended his hand
I think about it I can't blame them as much as I to the convict.
·
did."
" Shake, Crowther !"yelled the others, as CrowThe day was spent in quiet hunting near the ther hesitated.
camp, whilst Pomp and Barney continued the
Crowther took his hand and shook it, after
cooking.
whicll Varley said:
By night the quantity they needed had been
"Now we have got to fight for our lives again,
prepared and packed down for future use.
and we can hope to pull through only by the
"Now we'll take another start in the morning, clo>'!est shave. We must elect a leader and folafter f\llii:tg the water-tank,'' said Frank, as he low him faithfully--at least till we get to where
lit a cigar and proceeded to enjoy a smoke.
there Is game or water.''
Thoy smoked for some time, and then prepared
"Yes, that's so,'' said one. "I move we elect
to go to bed.
Varley. He saved us once. Maybe he can do it
As usual, they slept in the carriage, in their again.''
.
regular berths, to make sure that no harm would
Varley was chosen leader-even Orowtbervotoome to them during the night.
ing for him.
Just how long they had slept they did not
"Now,'' said Varley," we must make our way
know, but when they awoke, it wn.s to find the out of this as fast as we can. We must follow
carriage and . Electric Man surrounded by ten the trail made by Reade and his Electric Man.''
de,~perate whtte men n:;arl.Y crazed by hunger.
"Why?" some one aske'd'.
We have you now I c:1e~ Crowther and :Var"Because they have made for the most direct
J?Y·.as they aU leveled thetr nf\es at t~~ carnage. route to game and water. By following their
G1ve us food, or you are dead men 1
ltrail we shall not go wandering aimlessly about,
-but make a straight line."
CHAPTER XIII.
' "Yes, that's so."
THE AWFUL PLIGHT OF THE CONVICTS.
"Th~n come on-we must push right straight
WHEN the convicts saw the Electric Man rush ahead. It depends up0n our ability to walk
southward and leave them there in that arid plain a long distance without food or water,'' and ha
without food and water, they wore so stunned led the way on tha trail, followed by the others.
that for some minutes they did not know what to
'l'he march was a terribly hot one.
The rays of the sun beat down upon them witn
do or say.
'!'he man who had saved their lives when they a fierce intensity, and ere half the day had passed
had abandoned every hope had left them to bat- they began to complain of heat and thirst.
"Don't think about it,'' said Varley, "and you
tie for life again.
Again they were to die by inches-to feel the won't be half so tired or thirsty.''
gnawing pangs of hunger and the burning thirst
"How can one keep from tblnking about water
which had consumed them. The thought was when be is burning up with thirst?" one asked.
"Well, I don't know exactly, unless he thinks
horrible.
At last Varley spoke out.
of something else.''
" What fools we are I" he exclaimed.
"Exactly,'' said one sarcastically. "Suppose
"Yes-fools, idiots!" said another.
:ron give us something to think about."
"Call 'em back, I" cried a third.
"Well, think of all the gold we are leaving bt
"Stop! Come back l" they all yelled at thA top hind us," replied Varley. "The richest qurut
of their voices, waving their arms above their in the world, and set your brains to work devi4
heads.
ing some plan by which we can get back ther_
But the Electric Man was leaving them at the and get rich. When we are all rich we can buy
rate of twenty miles an bout, and their calLs were a passage on almost any vessel leaving an Ausnot heard.
tralian port.''
Then they fell to abusing Reade.
"Yes, that we can!" &aid one of the party.
" He is a government offi.cer sent to arrest us,''
"Or we can send one to buy a vessel and we
·
can all sail away in our own snip with a cargo of
said one.
"Yes,'' said another, "and that's why he did gold,'' suggested Varley. "We can all be milnot want to let Us have our arms. I'd as ~oon lionaires or lords in some other country when we
die here as go back into bondage again.''
get away. Just think tJf that and trudge along
" So would I," put in a third.
till "" get to where there is plenty of water and
"Fools!" hissed Varley. "That man is an game."
"Yes-the gold is ours-as nobody else knows
American gentleman. He is the lle~t friend we
ever had. Had he been an oJ'ficer sent after us of its existence but ourselves,'' remarked Crowhe would have handcuffed us when we were too ther. "We can devise some way of getting back
weak- ~o resist, and thus kept us in his power. there and working it out, when we have time to
He would not have fed us till we were strong devote to it.''
again and then left us to our fate. If we die now
Thus they talked and trudged along under the
we will have had our just deserts.''
broiling hot sun, keeping in the track of the
The convicts were silent.
Electric Man, which was as plain as four wheels
Varley's reasoning had givt~n them food for could make it.
thought, but it was too late nQw to profit by it.
The day waned and the night came on.
The Electric Man was now miles away, and
Under the starlight they managed to keep with
hope began to die out with them.
the trail and pushed on many a mile, till at last
" If you had said nothing about arms all would they had to stop for rest and sleep.
have been right,'' said Varley, turning to ConThey slept till sunrise and then resumed theil
viet Crowther.
tramp, 'keeping on the trail of the Electrie Man
" I wanted my arms,'' said Crowther, sullenly. all the time.
"Well, you hA.ve t.hem. What are you going to
If they suffered from thirst the day before they
do with them?"
endured agonies now.
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T.b~y craved water till some were nearly
erazed.
Varley spoke words of strong encouragement.
He was brave even in the face of death.
Somehow he hau never lost faith in the prel!entiment that he would some day return to
England, prove his innoc13nce, and enjoy the inheritance that was justly his.
"Courage, boys," he would say to them. "We
are strong yet and good for many a mile. Water
and game are just ahead of us. Reade and his
friends have taken a short cut for it."
They strained their eyes all day long· in the
Tain effort to catch a glimpse of tho tree-tops
which would indicate the presence of water.
But the boundless ar1d plaiu greeted them in
every direction.
Look. which way they would, a dreary, hopeless waste stared them in the face.
In. the afternoon of the second day one of the
men went raving mad !or a few minutes, so
great was his hunger and thirst.
They caught and held him till he regained his
sen.ses, and they trud;;ed on as before.
When night came on, Varley said:
"We can't stop to rest or sleep. I feel it in illY
;ones that we shall find water before morning. I
Aever was so sure of anything in my life."
Thus encouraged they pushed on, having just
llght enough from the stars to enable them to
keep on the trail.
"Timher-timber !" gasped one of the men,
as he ran into a small bush a few miles back
from the river where Reade and his party were
encamped.
"Water Is not far off," said Varley. "Keep
cool, boys. We'll soon have plenty of water."
They trudged along with new life, and the timber became heavier, and the vegetation more
luxuriant, till at last one discovered the light of
the ca"lnp-fire of Reade and his party.
They made a rush forward and dashed past the
carriage to the water a few paces beyond it, where
they threw themselves on the ground and drank
their fill of water.
,
Then they sprang up and surrounded the carriage, yelling:
"Give us food I Give us food or die I"
CHArTER XIV.
POiotP AND PBO:Fl1:8110B BAGSTOCK CAPTURKD.

THK fierce demaml of the convicts, and the
p.oiBe they made, ooused Frank and the others to
spring up from tbeir berths in the carriage and
gaze out upon them, with weapon.s In their
hands.
.
" Here t.laey &n! &gain I" cried the professor, as
he saw thflm siandiog menacingly around the carliage, whilst two of them held the Electric M11oo,
.)8 if to keep him from running away from them.
"Yes, wo are here!" cried Crowther, "and we
)ave arma. GiTe us food, or we'll make an eou
)f you!"
" Fools, you can't hurt ue I" returned Frank.
.. You have arms-kill gameforyourselTes. You
shall hne nothing from us !"
"Mr. Beade," said Varley, speaking for th~t
first time, "when you left us out there on the
plains, these men elected me to lead them to
game and "1\'ater. We followed your trail, knowing you would find the shortest cut to both. They
obeyed very well till they saw the light of your
camp-fire, then I could do nothing with them.
They are starving. You saved our lives once,
and we proved ungrateful. We were afraid you
were an officer come to &rrest u~, but we do not
believe you are now."
"I don't care wh&t they believe," replied
Frank. " They can't haTe anything from us.
They have arms. Let 'em take care of themselves. Game is plentiful hera."
" That's enough," cried Crowther. "Boys,
they have plenty, and to spare. Seize the thing
and turn it over. At 'em, quick I"
"Stop I" cried Varley. "I am your leader.
Don't toueh It!"
But they were rendered desperate by hungllr.
They sprang forward and grabwd the wheels
of the carriage.
"Over with it I" cried Crowther.
Frank touched the knob that controlled the
alectric current, and the next instant a wild yell
burst from those who had seized the wheels.
They began to squirm, leap In the air and make
horrible grimaces, screeching as if in agony.
"In the name of God, what ails them?" the
professor exclaimed.
"I am giving them an electric shock," replied
Frank.
"Ah, Jet me have it, then," returned th~ proftlssor.
"All caught but one," remarked rraok;as he
aaw that Variey had not taken hold.

Barney and Pomp enjoyed the situation hugely, as they took it all in, watching Crowther
squirm and leap, trying in vain to get away.
When he thought they had enough, Frank released th, m, and they all dropped to the ground
in a heap, too weak to stand.
"It was what they deserved, sir," said the man
Varley, "but they are starving men."
" That may be, but they must take care of
themselves henceforth. Day is breaking. Let
them kill and eat. Game is plentiful here."
The men were too much usAd up to uo anything. The electric shock had knocked them out
entirely.
The stars ftlded away, and the sun rose, and
they were still there, unable to do anything but
groan.
"Let me get out and shoot some pheasants for,
them," suggested the profesJ:<or. "Pomp and I
can soo~;. kill enough to give 'em a square t>reekfast."
Frank consented, aw Pomp and the professor
took shot-guns and went out, leaving Barney
and Frank inside to prepare ~reakfast against
their return. Variey wont with them.
Soon the reports of their guns told them that
game was being slaughtered right and left by the
three men.
Crowther pulled himself together on hearing
the shots, and said :
"That means something to eat, boys. Come
on."
He staggered away through the bushes, followed t>y the others.
"Better waiL here till they bring the game in,"
Frank called after tll.em.
But they heeded him not.
They dashed away through the bushes and disappeared from view.
" I don't like this," said Frank. " That fellow
Crowther Is a haru case. If he gets to fooling
with Pomp he'll be killed, and the others will
then shoot down Pomp and the professor."
"Lave me aftlter thim," said Barney.
"No, they are too m~>ny for you. Let's walt
and see what comes of it. It may be all right
after all."
For upward of a half hour Frank heard the
guns going repeatedly, and then they ceased very
suddenly.
•
A smoke was seen ascending from a dense
part of the timber.
"They have built a fire Ci'Ut there," said Frl}ok.
"Why did they not come back and cook their
game here?"
·
, Suddenly Varley was seen running toward the
.lla:·riage at the top of his speed, a half dozen
others in pursuit of him.
"Open the door, for God's sake I" erled Varley,
as he dashel1l up to the carrjage.
"What's the matter?"
" They have captured your two men, and now
want to kill me," he replied .
"Good heavens!" exclaimed Frank, "I wa.s
afraid of that. Corne in, and If you play us any
tricks you are a goner."
"I am not going to play any tricks," he 11afd.
"I am trying to save my own life as well as
yours."
"Mine is in no danger," said Fronk. "TaU me
what has happ~nod ?"
.
" Crowther and the others got around the nigger and the other man and took their guns away
from them al!d tried to take mine. But I got
away and broke for you."
"Well, now somebody Is going to get hurt,"
said Frank. " I'll not show them any mercy after
this. What are they doing now?"
" Cooking and eating their game. They'll be
here as soon as they have satisl!ed their hunger."
An hour later a vofce called from the bushes :
·'Say, Reade!"
"Well what is it?"
" Will 'you join us?"
"What do you mean•"
"Join us with your Electric Man, help us get
gold and get out of this country?"
"No!" was the reply.
"Why not?"
"Because I didn't com'l here to help such rascals a& you."
"But we've got the nigger and white man, -snd
if you don't join us we'll hang 'em."
"Threats don't have any effect on me," said
Frank. "Send them back here unharmed, or I'll
lay out •.he whole gang of you."
"Threats don't have no etre~-t on us, neither."
"That's Crowther," said Varley. "I .know his
voice."
Barney got his Winchester ready.
"Don't fire till I ~ay so, Barnev," said Frank.
Barney held his gun ready for instant use, and
Frank started the Electric Man up, turned and
made in the dirootion of the new camp-fire in the
woods.
The men saw him coming and ran back into

..

the bushes beyond which the Electric Man couW
not pass.
_ "They are out of our reach," said Frank, turn•
ing to Varley, whom he somewhat distrusted.
Suddenly a shot was fired, and a bullet struck:
the !Steel net-work of the carriage.
"Now let 'em have your lead, Barney,'' said
Frank. "They have begun war-let 'em have
all they want."
Barney was on the lookout for a chance. H.e
soon saw one dodging from tree to tree, and lle
fired quickly.
A yell told that the man was hit.
·'Give 'em an0tber," said Frank.
But they moved back farther into the timber,
where the Electric Man could not go, and kept a.
watch on the carri:~ge.
·
Noon came anu Frank was very much worried
over the matter.
He would never think of leaving the professor
and Pomp to such a late as they woulil meet if.
he should go on: without them.
Suddenly yells and shots were heard.
"Good Lord!" cried Varley. "The natives
have attacked them!"
·
•• Good l I hope they'll give 'em a dose of
boomerang I" exclaimed Frank.
1'he woods resounded with yells, but after a
ten minutes' fight the convicts scattered, and
two of them, together with Pomp p.nd the professor, were captured.
CHAPTER XV'.
THE :RESCUE AND 1\E'l'REAT.

V "'

TRE situation was a perilous on& Indeed.
Professor Bagstock and Pomp were in the hands
of the natives, and the Electric Man was utteriyunable to pursue them through the timber. It
would be worse than folly for Frank and Barney
to leave the carriage for a single moment.
"Varley,'' said Frank, turning to the man who
had come to take sides with him against the con- .
victs, " what do the natives do with their prisoners?''
" Kill them unless they want to use them for
some purpose," was the reply.
"How many do you think are in that baLd out
there?"
" I have no idea-though they seldom go in
large numbers. l think thiB is a hunting-party,
and that you may be able to recapture your
friends if they once get out of the timbor with
them."
"Can you make yourself understood by
them?"
"Oh, yes, very easily."
"Then open negotiations with them, and let's
see what iB the situation in regard to the pr!s-

L~-....__.
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OD6rB."

Varley placed hie hands to his !llouth·so as to
make a eort of trumpet and uttered the c11oll used
t>ywhite men in the bush in Australia:
"Co-eel Co-ee-eo-ee l"
.
"Why, you are calling the whites l" exclaimed
ll'r&ok, suspiciously.
"Yes, sir. I do that to make the blacks believe it comes from one of us, and they'll all rush
here to get me."
" Ah I Here they come !"
A band of some two score of blacks came rushing up through the timber and surrounded the
carriage anli. Electric Mao.
They glared at the iron mao in great surpriBe,
and Jabbered among- themselves as if in con-·
sultation as to what it was.
Professor Bagstock and Pomp were seen from
the carriage, bound and under a stroo~rd.
The former wae very pale, and blood ti,.~
down one side of his face from a wound on hiS
head.
He gave an appealing look to Frank, but did
not say anything.
But Pomp wa.s not able to hold his peace.
He knew there was safety inside of that car•
rlage, artd he wanted to get there.
"Ma'l'Se Frank 1" he cried. " Why doan't:
you'se shoot dese heah niggers ?"
One of the guard struck him a. whack over the
head with his boomerang, muttering somethinghe could not understand.
That was more than Pomp could stand. He
wheeled and butted the fellow in the stomach,
and laid him out senseless on the ground.
At that a. half dozen rushed at him to run him
through with their spears.
" My God !" exclaimed Frank, " they will kill .
him, and his hands are tied I Let 'em have it,
Barney!"
Barney and Fronk opened fire with their repeating-rifles, and Varley snatched up another
and did likewi~e.
So rapid was the fire from the carriage that the ,
half do<Jen natives were down ere they could ~
reach the two prisoners.

/
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Q11ick as a flash Pomp availed himself of the
'Opportunity to make 11. break for the carr! age,
trusting to good luck to reach it before the natives could stop him.
" Open dat door I" he yelled, as he dashed forward.
'.rhree natives got in his way, but lie butted
them out like a railroad engine and roach ed the
• side of the carriage in a trice.
Barney opened the door and let him in.
"Cut my han's loose dar I" Pomp cried, as he
sprang inside.
Varley cut the cord that bound him, and the
next moment Pomp had a gun' in his hands and
w:~s laying out the natives with relentless ferocity, when Fmnk exclaimed:
" Look out for the professor I Don't hit
him!"
Poor Bagstock I
He was so dazed at finding himself a prisoner
-first to the convicts and now to the blacksthat he had no time to grasp an opportunity like
Pomp did.
He stood there like one rooted to the spot, and
saw Pomp make a successful dA.Sh for liberty
witl10u~making any attempt to follow him.
The escape of Pomp so enrage<! the natives
that they all rushed up to and surrounded the
carriage-every one of them grabbing hold of it
with both hands, to make sure of having all four
,...
-,.nside.
]!'rank promptly turned on the electric current
and caught the whole batch of them, with but
t wo exceptions.
They howled, squirmed and struggled frantic·
ally to get loose, but all in vain.
The other two, thinking it was a fight of some
kind, wanted to lmve a hand in it too. They ran
around everywhere to look for a. place to take
hold.
Not being able to find on'J, they grabbed hold
of two of their comrades and were caught in the
current that way, and they too began to howl.
What a pandemonium they raised I Unable to
get loose, they did nothing but yell.
"Hi, dar, perfessor I'' yelled Pomp, "dey is all
hitched on I Come in heah quick afore dey git
loose l"
Barney last no timfl in rescuing the professor.
To spring out and rusb to his side was the
work of a moment. He cut him loose, and then
tsaid:
"Run ter t~e kerridge !"
Bagstock made a dash, and in another minute
wn.~ in the carriage again.
Barney picked up two boomerangs and leisurely made his way back to the carriagQ with
them.
Frank then shut off tbe current of electricity,
and the blacks dropped to the ground in a heap,
more dead than alive.
The wretches pulled themselves together
slowly, and as fast as they did so pulled away
from the Electric Man and carriage.
"Are you hurt, professor?" Frank asked . .
"Yes, but not much," he replied. "I got a
blow on the head which nearly laid me on t.he
ground."
"Who gave it to you-the convicts or the natives?"
"The natives. The convie.fu only wanted to
hold us as prisoners to bring you to terms. But
they had a hard time handling Pomp. He WI;\S
disarmed, b the butted them right and left till I
thought the would have to kill him."
~ni. "}I
ame you to let them get your gun,
_ _ .......c
·-";·pi'" Frank asked of Pomp.
••:.rFe>ur ob dem jumped on me afore I knowed
it, ·Marse Frank," was the reply, "but I made
dem sick afore dey got me."
"Are you hurt?"
·
"Yes, sah. I is knocked all ober," he answered, feeling a.ll over himself as if to make sure that
he had no limbs broken.
'I'he natives who had not been hit by bullets
emwled away into the bushes and met under the
trees for consultation. The shocks they had received from the battery of the Electric Man had
broken them all up, and they didn't know what
to make of it.
But in a little while a boomerang came whi2izing through the air and struck the Electric Man
on the shoulder with a force that would have
1felled an ox.
"We must get away from here," returned
Frank, and he touched up the Electric Man and
started him off down the strflam, keeping a close
watch out for any of the convicts.
Ere they had gone two miles they heard a man's
voice in the timber call out:
"Hold on, Mr. Reade."
Frank stopped the caniage.
"Who are you, and what do you want?"
" I wu.nt to surrender to you, and thus get
away from Crowther and his crowd."

•

"But I don't want you; you can stay with
Crowther and his men."
"But I'll be the best man you could have
along, and--"
" I know his voice," said Varley to Franlr.
" He ia one of the worst in the crowd."
"Varley says you are as bad as Crowther. So
we don't want you," returned Frank.
"Varley I Is hll with you?"
"Yes."
"Well, he's the worst in the lot. L ook out for
him."
" I don't think you had any very good men In

the crowd," said Fmnk. " I guess the boomerangs will take care of the lot of you."
The Electric Man started off again and pushed
down the river a distance of a dozen miles or so,
and stopped there to take in a supply of fresh
water.
That done they went some ten miles further
and stopped to ca.mp for the night at a spot
where thev would lt~a-ve the river the next mornin~ to resume their trill back to the mountains
near ·where they had found the starvir\g convicts.
They ate supper, smok8d their pipes and
went to bed at the regular hour, leaving Barney
and Pomp to divide the watch between them.
At two o'clock Pomp took the watch, and when
he had been on guard a couple of hours Varley
sprang up and 'vhispered to hlm:
"Tell Mr. Reade to wake up quick. He is in
danger."
CHAPTER XVI.
OVERTURNED.

POMP's hearing was very acu!e, and Varley'R
whispered warning at the quiet hour of the
night was not lost upon him.
He heard a movement in the bushes as welln.s
Varley, but did not know th.e meaning of it.
Without stopping to ask any questions he
turned to Flank and shook him by the shoulder.
Frank instantly awoke and, without uttering a
word, raised himself on his elbow.
"Dar's gwine ter be trouble heah," Pomp whispered to him.
That was enough.
He was on his feet in an instant, listening with
the alertness of a cat watching a mouse.
Back ln the bushes on three sides of the carriap:e could be heard sounds that came from
either men or beasts cr~eping as if preparing to
sunound and spring upon it.
Frank turned to Varley and asked:
•' What is

i~?"

"Boomerangs," was the whispered reply,.
"How many, do you think?"
" Hundreds, maybe."
" Then we had better run for it. It's easier to
run than to stand and fight so many."
He touched the knob that controlled the alectrio current between ~he battery and the electric
man, and the man of sti:lel started forward at a
quickstep.
Ere he had gone fifty yards a series of wild
yells burst from the bushes all round them, and
a shower of boomerangs rained upon the Electric
Man and carriage.
" Good heavens I" gasped the professor, as he
sprang out of his berth, suddenly awakened by
the noise, " we are attacked again I"
"Ho\VIY ruither o' Moses I" exclaimed BarnE~y,
springing out of bed and seizing his rifle, "the
naygurs will be afther catchin' us!"
The boomerangs rattled on the Electric Man
and carriage like hail on a roof, and in a moment
the whole fhing came to a dead halt.
"Hello I" exclaimed Frank, "there is something wrong. The man can't run any more."
'' Heavens I" gasped Professor Bagstock," then
we are lost!"
" I don't know about that," returned Frank.
"Something has happened to the machinery."
"What can it be?"
"That is more than I ca.n say."
The whole place seemed to be alive with natives. They ran all around the carriage, hurling
spears and boomerangs &gainst it with terrilic
rapidity.
"This won't do," said Frank. "We've got to
fight for our lives or they'll batter everything to
pieces. A mountain of steel would hnve to yield
to such pounding as this in the course of time."
He turned on the light, and the blinding glare
so astonished tbe natives for a time that thoy
ceased to throw spears or boomerangs. Their
black forms WE~re seen all around, and they
glared fleroely at the electric light.
But they did not give way an inch.
On the contrary, they presented a bold front,
seeming to rely on their numerical strength to
capturfl the strange invader of their domain.
"Varley," said Frank, turning to the man

\

whom he had Ro stra,ngely befriended, "can
you make them understan<.l you?"
"Yes, sir, I think I ca ."
"Woll, ask them what they want of u2."
Varley called to them in a jargon tll.at was
simply horrible to henr.
A big IJ!ack chief responded, stepping boldly
up to the side of the carriage to do so.
A talk ensued, in which the native chief de·
manded the t\nconditional surrender of the
whites >\nd their" man-wagon."
"Tell him•we won't do anything of the kind,"
said Frank, "and that if he does not lmmedi·
ately retire we will open fire on !aim and his fol·
lowers."
Varley repeated Frank's words, and the chief
responded witb a yell and an attempt to thrust
his spear between or through the steel net-work
of the carriage.
·. rhat was a signal for the others to do like·
wise, nnd in another moment a mass of some
two or three hundred natives were surging
around the carrio.ge brandis~ing or hUrling tll.eir
spears.
'·We are in a bad fix,'' sai<l Frank. "Our
only safety is in beating them oll, and that we
c..1.n do only with powder and lead. Give 'em
the revolver."
All ftve opened the with revolvers, and fired
aH rapidly as they coulJ till the weapon~> were
all discharged.
The yells of the natives were terrific.
Those near the carriage were pushed for\Tard
by those behind them, and hence could not get
away from the death-dealing revolvers except
by dodging underneath the vehicle.
Thli.t they did, and in another minute there
were so n:.any under it that there was immineat
danger of the whole thing being turned over.
" Dey is gwine ter turn us ober, Marse Fr.tnk I"
cried Pomp, as he felt the carri~ge rise a few
inches from the ground.
"I'll see if I can't give 'em a skock," said
Frank, touching another knob.
The effect was electrical.
The natives underne11.th the ca).'riage sprang
up with such energy and terrified ferocity tliat
the carria.ge was turned over on its side-the
Electric Man tutu bling with it on his left side.
"Good h eavens I" gasped the professor, as
all five of tbem rolled in a heap together. "We
are lost!"
·
" Give 'em more lead I" cried Frank, quicklv
removing the cnrtridge shells from his revolver
and inserting new ones.
The others promplly followed his example,
and the fusillade was kept up all' round, except
on the bottom side of the carriage.
Ere the second round had emptied the re.
volvers the natives, seeing so many of their
number down, and so many wounded, gave way
and fell back under the protection of the gloomy
shadows of the forest.
"Thie is terribly hot work," s~<id Frank.
"Yes, sir," assented Bagstock. "I don't see
how we can avoid a surrender."
"Surrender I" exclaimed Frank. " When they
get this thing in their hands it will be when I
;.m not a\>le to pull a trigger."
" I was thinking, sir. that if we could make
terms with them we might be able to get the
Electric Man on his feet again, and make a dash
for liberty."
·'I won't trust them. The truth is I am afraid
that they intend to destroy us-the old maa in·
eluded. We have plenty of ammunition, and
may as well use it on these ra~cals as any other
way."

"Mr. Reade," said the professor, "we are as
good as captured now."
"Not by a jugful, professor," replied Reade,
promptly.
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp. "Dem niggers
ain't got us yit."
"No, bedad," added Barney, confidently. "We
kin lick the crowd av thlm."
"Oh, well, you know more about such things
than [do, but I don't see who;is going to stand
the Electric Man on his feet again."
" Did you know that the chief is killed, sir?"
Varley asked.
"No! Is he?"
"Yes, sir."

"How do you know?"
"I gave him a bullet in his breast and sa·w
bim stagger away. I can tell now by ti.Je nois8
his follow at's make that he is dead."
"Well, what will they do now?"
" They will choose another ehief."
"How?"

" I don't know. I have never seen them choosE
one, and can't say how they go about it."
" Marse Frank I Marse Frank!" cried Pom~t~
in sudden alarm.
" What's the matter, Pomp?"
"De water is done run all outen de tank!"
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"Good Lord 1" gasped Bagstock, "and I was
Just wishing for a drink. We are undone now."
"Don't give up, professor," said Frank, "I
have been in as tight a place as this and got out
all right."
"But I don't see how we are going to get out
of this," said Bagstouk, who was now pretty
'Vall demoralized.
"Well, le&ve that to me, professor. Don't say
Jnythlng to discollrage the others, ~ut hold yourelf in readiness to obey orders promptly. Our
.nfety is in that alone."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp.
The natives remained under the cover of the
timber till daylight, which was not very far olf,
and then began to thro\t boomerangs again.
With the coming of aaylight Frank could see
a number of them dodging about in tho bushes.
He opened fire on them.
So many were hit that the others retireu out of
range till not one of them was seen from tlie carriage.
OHAPTER XVII.
BARNEY'S CAPTURE AND ESCAPE,

"Now whatever we do we must do quickly,"
said Frank to the others. " They are out there
In the woods still, waiting to get another chance
at us, or make a choice of another chief. We are
In a bad fix, being without water o.s we are. It
we ha'fe to take the old man to pieces to see
JVhat is wrong about the machinery, we may
1ave to stay here two or three days. Even theu,
!f we ha-.e to keep the natives at bay while doing
:he work, we may fail for want of water. There
ue times when water is worth to men all the
JOld in the world."
"Dat's er lac'," said Pomp.
"You are right about that, Mr. Reade," assented the professor; "and, that being the ease,
how are we going to live three or four days without water?"
"There's the river out there-only a little
ways," suggeste(). Frank.
"Yes, and a couple of hundred savages between it and us."
"Bate ther bids off av thim," said Barney,
whoee pluck generally increased With danger.
"How auout our heads?" the professor asked.
"That is not the question just now," l'er:narked
Frank. "Will want to put the carriage on its
wheels and tile Electric Man on his feet. It is
388Y enough to stand the carriage up all right In
Just a minute or two, but it is very dit'l'erent with
the old man. He is heavy-very heavy-heavier
than all five of us. I am afraid soiDetbing is
broken about him. All of you take your rifles
llld stand ready to fire if any of them come into
iew while I am out there."
"Are you going out there?" Bagstock asked.
"Yes, of course."
Frank managed to open the door and get out
whilst the others stood ready with their rifles to
defend him it attacked.
He want out to the prostrate Electric Man, and
made a hasty examination.
"The under shalt is broken," he said, "and
one of the electric wi!·es is disconnected. 'rhat's
why he stopped and wouldn't go any further."
Taking a screw-driver from his pocket, he
~rom ptly detached the other shaft from the Electric Man.
Hall a dozen natives saw him and tried to get
near enough to throw boomerangs at him. But
bullets from the Winchesters in the carriage laid
some of them low, and warned the others away.
"Now run out-all of you," called Frank,
"and help me turn the carriage up again."
They obeyed, and laid hold of the carriage
with an energy that stood it on its wheel<> in a
Jiffy.
But a wild yell from the natives. caused them
to scamper back into the carriage, and a hot fire
from the rifles followed so quickly that the blacks
were severely punished ere they could get under
)Over again.
"We are this much better otr than ten minutes
~o," remarked Frank. "What we want now is
» get the old man on his feet again."
.
"Oan't we lift him up as we did the carriage?"
Professor Bagstock asked.
"We might, and then again we might not,"
·aid :Frank. "But that shaft will have to be
1ended before we can hitch him between them
~rain. Let me see if I can't find a piece of iron
1:' steel which will do for a brace on that broken
·iJ.aft."

He opened the tool-chest and took out a small
rise and a patent brace for boring holes through
e~el or iron. Then he found two pieces of steel
of the thickness of boiler iron. Those he put together in the vise-which he fastened to the
tool-cllest-and proceeded to bore holes through
them. It was done inside of a half hour, and
then he went out, takin~t the vise and brace with

him, leaving the others to keep the natives at
bay while he was at work.
It took him longer to bore holes through the
shaft, as it was much thicker than the two pi.,ces
he was to use as braces. But it was done aftflr
two hours of hard work, durin~ which time the
rifles kept the blacks at bay.
Screws and caps soon made the broken shaft
as strong as any othor part.
"That is all right now," said Frank, when
the work was done, "but the worst ill to come
yet. We must get the old man on his feet and
put him between the shafts."
But night had now come on, and darkness afforded such good protection to the natives that
Frank dared not undertake to do a11.y more till
daylight came again.
By this time they were all so thirsty that Frank
had to open a bottle of wine to quench their
thirst with.
"l'se 'er gwine ter hab some ob dat water in
dat ribber," said Pomp, when they had tlnished
eating supper in the carriage.
" I'm with yez," said Barney.
"Better be carefql," remarked Frank. " They
may be all around us yet."
"We kin crawl down dar froo de bushes," said
Pomp, and so they each took a pail and started
out under cover of darkness.
Frank and the others waited and listened for
over ten mim;~tes, and then a terrible row began.
"There I" exclaimed Frank. "They are in for
it 1"
Barney and Pomp were heard fighting against
odds, but those in the carriage dared not leave
it in the dark.
Suddenly they heard Pomp's voice as he called
to them to open-the door. Frank opened it and
Pomp sprang inside.
" I didn't git no water~· he said.
"Where is Barney?" .r·rank asked.
"Ont dar somewhar. Dem niggers is thicker'n
dirt in dem bushes. I butted 'em outen de way
an' run for it."
\
"Poor Barney 1" sighed Frank. "I fear it is all
up with him. I can never go back home without
him."
" Marse Frank," said Pomp, " dat Irisher was
born lucky. He ain't er gwine ter go under wid
dem niggers." .
Frank was worried very much, and called several times to Barney after the noise had subsided.
"They have captured. him and gone down the
river with him," said Varley, who seemed to understand the meaning of several sounds that
came from the woods.
" Then we can do nothing till we get the old
man Qi1 his feet again. Oh, for daylight, so that
I courd get to work at it 1 Poor Barney 1"
There was very little sleep in the carriage, for
all were troubled over the fate or Barney. The
night seemed to be interminable, but day finally
dawned, and Frank went to work on the prostrate Electric Man whilst Pomp and Varley prepared breakfast.
Varley was so sure that the natives had gone
that he did not hesitate to take a pail and go to
the river for water.
He came with the water, not a native being lu
sight, and th€1 others drank eagerly of it-being
the ftnit drink they had had in at least thirty-six
hours.
'l'hen Frank again attacked the Electric Man,
taking him to pieces and building him up from
his teet.
With Potnp's help he managed to finish the
task by the middle of the afternoon. Then he
connected the electric wiro again and attached
him to the ehafts.
To his great joy he found that everything
worked all right again, and that the old man was
eager to run.
"Now let's get to the water, fill the tank and
see if we can't get en Barney's trail."
They veered around and got to the edge of the
water, where the hose was thrown out and the
little pump set going. In a few minutes the tank
was full of clear sweet water.
" Now let's get on the trail of that band of natives," said Frank, as he started off again.
"Get in the edgt~ of the timber," ~aid Varley.
" They get out into the clearing when they wish
to make good time."
Frank obeyed, and then hurried up the Electric Man, tearing through the small scrub bushes
at a rattling pace.
They made :nearly twenty miles, and then had
to etrike-a little before sunset-across a piece of
treeless plain of seveMl miles, toward a piece of
timber, from which could be seen a small, thin
column of smoke ascending.
"Tlley must be there," said Varley. "That is
about the distance they would make since last
night."
The Electric Man made good time across the

plain, and was yet a mil€1 away from the timb&,
when Pomp sung out:
"Dar's Barney 1 Look dar 1"
'l'hey looked, and saw a man running at fuU
speed toward them, with a body of natives pursuing him, the air tull of flying boomerangs.
" Dat's Barney 1 Dat's the Irisher 1" cried
Pomp, lma.tchmg up a rifle to be ready to defend
him the moment his pursuers came in r&nge.
Frank urged up the Electric Man, and in a few
minutes had caught up with Barney, 'vho was
out of breath and ready to fall from sheer exhaustion.
Stopping and opening the door of the carril\ge,
~'rank seized him by the collar and pulled him.
inside.
" Thank God you are back again !" said Frank.
The reports of the rifles as the others fired on
the natives drowned Barney's reply. The natives, seeing that he had gotten away, hastily retreated.
That night Barney told the story of his captur&
and adventures, an experience he would never
forget as long as he lived.
The next morning they turned toward the
mountains and traveled hard all day, coming in
sight of them by sunset.
Yet they pushed on, anxious to get there as
soon as they could.
Rocks became numerous now. anrl the surfac&
somewhat uneven, yet they kept on steadily in
their course.

.

OHAPTER XVIII.
THE DISCOVERY OF GOLD,

NIGHT came on and the stars ~me out in an
their glory.
A death-like stillness reigned over the vast.
plain, and nothing save the steady tramp of the.
Electric Man wa11 heard.
The electric lights made the way they were going as bright as day, yet Frank had to keep a
sha.r~ lookout for stones, which now began to
appear occasionally.
To strike one and break a wheel, or any part of'
the intricate machinery in the Electric Man while
in that arid plain, would be the death knell of th&
entire party.
Frank had resolved to push on until midnight,
unless he reached the mountain sooner, and so
they did not stop for supper, but ate a cold lunch
on the way.
It was evident, however, that they would reach
the mountains before midnight, as the great
bowlders they passed told that the mountains of
stone were not far off.
The stones became so numerous at last that
they were compelled to atop and go into camp.
Varley insisto;d that nothing having vegetable
or animal life existed about the mountains, and
that no danger could result from sleeping on the
ground in the open air.
"I'll stay in the Cafriage till I see for myself,"
said Frank, shaking his head. "I don't care to
take any chances in a strange place."
"You will let me sleep out-doo~?" Varley
asked.
"Yes, if you wish to."
"Oh, I am used to it now, and it makes little
difference with me where I sleep if I have plenty to eat."
He stretched himself out at full length on the
ground and was soon soundly sleeping.
They all slept well, for tbe air was dry and
pure, and when they awoke in the mw-ning they
felt greatly refreshed.
<
The huge mountains of stone loomed u'p ag.-.111$-- . _
the sky in formidable' proportions, and our ad:
""
venturous travelers gazed at them in silent awe
for some time.
"Dere ain't no wood heah for er fire, Barney,"
said Pomp as he looked around at the dreary
waste of stone and sand.
" Troth, and yez are roight, Pomp," replied
Barney, as he gazed around at the scene. " It's
ther Ould Nick's own home, it is."
"Use the oil stove for ma.king coffee, Pomp,"
said Frank.
"Yes, sah," and the faithful darky took from
another <:hest a small oil stove and a gallon can
of oil.
In a few minutes he had the stove on a ston•
and a kettle of water on top of it.
Barney brought out the hard tack and broiled
fowls whilst Pomp devotod himself to the making
o! a pot of good coffee.
When the cotree was made they partook of a
hearty meal, standing round a bowlder which
answered the purpose of o. table.
Suddenly Professor Bagstock dropped the
piece of quail he was eating and leaned over· on
the rock gazing at it as if he were looking for
something.
"It is gold, Reade 1" he excitedly exclaimed.
" Pure gold and plenty of it I Just look there I"

•
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He pointed to a streak of yellowish metal running along the broken surface of the rock, which
could be plainly seen by the naked eye.
" Be me soul!" exclaimed Barney, as he gazed
at it, "I'd rather nave it in mo pocket than say
it in the shtone."
"Dat's er fac' ," said Pomp, running his hand
over the yellowish streak. "Dis heah stone am
got er hard grip on it, suah."
The professor was too much excited to finish
his breakfast.
He followed tbe streak of gold round and over
the rock till it was lost against the ground.
"There's no telling how much that vein wou d
pan out," he said.
•
"Oh, de Lor' gorramighty I" yelled romp with
a vigor that caused every one to think a snake
had struck him.
They sprang away from the rock and looked
at him. •
He was tugging at a nugget of gold as large as
his thumb, which projacted several inches from
a crevice in the rock near where he was standing.
"Good heavens 1" gasped the professor.
"Jus look at that I Hold on, Pomp."
"l'se holdin' on, sah," replied Pomp, grasping
the nugget as it afraid it would get away from
him.
" Take an ax and see if you can't break of!' the
piece of stone that holds it," suggested the professor.
"Yes, sah," and he ran for one of the axes In
J.'ht tool-chest of the carriage.
., Frank examined the piece of gold, and decided
that it would be a hard job to get the w~ole lump
out without proper implements for crushing the
rock.
But Pomp gave the stone a few tremendous
blows with the ax a few inches above and below
the nugget with such etiect that it split, and the
nugget dropped to the ground.
"Whoop I" yelled Pomp, dropping the ax and
seizing the nugget. "Dis 'ere am luck for a
nigger suah "
'l'he 'prof~sor took the nugget and 'examined it.
·
•
"It is pure gold," he said, "and the lump will
weigh eight or ten pounds at the least."
"That is the largest lump of pure gold 1 ever
saw," said Reade as he held it in his band.
"It is worth over two thousand dollars," said
the professor.
"Oh, golly 1" cried Pomp, leaping up·and striking his heels together, " dis am luck, an' no mistake."
They all had to handle it, and Varley's eyes
· -- ~httered as he beheld the little lump of yellow
metal that fixed the standard of values in the
entire commercial world.
"That would enable me to escape to America,"
he said, loud enough for all to hear him.
"Maybe you may find even a larger lump,"
said Frank. "Who knows?"
"I can hardly hope to be so lucky," he replied,
shaking his head.
"Why, I think you are an extremely lucky
man," said Frank. "Just see how you have
twice been saved from death in the last week."
"But look at the twenty years o_f my unlucky
life."
"Your luck is turning. You'll come out all
right yet.'"
" I hoi->e so, but twenty years of hard luck makes
me dQCtt.t it."
~oy'i-J~inished the meal and then went pros~ J pecting among the rocks till they were a quarter
of a mile away from the Electric Man.
Suddenly Frank bethought himself, and exclaimed:
"Good heavens, what idiots we are I"
" What's the matter now~" the professor
asked.
"We have left the carriage all alone a quarter
of a mile away-a most idiotic thing to do 1" and
the grola.t inventor took to his heels and ran all
the way to the Electric Man.
"I'll never leave it unguarded again under any
circumstances," he said to himself as he sat
down inside the carriage.
He recovered his breath from the long run and
then moved along among the rocks till he was
almost up with the others.
"What luck?" he called to the professor, as he
saw him examining a large fragment of rook.
"Plenty of quart,;, but no more nuggets," was
the reply.
"Is It rich?"
"The richest I ever saw."
''Is it extensive?"
, "It's everywhere I" replied the professor. " I
n'ever saw anything like it."
"Oh-Ugh-Oh, Lord I" yelled Pomp, a little
distance away, dashing toward the carriage at
the top of his speed. "Lord sabe me I Oh, de
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good Lor' I" and he fell almost in a faint at the one of the dead men, and took hold of it to pull
it away.
door of the carriage.
TJi.e hand broke off at the wrist.
"It will weigh a pound, at least," he said as
CHAPTER XIX.
he held it up.
POMP'S TERROR AND REMARKABLE DISCOVERY,
Then, as if seized by a sudden impulse, he felt
THE evident panic which had suddenly seized of the clothes of the seven dead men, and found
upon Pomp created no little excitement among small nuggets in the pockets of each one, also
tt:e others who heard him.
revolvers, which had rusted and were usele11s.
Barney and Varley were near together at the
"Why, you have as much gold as Pomp's nugtime, and the professor about fifty yards beyond get is worth," said the professor as he looked at
them.
the pieces Varl~y had collected from the dead.
The moment they heard Pomp yell and saw
"Yes, sir. Am I entitled to it?"
him running with all his 3peed toward the Elec"Every ounce of it," said Frank. "You hav&
tric Man, they sprang away too, and ran like as much show here as any of the rest of us.''
deer, without knowing what they were running
"Thank you, Mr. Reade," said Varley, and his
from.
bronzed face turned a shade paler as he spoke..
"What is it?" demanded the professor, run- "Will you take care of it for me?"
ning up, and out of breath.
"Yes. You can put it in one of the chests and
"Hanged if I know," said Frank. "What is it will be safe the1·e."
•
it, Pomp?"
Varley gathered up the nuggets and he sta.rte~
· "Oh, Lor' sabe us!" groaned Pomp, still in a toward the carriage with them.
sort of panicky condition. " Oh, de Lor' sabe us !
"Pomp," he said,as be came to the door of the
Ugh!"
carriage with the nuggets," I am your friend for
And he shuddered as if shaken by a chill.
life.''
"Well, what thfl deuce is the matter with you?"
"Wh t's de matter, Mister Varley?"
demanded Frank.
"Do you see these?"
Pomp'ij eyes opened wide as saucers as h&
"Faith, an' it's a scared nagur he is," said
Barney.
glared at the yellow lumps of gold.
"Go dar an' look at' datI" cried Pomp, pdint"Yes, I see dem I" he said.
" Well, I got them on those dead men.''
ing in the direction of the bowlder from which he
had just fled.
Pomp sprang back to the farther end of the
Barney looked at the bowlder and wcndored carriage.
what in creation itoould be Which had given him
" Go way dar, I tole yer," he cried.
such a scare, as he knew Pomp was fully as
" What's the matter with you?"
brave as he was.
"Go way dar, I tole yer I" ctied Pomp again,
"Look here, Pomp," said Frank, "when are drawing a revolver.
.
you going to tell us what you are kicking up
"What in bl.a.zesis the matter with you, Pomp?"
such a rumpus about?"
exclaimed Varley, completely dumfounded at the
" Afore de Lor', Marse Frank, l'se scared 'most conduct of the faithful black.
ter def-oh, Lor' 1 Ugh I"
"Youse done gone an' robbed de dead I" said
"Do you want something to brace up on?"
Pomp, who was full of the superstitions of his
"Yes, snh-l'se all broke up."
race. " Go way, white man-youse er bad
Frank steppe<! back icto the carriage and unl"
brought out a gill of brandy and gave it to him.
"What's the matter now?" Fran~ asked, comPomp swallowed it at a gulp, and Barney ex· ing up just as Varley was turning away.
claimed:
"Pomp won't let me get iuto the carriage:....
"Bedad, it's mes!lf as will be afther getting says I'm a bad man because I robbed the
scared every day for a brace loike that."
dead.''
"Goober dar an'look, Barney," said Pomp.
"The deuce I"
Still Barney didn't care to go till he knew what
The professor laughed in spite of himseH, and
it was which had given the old man such a shak- Fran!;. turned to Pomp and said:
Ing up.
"Let Varley put his gold in the chest, you old
"Well, will it take anothor drink to bring you fool.''
round?" Frank asked.
" Marse Frank-he done gone and robbed de
"No, sah, l'se all right now, Marse Frank," dead!"
said Pomp.
"I saw him take the gold-it was lying there
"Well, let us know what ails you, then."
by those dead men who will never want it again.
"I was ober dar lookin' 'l>out dem dere big It was not robbing the dead.''
rocks when I looked round dat lllg un ober dar,
Pomp came out of the carriage and let Varley
an' dar sat er lot er men on de ground, stone 70 in, where he tied up his nuggets in a dirty
dead an' leanin' up ergin de rock.''
handkerchief which Barney gave him.
"Is that so?"
It took Pomp the rest of the day to get o~ er
"Yes, sa h."
his scare, and he di!! not go out any more till
"Go and see about it, Barney.''
they had moved several miles away from the
" Phwat sorr I"
spot where the seven dead men were found.
" Go and see about that."
When they stopped to make a camp for the
"Bedad, thin, I'll tA.ke ther brace afore I goes.'' night there was not a piece of wood out of which
Varley burst out laughing and said:
to make a fire.
"A dead man can't hurt anybody. Come onThey made cotiee on the oil-stove, and ate the
I'll go with you," and he led the way toward the broiled quail, of which they had an ample suprock from which Pomp had fled so precipitately. ply.
There he found seven white men seated down
Feeling very tired, they retired to their blankby the bowlder and leaning against it-all show- ets a• an early hour and slept till sunrise.
ing that they had died of starvation.
They were oppressed by the profound silence
He looked at them calmly and said to himself: that reigned around them, as not even the hum
"My fate oame near being like this," and then of an insect could be heard-the silence of the
he turned and made his way back to the car- tomb reigned everywhere.
riage, where he said:
After breakfast they again hunted among the
"There are seven dead men there, sir.''
fragments of rock for signs of gold.
"Ahl"
They found it everywhere, and the professor
"Yes, sir."
-declared that he had never seen such rich quartz
"How long have they been dead?"
in all his life.
" I don't know, sir, but a long time, 1 guess, as
they seemed to be parched or dried up."
CHAPTER XX.
"Well, let's go and take a look at them, proNUGGETS OF GOLD.
fessor," said Frank, leading the way. "You
ON the second day after tbeir arrivat at the
stay here in the carriage, Pomp.''
"Yes, sir-dis chile doan want ter see dem no mountain Frank said to Bagstock :
"There is no <!oubt about the gold, professor,
more."
They went back with Varley and found that the but the passage over the mountain is still a quesmen were evidently miners from their dress and tion."
"Yes-and it looks as if it would remain a
the tools found lying around.
" They came here to solve the problem of the q11estion, for I don't see how such a vehicle oau
traditions among the natives," said Frank, "and get over that mountain. It is nothing but a pile
of broken, jagged rocks from the base to tbe
perished for want of food and drink."
"Just as we would have perished but for you, summit.''
"We have got to hunt for a pa.seage, that's
Mr. Reade," said Varley.
"YeS--no doubt of it. I wonder how long they all," said Frank.
"Yes, that's all we can do. We can't cut a
have been here?"
They made an examination of the clothes of passage, you know.''
"No-certainly not.''
one man, and found bits of !4aper in one pocket
which were dated back nearly twenty years.
They entered the carriage again, rode along
"They have been here somewhere between the mountain's base for many miles, looking for
a pb\ce that would give them a faint hope of a
fifteen or twenty years," said Frank.
Varley saw a nugget oi gold in the hand of chance to cross over to the other side.
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At last they came to a spot where there was
quite a depresBion in the mountain, anrl the face
of the immense chain of rock seemed quite
smooth.
"Let's look at this place," said Frank. "We
n::ay be 11.ble to find a passage up there."
Thoy stopped, and Frank, Varley and the professor set out to make the searoh for a passage,
.leavin~ Barney and Pomp in charge of the car,;riage.
It was at least a mile to the base of the mount,ain-or rather where the actual rise commenceu
-nd to reach it they had to pick their way
through an immense field of broken stone.
" I neyer saw such indisputable evidences of a
'riolent upheaval of stone in all my life," said
Frank., as he trudged along over the broken
roclt,s.
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rock they beheld an i:nmense plateau of desert
sand, stretching away !or miles to the r ight, left
and front,
~traigbt acroas-miles away-they could see
the other edge of the plateau outlined against
the clear sky.
"Well, well," exclaimed the professor, as he
stood there and gazed at the strange phenomenon
-for such he could not help regarding it-" a
sandy desert on top of a higtl mountain is something I never heard of before in all my life. We
have made a discovery, Mr. Reade, which will
hand our names down to the ages with that of
Christopher Columbus. How did this sand get
up here?" and he stopped and picked up a handful of the sand and examined it.
Frank was so astonished at wl::at be saw that
he did not pay much attention to whnt was being
said by the professor. Htt was gazing across the
plateau and wondering what sort of country lay
beyond it.
"It is thtt same sand which we came acress in
reaching these mountains," remarked Bagstock,
more to himself than to any one else.
" Eh-what's that, professor?" Frank asked,
turning and facing the learned man.
" I say that this is the same kind of sand we
found on the pla.ins," repeated Bagstock. "I
guess wind storms, whirlwinds, etc., for ages
have blown clouds of sand over this basin and
filled it."
Frank now became interested.
" Why did we not find any on the sides as we
came up?" he asked.
"Oh, the rains may haTe washed it all away,
while this plateau held it where it fell."
"Yes-yes-that must be the solution or the
mystery," assented the young inventor. "Yet it
is a st;ange, very stran~~:e thing."
"Stranger than fiction. The world will be slo1~
to believe it. 1 am repaid in this hour for all I
have endured on this trip so far."
"Yes, it is an important discovery, and, as
you say, the world will be slow to believe it.
This sand is 2,000 feet above the base of the
mountain. When the rainy season comes the
water must find a vent some\There. Where
does it go? There must be an immense reservoir somewhere below.''
"Yes, undoubtedly. We may lind it~yet, and
thus solve the problem of life in this unknown

"Nor I either," a<lded the professor.
"It does not appear at all like a volcanic eruption," rem11.rked the youn~; inventor.
"No,11.nd that is what troubles me. No lava,
nor ashes, nor anything of a volcanic nature. ''
"Well, well do you think of itl"
"I don't knew what to think of it. It looks to
me as if nature had thro"n thes£> stones here as
a barrier to any further advances in this directi.oa.''
"Just what I was thinking, and I wondered
what was beyond these mountains that ~ature
could wish to keep ths world from seeing."
"That is a. bard question to an6wer. It is said
to 8e a. sandy, treeless plain whicb,no mortal .ever
crossed. Here, come this way. This seems to
be a sort of passage for a little distance."
.Frsnk went ~tver to the professor's side and
joinell. him in the ascent, which at that point
•eemed to be quite easy.
" The line of broken rock seems to end here,"
remarked Frank, looking around him.
" Yes," returned the professor, "and it begins
again over there," pointing to the right.
Frank go.zed about him as if puzzled over the
strange forqlation of the surface. As for the
professor, he seemed to lose interest in everytiling but the aspect presented by nature as dis.
played all around him.
" This is something that will interest the geographical Bocieties of the world," he remarked.
" These fragments of stone show that they have
been rended by violent forces, and yet I see no
evidences of lire about them. They are very region."
hard, and runuing from gray to very dark in
" I hope so. I would like to go across to the
color. It is a study for the scientist, and--"
'Other side of this plateau and gaze over at the
" Excuse me, professor," said .l!'rank, inter- country beyond, but we have not time now.
rupting him. " Let's lind a. passage over tbe We must descend to tbe carriage, or night will
mountain first, and then study the scientific overtake us and stop us, and Barney and Pomp
will be very une:tsy about us.''
features afterward."
" Oh, yes-go on. I can survey as I go
"Then we had Qtltter start at ouoe," said Bagalong," replied the learned man, as he followed stock. "To-morrow Wb can come up in the C.lrthe young inventor up the mountain side.
riage and look about morflleisurely."
Frank had followej a sort of clearing, which
They turned, and began the descent, which
seemed to extend all the way up as far as they was much easi6r than going up.
Away off below them they could see the Eleccould see, and which promised a passage !or the
Electric Man and carria.ge.
tric Man and carriage, where they had left it.
"Not a sprig of grass nor even a bunch of The view was grand and extensive.
moss among the stones," remarked the proFrank took his field-glass and surveyed the
fessor, as he passed on up the mountain. " I horizon, and then took a look at the Electric
never heard of a region more devoid of vegetable Man.
-or animal life. Yet there is gold running all
A smile played round his mouth as he looked.
through this mountain. It seems to me that we
"They are two happy fellows, Barney and
-ought to call these the 'Quartz Mountain!!.'"
Pomp," he remarked. "They are seated on a
"I never dreamed that such a spot existed bowlder by the side of the Electric Man playing
anvwhere in the world," said Frank, as he look- cards for amusement.''
ed· around him. " This is the largest rock in the
"Yes," added the professor, "they are happily
world, I guess."
constituted. They are brave, generous, full of
"No doubt of that," said Bagstock. "I shall rollicking fun, and as faithful as sunshine."
make a note of this in my report. It is rockThey went on down the mountain, making
rock everywhere, and quartz at that."
good time, when Varley was heard to utter an
"Yes. That will set the world on fire, and exclamation or both surprise and joy.
thousand of lives will be lost in efforts to get at
They wbeeled and looked at him to see what
was the matter, when they saw him tugging at
tke gold.''
"Yes, yes, that's so. Give me a drink of water, a nugget of gold which be found projecting from
please. This climbing up hill makes one very- the broken fragment of the rocll:.
"By heavens I" exclaimed the professor. "He
thirsty."
"So it does. What a lucky thing it is that we has found another nugget!"
have water, as I see no signs of any in this region
Reade and Bagstock both examined 1he nugget and mentally calculated its value, which was
of sand and stone."
/
The professor dr11nk from the flask which immense.
Frank banded to him, and then returned it.
"You can't break that off without an ax or
Up, up the mountain they climbed, winding pick, Varley," said Reade. "Just let it be till we
here and there around huge bowlders in quest of come up all together to-morrow."
a passage for the Electric Man.
"Will you recognize the claim tiS mine, sir?"
It seemed that, with a loose stone moved here
" Of course we will, and we'll help you work
and there as they ascended, an easy passage it too"
eould be made.
'" T~n thousand thanks, sir,'' said he. "That,
How it would be on the other side they did not with what I have already, will enable me to eEk11.ow. But they resolved to go on up to the top cape from Australia.''
and see what they would have to face.
"Yes-but if you get out of Australia you will
They ascended to tbe summit, which Frank \Vant money to live on and prove your innoestimated to be about 2,000 feet above the base cence. So you must work diligently and abide
where the Electric Man, in charge of Barney and your time. I'll stand by you and get you out
Pomp, had been left.
when I go back."
But there was a surprise for them at the sumVarley almost fell on his knees as be poured
mit which they did not dream of.
out his thanks to him for the assurance of his
Instead of a rugged summit of gray and dark protection.

" It shall be the aim of my life to prove to yO'U
that your kindness and confidence have not been
:nisplaced," ne said.
"Then I shall be satisfied to the fullest extent, Mr. Vll.l"ley," said the young inventor.
"You may yilt regain all you have lost."
" I shall try to, and gain or lose, I shall not
forget your .lr.indneiSs to me.''
CHAPTER XXI.
THE ASCENT OF T1I.E MOUNTAIN,
ARLEY was alJnost beside himself with joy
pver his lucky find.
He piled a numb& of loose stones about the
nugget in order to mark the spot so that it would
be easy to find again when they came up the
next day.
Frank and the professor waited for him, and
while doing so the latter discovered a rich vein
of gold running through another large bowlder.
" It is wonderful,'' he Sllid. " Gold is everywhere, and yet I shudder to think how many .
human lives will be sacrificed in trying to get
possession of it."
"When. we find water there may no~ be any
loss of lile,'' said Frank.
' True, but where is the water•"
"Oh, we may find it yet."
"I hope so."
"I am ready to go on now, sir,'' said Varley,
when he bad piled loose stones enou~h on his
nugget to hide it from view.
"Then come on," and they resumed their (it
scent of the mountain.
They traveled fast, for the night was coming
on apace. Already the sun wss behind the
mountain, and its great shadow was lengthening out miles and miles beyond the base.
"We'll have to hurry up,'' said Frank," or we
may get caught up here in the dark, when
traveling would be very dangerous' indeed. I
wouldn't like to go stumbling about up here in .
the dark. I'd either ruin my shins or else break
my neck.''
• " I don't think .I could get along as well as
either of you in the dark," remarkeu the professor. "So let's hurry down :ts fast as we can.''
"Can you trot down hill?" Frank asked.
"I gues!. I can, though it has been a long time
since I ran a foot-race."
"Well, let's try and see what. you can do."
They started off on a trot down the smooth
portions they had passed over as they came up.
But they had not gone two hundred yards ere
the profe51lor stumbled anu fell sprawling.
A grunt escaped him loud enough to stop the
other two and bring them to his asaistanoo a
once.
"Are you hurt, professor?" Frank asked, a.; he
assisted him to his feet.
"I-I-don't-know,'' he replied, in a sort of
dazed way.
"You ought to know."
"Well, maybe I am."
Frank could not repress a smile, and even Var·
ley grinned.
·
"I am jarred all over," said the professor,
pulling hirnBelf together. " I guess I won't run
any more." .
"But can you walk?''
" Oh, yes," and he started off with a slight
limp.
~
They hurried down, and when they reached
the base of the mountain the stars had !J.g;:un to
peep out.
.
.
The Electric Man was ~till a mile aW""ity, but
Pomp and Barney had set the electric lightli
blazing, so that they could not lose their way.
In due time they reached the carriage, when
the pro!essot sM down on a stool and declared
that he \VIIS never so glad to rest in all his life.
"You haven't done much traveling on foot,
professor," remarked Frnnk.
"No, sir, not much; anu I don't care to begin
it at this time or life."
"No. It breaks a man up who is not used
to it."
Pomp had a good supper ready for them, and
in a little while they were lying around smoking
at ease.
The long walk fatigued them just enough te
induce them to retire early, and they did, leaving Barney and Pomp to divide the WILtch between them.
Morning found them up early preparing to begin the ascent of the mountain by the circuitous
route which had been selected. After an early
breakfast they started, the Electric Man seeming
to be in a humor for a good run.
On reaching the base of the mountain Barney,
Pomp and Varley got out to walk up, thus relieving the Electric Man of a very heavy burden.
On the way up Varley related to Barney and
Pomp the story of the big nugget he had found
up on the mountain's side.

\.N.
They were deeply interested, of course, and
k ept a sharp lookout for something of the kind
themselves.
When they reMhed the spot where Varley's
nugl!'et was they all stopped and prepared to ass.ist him in the task of getting it loose from the
grip of the stone.
Barney and Pomp got each an ax and began
pounding the stone on each side of it. Constant
blows soon reduced a goodly part of the stone to
powder, making quite a hole all round the nugget.
By llat means they secured about two pounds
more of the yellow metal, when the lump was
broken o:tl'.
" There you are," said Frank. "Almost a
small fortune in one lump of the precious stuff.
"Two or three more like that will make you a rich
man, Varley."
"Yes, sir, and I shall look out for more like
it," said he.
"Well, we can't stop here any longer now,"
said Frank, re-entering the carriage aud starting
it off again up the mountain's side.
The others toiled along up the ascent, and in
due time reached the top and stopped on the
-edge of the sandy plateau.
"Dis heah am de funniest mountin I ebber did
flee 1" exclaimed Pom!J, looking around in amazement at the level expanse before him.
" Begorra 1" exclaimed Barney. "It has a
desert av its own."
"Dat's er fac'."
:t•lie.v decided to stop there and take a look
round- the edge of the plateau :£or a while, the
view from that point being one of the most ext enslve they had evflr seen in Australia.
"How did dis h!'ah sand git up heah?" Pomp
asked, looking arounct in a puzzled sort of way.
"That is the question we want to solve, Pomp,"
said the professor. "It is one of the wonders of
the world, and--"
·
The Eleottio Man, who had been left standing
alonj some hundred yards back, suddenly start.ed ol'f ~cross the plateau at a brisk trot. ·
The whole party turned and gazed after him in
a dazed sort of way, as if they could not realize
that the carriage was running away from tnem.
" Heavens 1" gasped Franlc, darting forward at
the top of his !\Peed. "Catch him, or we are lost 1
Catch him 1 Gatch him 1" ·
Barney, Pomp, Varley and the professor all
-dashed forward at full speed in pursuit of the
Electric Man, who seemed t~ be trotting leisurely
a way to certain destruction.
CHAPTER XXII.
THE PERILOUS FOOT"RACE.

NEVE:& before in all his life did Frank Reade,
:Jr., feel that his life depended on his speed as a
.runner.
And nevi!~' before did he recognize Ao keenly
the desperate chances upon which his life, and
that .of his companions, hung, as when he start-ad in a toot-race with the Electric Man acrods t.h e
sandy plateau on the top of those wonderful
mountai:ls.
He recognized the fact that the Electric Man
was built to run all day, while it was not so with
himself or his companions.
"Run, Pomp 1 Run, Barney! Run, Varley·p rofessor '-" -'le cried. " Our lives depend on
t~atohi{h' .lim J1Run for yonr lives!"
~ ,.S)p !" yljlled Barney, kicking off his shoe!',
1hrow,?-g off his coat and hat, and darting away

ii'kead'~r:

"Hi, dar, Barntty !"cried Pomp, following his
example. "Ketch 'im, Bantey 1"
"Make way there 1" exclaimed Varley, throwing off his clothes as he ran.
Frank saw that the less clothes one had on the
better he could run, and in a minute or two he
began to cast oil. his clothes as he ran.
He scattered his clothes over the sand for the
distance of a mile or more, by which time he was
stripped down to good running condition.
Barn_ey was far ahead by this lime, and was
gaining on the Electric Man, who was trotting
leisurely along over. the unbroken sandy plateau.
1 Varley was not far behind him, and it was nip
~ and tuck with Frank and Pomp.
· As for the professor, a half mile run over the
sand used him up completely.
He sat down, blowin(:( like a porpoise, giving
vent to his fears in ejaculations that only served
to increase his terror.
A stern chase is a long chase, say the sailors,
and it _p roved to be the case with the Electric
Man. Barney overtook the carriage just as he
was ready to fall from sheer exhaustion.
He was so used up that he sat down In the
<ioorway and panted as if for life, looking back
st the others.
•• Ah 1 Baruey has caught up with it," exclaim

ed Frank. "I won't run any more. Hold up,
Pomp 1"
·
''Afore de Lor', Marse Frank!" gasped Pomp,
dropping down in the sand, "I nebber was so
skeered in all my born days 1 Dat's er fac' !"
"Nor I, either, Pomp," replied Frank. "I'll
never leave the thing by itself again. Hold up,
Varley 1"
Varley stopped.
But the Electric Man trotted on, with Barney
seated in the door of the electric carriage looking
back at them.
"Why doan't Barney stop 'im, Marse Frank?"
Pomp inquired, very uneasily.
"Barney is getting his wind," said Frank,
gazing after the carriage, which was now more
than a mile away.
They waited till a distance of two miles had
been passed, and then saw .Barney scramble to
his feet.
"He'!l stop him now," said Frank, as he gazed
after the retreating carri&ge.
Barney managed to get on his feet, and went
forward to touch the knob which controlled the
electric machinery.
But when he hurried forward and reached out
his hand he touched the wrong button. The
Electric Man dashed away like a race-horse
across the plateau, to the intense astonishment
of the Irishman.
"Tare an' •ounds 1" gasped Barney. " Phat's
the matther wid the ould man? Shure, an' it's
runnin' away wid me he is."
Barney gazed out ahead and saw with what
tremendous speed the Electric Man was going,
and wondered where he wo·uld fetch up.
By and by he saw that he was nearing the
other side of the plateau, and that a great rooky
precipice yawned there.
"Howly Mitl!er av Moses 1" he groaned.
Then with a sudden desperation he bethought
him of the handles of the guide crank.
He seized the right hand one and turned the
Electric Man to the right, making a circle.
".Bedad, but it'a a woise man I am," he said
to himself in a sort of congratulatory tone as he
found himself going in another direction.
.
When he was far enough around to face Frank
and the otners in the distance, he set the Electric
Man to going straight ahead and let him go.
But ne wondered what he should do to stop
him. To run around the plateau all the time
would not do at all.
He decided that he had touched tt.J go knob
instead of the reverse one.
Accordingly he pressed another knob, and the
carriage came to l'o stand-still.
" Bedad 1" exclaimed Barney, "that is the
brake, is it? Shure, an' it's got yez I have. Now
be off wid yez," and he pre~sed the knob he first
touched with his thumb.
The result was the Electric Man dashed forward again.
In a short while he was up with Frank and
Pomp and Varley. The professor was at least
two miles further back, completely broke np.
Barney stopped when within a few feet of
Frank, and said:
"Here he is, the ould spalpeen. Sure an' it's
drunk I think he is."
" What was ~he trouble with him when you
first caught up with him, Barney?" Frank asked.
"Bedad, but he was drunk. He laughed at
me, an' rin wid all his m01ght till I pulled his
tail. Thin he turned round to run back an• tell
yez about it."
Frank smiled, but the next moment said:
"lt cam.!< near being the death of all of us,
Barney. nad he got away from us we would
never have seen our home agail}."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp.
Frank entered the carriage and took a drink
of water. The run had made all of them very
thirsty. "Barney and Pomp," said he, as he looked
around at the machinery, "we must never
leave this carriage alone again for a single moment. It is too risky."
Then he started back to meet the professor
and pick up the ~.<rticles of clothing which had
been thrown aside in the pursuit.
The profe·ssor was overjoyed at being once
more inside the carriage.
" I never want to leave it again," he said, as
he dropped down on the supply-chest and wiped
the perspiration frem his brow.
" It was the worst scrape we have met since.
we left Sydney," remarked Frank.
" So it was. What do you suppose was the
cause of the runaway?"
"I hardly know, unless there is a great deal
of electricity in the air up here on this plateau."
"Would that cause it?"
" I think it would."
" Then we should stop and test the matter. If
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that is true we ought to know it. It may be an
important disco;very."
"Yes, we'll take a run around the edge of the
plateau aud get some idea of the extent of it.
It is the strangest idea I ever heard of-the finding of a sandy desert on the top of a mountain."

"Oh, the wind blew the sand up here," remarked the professor. " I am fully satisfied oa
that point, as it is finer than that on the plains,
though or the same kind. That is the only
reasonable theory one can form in regard to
it."
They turned the Electric Man to the right and
sent him trotting along the edge of the plateau,
with tht' grim bowlders on one side and the level
sea of sand on the other.
CHAPTER XXIII.
THE LAKE IN THE MOUNTAIN,

As they rode along the edge of the plateau they
saw many large bowlders, which seemed to have'
been broken asunder by some terrible convulsion
of nature.
In some places the wall of rock rose a hundred feet above the plateau, while on the other
side the mountain sloped down two thousand
feet to the plains below.
They had traveled several 'miles this way when
Frank saw what seemed to him lhe mouth of a
cavern under some bowlders ju~t off the edge of
the flateau.
" want to see if that is really a cave there,"
he said, as he stopped and prepared to go ont,
"and, Barney, you remain here and see that the
old man doesn't run away any more."
"Yes, sor," returned Barney. "I'll kape 'im.
still as a mouse."
They got out and went over the rocks to the
mouth of what seemed to be a cavern. But on
investigation they decided that it was more
likely a crevice made in the mountain by some
kind of a convulsion.
"Let's see what is in it, or where it leads to,"
suggested Frank.
"I'll follow wherever you lead," said Bagstock,
" ·Tben come on," and Frank began to descend
the side of the mountain to where he could reach
the level of the entrance to the crevice, or cayern.
It was soon reached, and then they enteredprobably one hundred feet below the spot where
they had left the carriage.
"It is cool and pleasant in here," remarked
Bags took.
"Yes, indeed. I can feel a certain moisture in
the air of this place."
" Of course, for the sunshine never reaches
here. Did you ever see sueh evidences of a violent convulsion of nature anvwhere?"
"I never did," returned Frank, "and I have
been pretty mnch all over the world. Just look
at that rook over there. It has been burst
asunder, and looks as if it occurred but yester·
day."
"Ah, this is interesting," remarked Bagstock,
looking around, for they had not yet gone so far
in as to be out of the light from the entrance.
But they pushed on, and in a rew minutes
Pomp stumbled anct came near falling.
"Look out 1" cried Frank. "You may fall into
a hole a thousand feet deep."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp. "Dis chile doan't
go no furder in dar ef he ain't got no light."
Frank stooped, picked up a stone and tossed it
forward.
To his astonishment he heard it splar;h in
water.
"Dat's water dar!" m·ied Porn p.
"Yes, there's water there," saia Varley, speaking for the first time.
" .Water l Water, did you say?" cried Bagstock,
rushing forward and trying to peer into the darkness beyond.
"Yes, listen," said Frank, as he tossed another
stone.
The splash was heard again.
"It is but a few feet below us," said Frank,
«and from the sound of the splash I should
judge the water to be very deep."
"So w~ld I. Varley, run up to the carriage
and tell Barney to send me a lighted lantern, a
rope and pail."
Varley hastened to obey, and at t!::e end or ten
minutes returned with the articles he had been
sent tor.
" Take the pail and ropo, Pomp, and follow
me," ordered Frank, 1who took the lantern and
started forward again.
Pomp came close behind him with tbe l'Qpe
and pail,.ready to use them when wanted.
Frank walked forward a few paces, and then
began to descend a sort of rocky precipice.
Going down about ten feet, he came to a large
pool of water.
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" Here it ia-a pool, or Jake," he said, calling
back to Bagstock.
" What sort of water is it?" Bagstock asked.
"I don't know. Dip up a pail full of it, Pomp,
and carry it out lo the light.''
Pomp did as he was ordered, and Frank followed him out to the light, where the water
prttved to be clear as crystal and nearly as cold
as ice.
" Let me taste it," said Frank, taking the cup
and drinking some of it.
"Why, it'H as fine, sweet water as I ever tasted!" he exclaimed, handing a cup full of it to
the professor.
Bagstock drank a cup full of it, and agreed
with him, saying:
"It is pure filtered rain water, Mr. Reade.''
"Filtered rain water!"
"Yes-tlltered through sand. I can understand this now. The rains which fall here at
certain seasons filters through and settles in that
pool or lake in there."
"Ah, that's aimple enough,'' remarked Frank.
"The water must go somewhere."
. "Yes, and that is whore i• goes."
"Well, I'd like to know what the supply is."
"We can find out, very likely."
"Yes; let's go back and see if we can get an
idea of the extent of the cavern or lake."
Frank led the way in again and proceeded to
seek a route around the lake.
But be soon found that he could not get around
It, as the water seemed to be held in by perpendicular walls of solid stone.
Taking up a stone, he threw it forward as far
as he could, only to hear it splash into the water.
"That shows that it runs back a good distance," remarked Bagstock. "l wish we had a
boat in which we could push investigations."
" So do I, but we haven't, nor is there any materials out of which one could be made."
" ·rhat's true. But this is a good supply, and
shows that if provisions could be had life could
be sustained while working for gold.''
"Yes. Pomp, you and Varley will have to
earry up water enough in pails to fill the tank.''
"Yes, sah," responded Pomp.
"Let me carryupthe first pailful,'' said Varley,
"and get another pail for myself.''
Varley took up the ft1'Bt pailful or clear, cold
water, to the ~rreat astonishment of Barney, who
llad not dreamed of such a discovery in that region of stone and dry sand.
"Bedad 1" he exclaimed, "I'll have a swim in
that same.''
"It's too cold; it would kill you," said Varley.
Bar.ney drank some of the water, an:i decided
that Varley was right. It was a little too cold
for bathing purposes.
Being under the necessity of climbing up and
down an altitude of one hundred feet with each
pail of water, it took them several hours to get
the tank filled.
By that time they had decided to epend the
nightthere.
.
Pomp was ordered to prepare dinner whilst
Bagstock and Varley went down with Frank
again to make further explorations.
Frank took a long cord and ti&d a stone to itthrew the stone into the water and let it sink.
The cord was sixty feet long, put the stone did
not reach bottom.
" By George !" exclaimed Frank. " This is a
deep'hole 1 There's water enough here to supply
an army of workers."
"Yes, and the water is 'the best in the world,''
remarked the professor.
"How strange it is that neither birds or beasts
nor reptiles are not to be found in the neighborhood of this water?"
"Yes-.but this is a desolate region-the most
desolate in the world, perhaps."
They went as far in as they could and then returned, climbing up to the platea•l to rest and
partake of refreshments which Pomp had prf.lpared for them.
The day had waned so far that they did not go
down the mountain's side again, but lit their
pipes and sat down where they could look out
over the dreary scene from the altitude of over
2,000 feet.
Down the mountain's side was nothing but
1troken rocks, and out beyond its basp a vast
plain of sand-sand everywhere.
Nit;ht eame on and they slept better than ever
before on account of the pure air at that altitude,
and in the morning felt greatly refreshed.

"Of course," said the professor, "but we
could not keep others from it it they eame."
"No-that's so. We could not refuse a man
water."
"No. If we did, they'd kill us. People believe that air and water belong to the human
race and that no man has the right to charge
for ii-except when one digs his own well."
"Yes-it's good sense. But we could lay out
claims and get the best pick of locations."
''Yes-so we can."
" All we need is food."
"Yes/'
"And that we can obtain always in three or
four days by going after it to the nearest river."
"Yes."
"With the right kind of tools we could soon
crush out a fortune in gold."
"Yes."

"Ah 1 Had we found this water when we wore
here !" said Varley.
"But you didn't come this far along the
mountain," said Frank.
"No, sir-not within fifty miles of it."
"But it would have done you no good, for
you had little or no provisions."
" True, and yet had we fo und plenty of water
we would not have suffered so much."
"True, but it would have been the same in the
end."

"Yes, so it would, and yet we might have held
out long enough to get gold enough to buy our
way out of Australia."
" Doubtful," said Bagstock. " That was a hard
crowd you were with. They would have held on
to the last, and instead of going back, as you
did would have laid around here, because of the
water till death would finish you."
" T;ue as gospel," said Frank.
"I don't know but that you are right. They
are a hard crowd, and I am glad I am away from
them~
,
"Of course. You are a decent sort of a man.'
"Thanks," said Varley. "I appraciate that
very highly."
.
Breakfast being over, they made preparatiOns
to go across to the other side of the plateau and
seek for a passage down on that side of the
mountain.
They started and made a quick run over the
level sandy stirtace, and in a little while were
lookr'ng out over the great, illimitable plains beyond.
As on the east side, they found bowlders and
fragments of broken rocks all the way down,
and bad to run several miles along !he crest ere
they saw a place that gave a promiSe of a pas-

saftwas dangerous trn.veling, and. all walked
save Frank, who guided the Electl'IO Man cautiously. Barney and Pomp wen~ on before to
look out for rough places and s1gnal to Frank
which way to go.
Many places were dangerous, but the steady
hand and cool nerve piloted t!).e Electric Man
safely through ..
The descent was at last accomplished, and
some time before the sun went down they emerged upon the sandy plain at the base of the mountain.
• "Now for the great sandy desert,': said Frank.
"We have found gold in the moun tams, an<l now
let's see what the desert wi)l paq out."
"Yes it's an awful expenment, but we may as
well try it and see what it amounts to."
"Well get in all of you, and we'll be off.''
They ~ntered' the carriage •. and Frank started
the Electric Man off at a rap1d pace-at least fif.
teen mile!< an hour.
The sand was smooth, with not a stone or
mound in sight in front of them. .
.,
" We can set his pace and let htm go alone,
said Frank, "and have a game of euchre or
seven up."
"Yes so we could," remarked .Bagstock,
• only I'am intereste~ in ~his great basm here. I
am curious to know if thiS ever was once the bed
of a great soo."
.
" I guess vou will find that a very dl1l1cult
problem to solve,'' remarked Frank.
.
"But the salt in the sand might give some endeuce of it."
•
d
"Yes, if you ca.e find any salt In i.. Tho win.,
and the rains have pretty well used up the salt,
and Frank shook his head as he spoke.
"Just stop a minute or two and let me get a
har.dful ofthe sand.''
Frt~nk stopped, and the man of science got out
CHAPTER XXIV.
and scooped up a handful of the fine, clean sand
~E ELEOTRIO MAN IN THE DESERT.
and re-entered the carrlage with it.
.
"It is nlce, fine, beautiful sand," he sa1d, as he
WHILJt they were at breakfast the next mornsifted it from the right into his left han~.
k
Ing Frank remarked :
"Yes and there is plenty of it, too," sa1d Fran .
· "If we can manage te come back here and
"DAtls
er
fa.c',''
assented
Pomp;
"nebber
seed
work for the gold in these rocks, we can lay
so much sand in my life afore."
•laim to this water."

"You don't want to come here to live, eh?"
"No, sir-datI don't."
"Nothing comes here to live," said Varley.
"not even red ants."
"Bedad-even ants can't be a..fther livin' oR
sand," put in Barney.
"When night came they pushed on, the eleotrlc light blazing out with tremendous brilliancy.
The way was so smooth that the Electric Mom
was permitted to run without much guidance,
and mile after mile was thus passed.
When midnight came, Frank tarued th e l
watches over to Barney and Pomp, and he and
Bagstock rolled in their berths to sleep.
BarnAy and Pomp divided the watches, ar.d tne
carriage rolled on smoothly and without any
diminution of speed.
In the early dawn Barney put out the electric
light, and the gray light of coming day enabled
him to see th~t he was in the midst of a boundless sea of sand, with not a break in any direction.
Even the mountains in the rear had disappeared during the night.
· " Bedad,'' be said to himself, as he looked
around, "this is ther biggest dry say I iver saw in
me loife."
Pomp woke up and began to prepare for breakfast.
His movements awoke Frank and the others.
"W!lere are we now?" Frank asked, looking
around.
"Faith, an' I'd loi.ke ter know that same,'' re-·
plied Barney. "Sure an' it's out av ther w<y:• .:;(l
vie are going."
Frank laughed, and said :
"Well, I'll take our bearings after breakfast.
We must have made a pretty good run during
the night.''
" So we did, sorr," replied Barney.
They ate breakfast, and then Frank took the
quadrant and began taking their bearing.
He was patiently engaa:ed, when a low, rumbling sound like distant tliundet was heard.
"De Lor' gormmighty!" excla~med Pomp,
looking around. "Dat'a thunder an' tlere ain't
no oloudsl''
The sound increased. and seemed to come
from the bow11ls of the earth.
Suddenly the earth heaved up like billows <lf
the ocean, and the carriage was s~aker. so
violently that Frank stopped the Electno lllan.
"My God 1" he gasped, "it's an earth'lu&ke L" •
CHAPTER XXV.
'hiE EABTKQUA.XE IN THE DBBERT.

FnANX stopped the carriage and held on to tiiil
braces with both hands, for the earth trembled
as if convulsed with an aguA.
. .
.
The Electric Man staggered as 1( 1t was d11l1•
cult for him to keep his feet.
"Howly Mither av Moses!" groaned Barney.
"Phwat is it?"
"Oh de Lor' sabe us!" cried Pomp, complete! dem'oralh:ed. "De worl' am bustln' up."
y Varley who had been sitting on the chest, was
shaken dff to the floor, and a m?ment later the
professor came down on top of h1m.
Barney undertook to hold to Bagstock, and
went down with him.
His exclamations of terror aroused P omp, who
sprang to his feet, ~nd, opening the li0?-l.:1. !~aped
out into the open air..
.
~ n to
Frank held on to hiS gnp on the brat.~ . .;!
gazed around on the scane.
Immense clouds of dust and fine sand filled
the air, and a rumbling noise like thunder under
the earth was heard.
A little distance in fron.t of them a column of
sand and steam shot up mto the a1r.
It was appalling to look upon, and no. wonder
Barney and Pomp wer~ utterly demorahzed:
They were not afra1d of any danger ansing
from human agencies. Such dangers they had
often met fearlessly.
..
But as to nature they were very superstttlous,
and this was a scene that completely unnerved

tb;~~ earth trembled violently for over ~ half

minute, and then suddenly ceased, as d1d the
noises from beneath the earth.
.
"Here, Barney and Pomp!" called ~eade , m
author!tatlve .~ones, "hush that noiSe. The
worst 1S over.
k ..
d Pomp
"Oh, Lor', Marse F~n 1 gasope
'
"we'se all done for, suah.
. ,
.,
.. It is all over now- you're all right, am ~ you 1
Varley and the professor regained the1r feet,
· F
k
k
pale and silent.
Neither of them uttered a word till ran spo e
to ..them.
"
A pretty bad shake up, professor, 8&1·4
Reade.

-'
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"Y&s, sir. The worst I ever experie ced. Is
any damage done?"
· "I don't know. The .old man is o hiS feet
yet."
.
"It wo·nld have knocked down any kind of a
house or shanty," said Varley. "The steel man
must be pretty sttJady on his feet to stand sucb a
shock as that."
"Yes," said Reade. "He has pretty sure feet."
''What shall we do now?" Bagstock asked. "I
hear escaping steam out there in frqnt of us."
- "Stay, wh!lre we are till this dust settles. We
ean't see fifty yard,; away now. Come insi<le,
Pomp, and show some little sense."
Pomp ·came bMk inside the carriage, trembling
- all over, and sat down on the chest.
They waited several hours for the dust to set· tle, which it lowly did, and then decided to remnin there and see what the end would be.
"We may as well wait here all night as anywhere el•e," said Frank, " and start again tomorrow."
Tha.t evening the professor made the discovery
that the barometer was falling very fast.
"We are going to have a storm," he said.
"What kind of a storm?" Frank asked.
"A rain-storm."
"Oh, come off, now 1"
::. "Yes-looj{ 1 A barometer never lies."
Frank had as much faith in the instrument as
the professor did, and,yet ho could not but feel a
little incredulous.
- , "It.Jioesn't look much like rain," he said.
"No, but the convulsions of nature may pro- 1Iuce it at any time."
"Yes, that's true. Put up the shutters, Pomp,
and be ready for it when it comes."
"Let her come," said Pomp, as he proceeded
to obey order~.
·
By and by the wind rose, and a heavy black
cloud obscured the stars.
It blew h1nder and harder, till they could hear
the sand raining against the sides of the car·
I
rage.
That lasted two or three hours.
Then they heard heavy rain-drops on the roof.
" There's the rain I"
·
Yes, it was the rain.
An hour later they took down the shutters at
the end to look out at the rain and get a breath
of cool air.
Rain, rain, rain 1
It poured in torrents.
Daylight found the rain still coming down.
"Hello 1 the old man is up to his hips in the
eand."
Tile exclamation came from the professor.
~~hat's a job for us," said Frank, as he looked
1ru.t at the Electric Man. " The wheels are in up
to the hubs, too."
"Yes, I knew the sand was driftng heavily,"
Bagstock said, "by the way it beat ,on the carrlage."
"Well, we must dig out, that's all," said Frank,
"and begin as soon as we have breakfast."
Breakfast over, they took spades and went to
work, stripping asjf going·in swimming.
They worked hard and fast, whilst the rain
beat down upon them with pitiless fury.
But each wheel was cleaned and an incline dug
In front, the Electric Man included, and Frank
started the carriage again.
The Electric Man easily pulled up, ~nd then
stood as erect as ever, whilst the others re-entared the l?.uri(\ge.
~~>;• ~professor," said Frank, "I am satisfied
l ;,_._Nf can't cross the continent with our pres~s r}pply of provisions."
- t!o am I, Mr. .Reade. I was just thinking of
that," was the reply. "I think \Ve had better go
back."
"So do I, and here goo:::," and with that Frank
turned fhe Electric Man ;:-ound and started off in
the direction of the mountains again.
•· Whoop!" yelled Barney, unable to contain
himself for joy.
"Hi, dar, Barney!" cried Pomp. "You'.se
happy, eh?"
" Yes, yer aagur-whoop 1" and then the two
laughed and shook hands over the incident.
CHAPTER XXVI.
THE FLOOD,

TBE heavy rainfall packed the sand to a hard,
smooth surface, so that traveling was easy.
The rain didn't bother the Electric Man any.
He had on no cllilthes to be spoiled, nor did he
fear rheumatism from too much dampness.
"If we keep up at this rate for a couple of
d&ys we'll be on the mountain again."
"Bress de Lor' for dat," ejaculated Pomp.
"I notice you don't bother the Lord till you
get Into danger, Pomp," said the professor.
"JHow Is that?"
"Yes, lftloh, dat's er fac'. I ain't as iOOd er

as I orter be, an' when I kan't take keer
[obnigger
myself I axes de Lor'
htJip me out."
"Yes, that's the way most people do. I was
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" Look at heah I Dat ole man out dar is kne&deep in de water."
Frank sprang up and gazed out at the scene,
The rain was still pouring down in torrents.
pretty badly scared myself, but didn't lose my
head. I ftnd that Providence never helps a man
And the water was still rising.
"Pretty big rain, eh, Pomp?" he said.
who doesn't help hirr.self."
"Yes, sah-da.t'~ er fac'."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp; "but when er
niggtJr is sl;eered almost to def he ain't got no
"We can take a swim when it gets desper ...
"We'll hab ter swim den, sah."
sense, n<ihvw."
Reade noticed that the water wns running
"Dat's er fac'," remarked Barney, Imitating
Pomp's peculiar way of expressing himself.
slowly in a south-easterly direction, as H to fill
some depression out that way.
Pomp's eyes flashed.
Bagstock and the others got up and took a look
Had he been outside the carriage he would
at the situation.
have butted Barney for the remark.
"We'se all gwine ter drown suah," said Pomp.
"An Irishman is even worse," said Frank-to
"Why, how can you drown in water not three
give Pomp a chance at him-" for he has so
many crosses to make and saints to call on that feet deep, Pomp?" Reade asked.
"By houldin' his woolly head in it, begob,"
he is sometimes scared to death before he can
said Barney, before Pomp could make any reply.
get through."
"Shet up, yer Irisher I" cried Pomp. " I kin
"Dat's er fac'," ejaculated Pomp.
" Be dad 1" exclaimed Barney, " a nagur is--" drown youse wid water in youse whisky."
"Thry it 1'' exclaimed Barney. "Av yez don't
"!An Irishman turned black," said Frank, inmake it more'n half an' half, bedad, I'll dthrown
terrupting him.
"Dat's mighty bard on er poor nigger, Marse the wather."
A. little after sunrise tbe rain suddenly ceased.
Frank," said Pomp, shaking· his head.
The sun broke through a rift In the clouds and
Bagstock and Varley 10ared.
\
Barney saw that Reade WIIS poking fun at him, gave a promise of no more rain-at least for a
and so wisely decided to say no more on the sub- time.
· t
" Hip, hip, hooray I" yelled Barney when he
JeC ·
saw the sunshine.
He looked out at the pouring rain as 1f he re"Bress de Lor' 1" ejaculated Pomp, "I nebber
garded it as an exceedingly interesting sight.
was so glad tsr see datsun."
"This is the heaviest downpour of rain I ever
The vapors cleared away, and as far as their
saw," remarked Professor Bagstock. "There vision could reach wM a sea of water moving
has not been a single break in it since It began." slowly toward the southeast.
"I have noticed that," said Frank, "and won" 1 guess it won't take us long to get rid of
dared how much more this sand will hold."
this water," said Reade. " It not only moves
"That would be hard to say."
away, but is soaking in the sanrl also."
"Yes, I suppose it would."
" Yes; we may have dry sand to rtHl on In a
"The sand is pretty dry, though."
few hours," the professor said.
"Yes, it was, but the sand Is pretty wet now."
He was not mistaken.
"How fast are we going now?"
The waters began to subside soon art"er the
"About ten miles an hour, I should say."
rain ceased to fall, and Reade prepared to move
t "f That's good time when it's kept up for twen· forward again as soon as he could see the botY· our hours."
tom.
"Yes, we could reach the mountains In one
By noon the water was in shallow pools here
and a half, or two days at the furthest."
and there, and broad patches of smooth, har<1
All day long the rain came down, and it began sand showed up.
to tell on the. sand, which could not absorb any
"Now we ·are off'," he said, and touching up
more, at least did not take it so fast.
the electric current, the Steel Man beunded away
1'he result was the water began to run on the at a tremendous speAd.
surface, and the huge feet of the Electric CMan
1'be sand w•\S smooth and compact, making
splashed it with tremendous force as he tramped the Oest kind of traveling surface, an:l they never
furiously forward.
•
made sucli good time before as th ey did then.
Hlowly the water Increased in depth, and came
The carriage seemed to be running over a velup about the ankles of the Steel Man.
vet carpet, so soft and smooth did it run over the
Night came on.
surface.
The rain continued and the clourls overhead
"We ought to get in sight of the mountains
showtJd no break.
by sunri~e to-morrow at this rate," said Reade.
"We may as well stop and have a good sleep,"
" I hope we will," added Bagstock, " for since
said Reade. "The rain will surely be over by we have failed to get across the continent I want
morning, and then we can travel all the faster. to get back there as soon as poseible."
I don't much like the idea of running where I
can't see the ground, If we should run into a
hole it would be the last of us."
CHAPTER XX VII.
" Yes, but we are not likely to strike any holes
POMP AND BARNEY'S MISHAP.
in a desert like this," said Bagstock.
WHEN night came on again and the stars came
"That is true, and yet it Is a risk. This is a
strange country. We have found things in it out more brilliant than ever, the Electric Man
which puzzle the wisest heads. It isn't like any kept on his way at full speed.
In order to make sure that no accidents coultt
other country, you know."
"You are right, I grant. I have no objections happen, Reade lit all the electric lights, so that he
to stopping. We certainly have water enough could see more than two hundred yards in advance, and thm• be able to see any obstruction or
tor a camp."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp, with a broad grin danger that might be in the way.
Reade stood at the helm till midnight, and
on his olack face. "But dar ain't no fish in it."
"Faith, an' it's right yez are, Pomp," put in then gave it to Barney to run three hours, after .
Barney. "Bedad, an' it's all wather and no which time Pomp would take uharge.
Thus the speed was kept up all through the
whisky."
"If this i~ the rainy season," remarked Bag- night, making a run of over 200 miles before sunstock, "it has commenced about two weeks rise.
As soon as it wns light enough for him to see
ahead of the usual time."
" I guess it's the result of the earthquake," Pomp yelled out at tho top of his voice:
"Dar's the mountain I"
sug~ested Reade.
"Wherfil?"
"l\Iaybe so. I know that violent concussions,
"Right ahead dar!"
or convulsions of nature, have the tendency to
Every one sprang up to take a look at the
produce raiu."
They all retired to bed early that night, antic!- blue outlines of the mountain in the clistance.
"Yes-there it is," said Reade, "and we are
paling a long run the next morning.
Barney was the tlrst watch, and hElE!at up and going straight toward it, too."
"Dat's er fac'," added Pomp. "We'll be dar
listened to the pattering rain till mianight came,
and then PQ.mp relieved him.
bimeby."
All hands were happy, for the mountain waa
"If dis heah rain doan stop," Pomp whispered
to Barney, " we'se gwine ter hab anuder flood, 'a change from the oppressive monotony o! ths
plain~.
suah."
"We ought to get there by noon," the pl·o!esBarney rolled in and soon added his snore to
sor remarked.
the otbers.
" Yes-and we will, too."
But Pomp, on seeing that the rain continued,
"All right. I don't care how soon we do,"
began to grow veJJy uneasy.
He judged that the water was still rising, and added Bagstock. "In fact, I don't care how
that in time It would come up into the carriage. soon we get on the other side."
"Nor do I."
He held his peace, however, till morning, and
waited till Reade woke up'.
"The expedition is a failure in the resoect of
•
"We'se gwine ter git drownded, Marse Frank!" crossing the continent."
cried Pomp.
"Yes, but only in that."
"Eh-what's that?"
"Yes, only in that. Had '_Ve kept on we would
to
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have been drowned by the flood in the centro.!
depression of the surface of the desert."
I" Doesn't it strike you as rather queer that one
snould be in danger of being drowned i~:~ a wild
desert?"
"Yes, it does. It would be la.ughed at as an
absurdity in any other part of the world."
" Of course.,
•
'.rhey bounded along over the smooth surface
of the sand as fast as the Electric Man could
tr<J.vel, and the mountain became clearer to view
every hour.
Pomp was very busy arranging things for a
lunch, and had opened the door in the rear to
throw out some scraps, when, by some mishap,
he stumbled.
To save himself he grabbed Barney, who was
seated near the door, and out they both tumbled.
Barney yelled as he rolled out on top of Pomp.
Such was the speed at which they were going
that they both rolled over and over on the sand
when they struck it.
"Hello I" cried Reade, when he saw what had
happened, "what are the fools up to now?"
"It. was an accident, sir," said Varley, who
saw how it happened.
The Electric ~n ran several hundred yards
ere it could be Hopped.
By that time Barney and Pomp were having a
pitched battle.
Barney wanted to punish Pomp for pulling
him out of the carriage, and Pomp objectednaturally.
" I must run back there or they may hurt each
other," said Frank, and he started the Electric
Man in a circle to get round "to them.
Barney was on his feet trying to hit Pomp
with his fists, and at the ~Same time keep out
of the way of that terrible head of his.
Finally, just as the carriage stopped within a
few paces ot them, Pomp butted Barney with
such force as to knock him senseless on the
sand.
"Tb;:, is nice business for hvo old friends
who have been traveling together for nearly
thirty years," said Frank, as he descended from
the carriage and confronted Pomp.
"Yes, sah-dat's er fac'," said ·Pomp, rubbing
his ear, where Barney had planted a hard blow.
,. "What does it mean, anyhow?"
"Afore de Lor', Marse Frank, I didn't mean
to' ter do it. I was er fallin' outen de kerridge
when I grabbed Bs\rney to hol' on, an' te didn't
hol' on, an we rolled out on de gronn'. Den
he hab ter hit me," and he shook his head and
rubbed his ear again.
B.'lrneylulled himself together, raised on one
elbow an looked around in a dazed sort of
way.
He was a sick man.
A blow in the stomach by a hard butter like
Pomp would make a rhinoceros sick. ·
He sat up and looked first at Pomp and then
at Frank.
"I'll shoot the nagur," he said, as soon as he
regained his speech.
"Well, if you do I'll see that you are buried
in the same grave with him," said Frank. "What
did you hit him for?"
v Bedad, an' didn't he throw me out av the
kerridge?"
"No-he caught hold to keep from falling out
himself, and you rolled out with him. It iVas an
accident. I 'm glad you got a · head in your
stomach."
" Bedad, me stomach is kilt entoirely," and he
looked sick indeed.
"Get inside-you two fools would eat each
-other up for no cause whatever, and--" .
"Harney," said Pomp, "I didn't mean for ter
do dat."
" Shake hands-it was all an acoidt>nt," said
Frank.
Pomp extended his band toward Barney.
" Be me soul, out I'd loike ter bate that black
head off av yez," said Barney, as he took the
proffered hand.
"You are spoiling for a fight," said Frank,
« and I believe it was a put up job between the
pair of you."
Barney was disgusted at .the accusation, and
Pomp's ear was ringing from the blow he had
cnught there.
"It was an accident, sir," said Varley. "Pomp
would have fallen on hi!l head had he not caught
hold of Barney. Barney tried to save himself,
and they both went out together."
"Dat's er fac'," Baid Pomp.
The carriage tl.nally started again, and the two
combatants seemed to forget their trouble.
The carriage pushed on at a rapid rate, and
the mountain loomed up grandly from the plain,
with not a bush or shrub or blade of grass afiywhere to relieve the monotonous dreariaess of
the scene.
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At last they were near enough to make out objectS rtnite distinctly.
.
" I don't see that the earthquake disturbed the
mountain any," said Frank.
"Nor do 1. It takes a pretty good shake up
to do that," remarked Bagstock. "But if ~t did,
it may interfere with our passage."
"Yes, that's what I was thinking about."
"Well, we'll have to cha.nce that. · T e mountain is tliere, and we have got to eros~ it or go
south to the end of the continent."
" That would be a long trip to make. We
couldn't do it with our supply of provisions."
" No-hence our salvation lies in that direction," and the professor pointed his finger toward the mountain in front of them.
Mile after mile was passed, and they approached the base of the mountain.
-" Hello I" cried Bagstock, a look of dismay on
his face, "look there! ,There's a line of sandhill breastworks in front of us."
CHAPTER XXVIII.
CROSSING A LAKE.

THE exclamation of the professor caused Frank
to stop the further progress of the carriage at
once.
He stared at a long line of sand tanks in front,
whioh seemed to extend for miles to the right
and left of them along the base of the mountain.
In some places it was but two or three feet in
height, and much greater in others.
" What can it mean?" Reade asl,ed. " They
were not there when we came down."
"No. '.rhey were thrown up since we passed
the mountain," returned the pro!essoc.
"Let me go out and see what it means?" aske'd
Varley.
" Are you willinll; to take the riek ?"
''Yes, sir."

He took a rifle and started out.
The sand banks were some two or three hun·
dred yards in ad vance.
·
Varley marched steadily forward till he reached
the base of the long line of sand banks and then
stopped.
He was nerving himself to the task.
Then he ran up to the top and looked over.
Then, after a pause of some two or three minutes, he turned round and swung his hat in tile
air.
"Come on," he cried.
The Electric Man dashed forward to the base
of the sand ridge where Varley met them.
" What is it•" Reade asked.
" Why the rush of water down the mountain
cast the sand up there," he said.
" Is that all?"
"That's all."

Reade leaped out of the carriage and ran up
to the top of the sand-bank to see for himself.
He was held spell-bound by what he saw.
All along the base of the mountain was a Jake
half filled with clear rain water.
It was from one hundred to two hundred feet
wide.
The water had rushed with such force and in
such volume down the rocky side of the mountain, that it had scooped out the sand and cast it
up as was seen by the travelers.
"It must have been a grand sight," said Frank
to the professor, who had joined them.
" Yes-it was a great cataract, for all the water
had to run down, as it would not be absorbed by
the rock."
"It must have resembled Niagara on a large
scale."
"Yes-for it extended as far as the rain did."
"That water there is as clear as crystal."
"Yes-and is pure rain water, the best drinking water in the world."
" I'll have the tank emptied and refilled at
once," said Frank, and in a few minutes B,uney
had turned the water out of the tank whilst
Pomp and Varley proceeded to refill rt from the
lake.
While that was being done the young inventor
and the man of science were studying up the
situation.
The lake lay between them and t.he mountain,
and would have to be crossed eru they could
ascend.
"We have got to bridge this lake somewhere,"
said Frank.
" Yes-for it lies across our path."
"Well, we must run down alongside of it t.ill
we reach the spot wbere we came down the
mountain, and then bridge it."
" How will you bridge it?"
"With spade aad shovel."
"Ohl"
"A bridge of sand."
"Yes."
" That will be easy enough,"

They re-entered the carriage and (started oli
southward, keeping,alongside of the Ja.ke all the
time.
By and by they saw a place on the face of the
mountain which seemed familiar to them.
Reade used his field glass and took a good
look at the mountain, and remarked:
"I think there is where we came down."
"I am sure of it," said Varley, who had beea
looking that way for some time.
"Dt>t's er fac'," put in Pomp.
"Do you know the plact~, Pomp?"
"Yes, sah. I does for er rae'."
"Then we'll see if we can get up that way, ..
said .Reade.
"We'se got ter swim dat lake, den," su.id
Pom~.
.
"That depends upon the depth of it," replied
Frank.
They got out and examine<.! the ridge of sand
in front of them.
It 'V a~ about eight feet high, sloping gently
outward toward the plains.
"See how deep the water is, Barney," Frank
ordered.
In another minute Barney was stripped and
wading in the lake.
The greatest depth was up to his waist, with
a smooth sand bottom.
" Bedad," said Barney, "it's a f~ine swim I'll
have," and he swam around with such evident
relish of the sport. that the others soon jo' ed ,
him in the delightful exercise.
"We must cut a channel through the ridge
there," said Frank, as he stood in tb.e water and
looked at the sand-bank, "and by that time tbe
water may be low enough to allow the carriage
to cross without wetting our provisions."
The sun was about two hours hi~th when they
began work on the sand-bank.
It was near midnight when they finished the
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"Now let's have a swim," said FFank, "and
then go to bed. Tbe water may be at least a
foot lower by to·morrow noon. It is soaking
into the sand verv fast."
·
They all took- another refreshing swim and
then went to sleep in the carriage. They never
had a more refreshing sleep in their lives.
When they awoke at sunrise they never felt
more refreshed since starting on the expedition.
After breakfast }'rank examined the water in
the lake, and found that it had fallen about ten
inches since sunrise of the day befo~. e.
"We can cross by nool," he said, "and then
camp upon the mountain-top."
_
At noon they prepared to make the start. ...,.,...._,
They all entered the carriage and Frank
started the old man toward the channel which
had been cut in the sand ridge.
It was an easy passage.
The Electrie Man waded in up to his thighs.
In just three minutes after entering tbe water
the Electric Man was eli nbing up the rocky embankment on the other.side.
"Now, all of you get out and ride up on ywr
legs," ordered Ueade. " If the big man's foot
should slip there's no telling what might happen."
CHAPTER XXIX.
BARNEY AND THE EAGLJt;

THEY all got out, save Fmnk, and beg••~ to as·
cend the mountain on foot.
l
It was not very steep, but they had to go-,iJh_~
sort of zig·zag way in order to pilot the way :;m,
the carriage.
Of course their progress was slow, for they
had to stop at times to roll a stone out of the
way, or guide the Electric Man with care and
caution over some rough place.
• But they rt>ached the top at last, after about
five hours of slow, patienL work, and the sun
seemed to have waited for them to do so befor"
sinking below the western horizon.
"Ah, what a magnificent view we have from
hero," said Reade, as lie stood and ga.,ed out
over the boundless desert they bad just left.
"Yes," said the professor, ",and it is a view ne
other people, save our party, ever had."
"Do you really think t.hat?" Reade asked.
" Yes. How is it possible that any other peo·
pie could have it? Certainly no white geople
ever came here, alfd the natives, having no coPveyance but their legs, cuuld not get up here."
"You are right. We are perhaps the only human beings who ever stood on the top of this
mountain, or went out on that desert."
"Yes-you may rest sure of that," returned
the professor.
"We may as well stop here for the night as
anywhere else, and take a fresh start to-morrow morning. I hope we may ba down where
the gold is by to-morrow noon."
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"So dO' I, ant! that we may all ftnd as much
as we can lift," added BMstock.
" Howly mither av Moses 1" exclaimed Barney.
"It's crazy we'd be wid so much goold."
"Dat's er lac'," assented Pomp.
"Well, I'd take the chances of going crazy over
it," said Varley. "I've been very near crazy
several times for the want of a little of it."
"So have 1," put In the professor. "In my
young days I was often pinched for money to
delray my expenses at college."
"I never knew what it was to lack money,"
remarked Frank. " My ffllher could a! ways
eommand money with his inventions, and I hat!
made a fortune myself before I was out of my
~old

teens.' ~

Tliat was more than the professor had ever
heardFrank say about himself before, and ho
was very much interested.
"Haw I would like to read the history of your
life, Mr. Reade," he said. "I am flure it would
be very lnterestiog reading."
"I don't know about that," returned Frank,
looking amused at the idea or ;;uch a book be ing
written.
"'- -- .. 1 am sure you could do nothing that. would
interest and encourage young men more," ad tied
the professor. "Your life has been a remarkably successful one, I should say. You are yet a
very youn~ man-still under thirty, and yet
your name has been hoord all 10und the world.
You 'vill be known a thousand year~ hence as
the first man to navigate the air in an air-shiptc circumnavigate the globe with a flying apparatus."
Varley listened to the professor in the most
profound amazement.
He had no idea that the young inventor was
such a famous character as that . •
He gazed at him like one looking upon a great
klng or emperor.
That night he questioned Barney and Pomp
about their travels around the world in airships, and heard such wonderful stories that he
could not make up his mind to believe them.
llut Pomp staggered him with one yarn, and
Jae said natly that he wouldn't believe it.
Pomp appealed to Frank, and he repeated the
story j11st as Pomp had told it.
Varley gave up, saying:
" The world hii.S moved some since I left it.
I am behind several y•rs."
"Dat's er lac'," said Pomp, at which the e•tire
party roared with la.ughter.
They retired at an early hour, and slept well
till morning.
Then they arose before the sun to see it rise
out of the desert.
It was equal to a sunrise at sea, and the party
enjoyed the view very much.
After an early breakfast they started across
the sandy plateau on the top of the mountain to
the ~;ough edge of the crest on the other side.
It took them nearly an hour to get across.
The plateau was as level as a floor, and the
tramp of the great iron man· was scarcely heard
as he flew over the sand.
By and by they reached the other side, where
huge bowlders of rook formed & boundary to the
plateau.
Beyond the edge sloped the mountain toward
the base, a downward grade from a height of
over two thousand feet.
But they had to run several m!les along the
crest ere theyJound the place where tht~y came
up the firs~ ~im!;l.
'.f•. N<'·; )und it, however, and began the de-~ ,..

.

~'iltti.ey did in ascending, so they did now-all

walked but Frank.
Varley and Pomp went on before to pilot the
way and make sure that the Electric Man should
haTe a good footing.
.
~~< So tar as they could see, the earthquake had
made no changes in the surface of the mountain.
But the descent ;\·as not as rapid as they expected it would be, as, by somll mi~take, they
missed a part of the route they had come up by,
and had to stop and move a number of stones
out of the way.
At one time they stopped for ovar an hour on
a sort of shelf where a bowlder obstructed their
progress.
Whilst they were pushing the bowlder out of
the way they were startled by a shrill acrea!fl
overhead.
They all looked upward and beheld a large
eagle sailing grandly around nearly a thousand
feet above them.
Pomp made a da.eh for the carriage, where he
securet! one of the Winchester rtlpeatine: rilles.
"You can't hit 'im, Pomp," said Varley, as he
looked up at the great height of the bird.
Pomp was too eager to make any reply, but
ran out, aimed at the imperial bird "nd> fired.

The eagle seemed to start as if 'the ball had
"Bedad, but it's sore now."
whistled pretty close by him,
"Yes, I guess it is. You want to let eagle.tl
"Give him another," called out Frank, who alone, you know."
knew that the rille could curry a ball twice the
They then resumed the descent of the mountdi~tance.
ain, making slow progress, in order to avoid ac·
Pomp aimed abd firer\ again, and the eagle cidents.
concluded that he had betler stop circling and
Suddenly Varley made a dash to the left and
make a straight cut for the other side of the ran about thirty yards, liS if impelled by som~t
mountain.
1
•
impulse which he could not resist.
" Hold on dar 1" cried Pomp, giving him a third
"Bedad, but it's crazy he is," sa.id Barney, as
shot.
he gazed after him.
'rhat one hit him, breaking a wing, and the
".A.h 1 he has found a nugget," exclaimed the
great bird came tumbling earthwat·d, screaming professor.
all the way down.
Barney and Pomp sprang forward and weceat
"Dat got 'im 1" yelled Pomp.
his side in a moment.
" Bedad, but the nagur could shoot a star out
They found him tugging at a nugget wlllch
av the sky," said Barney, who always admired protruded from a broken rock several inches.
Pomp's skill with the rifle.
" Bring me an ax," he cried, as he held on to
Barney, Pomp and Varley started toward the the yellow lump as if he feared it would crawl
spot where they saw the eagle would fall-some in:.to the rock if he let go of it.
fifty yards higher up on the mountain.
Pomp ran back and 50t an ax for him.
The bird struck with a thump that ooulu have
He seillled it and began pounding on the stone
btlen heard a couple of hundred yards away.
near the nugget.
But still the unbroken wing in a _measure
"Hold on therl'l," said Frank. "Don't strike so
broke the force of the fall.
hard. Striking hard will ruin the ax, whereas if
When the three men reached the spot they you use but half the force you will wear away
found the eagle on his feet, aa defiant as light- the rock anrl not use up the ax entirr,ly."
ning and fierce as a tiger.
Varley did as he wa;; told, and found that it
Barney rushed up to grab him by the neck and was true.
make him a prisoner.
But it was a tedious job, and while he was
The eagle raised one of its feet and grabbed pounding away at it the others strolled about and
Barney by his left leg.
found a ,number of small nuggets-jn<>t large
Well, a dog with first-class teeth could not enough to excite them to a frantic search for
take a more penetrating hold than the four claws more.
of an eagle.
Hour after hour passed, and still Varley Wail
"Ugh 1 Ouch I Take 'im off 1" yelled Barney pounding away on the stone.
at the top of his voice and dancing around like
Perspiration poured from him.
a lunatic, dragging the engle with him.
The excitement and the vigorous exercise was
Then he fell down, and he and the eagle rolled telling on him.
about fifteen feet down the mountain-side, he
Barney offered to relieve him, but he would
yelling murder and the eagle screaming shrilly. not accept the offer. He was afraid the other
"De Lor' gorramighty 1" gasped Pomp, when would have a claim on the nugget H he did-:'
he saw how the two we1e mixed up, "jes' look
Frank saw that the nugget was likely to prove
at dat Irisher."
a big one, and decided to wait there till he seTarley dashed at the eagle to take him away, cured it, it he worked all night.
when the fierce bird made a dash at him, and
The sun weut down, and the stars came out to
Barney rolled out of his reach.
find the man still pounding away on the stone.
Por:dt> earried his supper tq him, and he stopCHAPTER XXX.
ped long enough to thank him and eat it.
Then he resumed work again, and kept at it ·
:DOWN THE MOUNTAIN-VARI..EY'S I..UOK.
TBE screams of the eagle and yells of Barney till midnight, when the stone cracked, t\nd the .
nugget
was wrenChed out.
caused Reade and Bagstock to rush to the spot.
It was a heavy lamp of pure gold, and the .
Barney had just escaped from the bird, and
poor
fellow
was overjoyed &t his good fortune. ,,
was rubbing his leg and showering blessings on
"You waited for me, Mr. Reade," he said, ns
the whole feathered kingdom.
" Haven't you any better· Sense than to tackle he laid the battered nx and the nugget down af
a wounded eagle, Barney?" Reade II.Sked, as he ·the young inventor's foot, "11nd I want to thank
you for it; Such kindneas touches my hear~.
saw the blood stains on Barney's trousers.
"I didn't tackle 'im, sorr," replied Barney sir," as he hastily b,rushed a tear from his eyes.
"I could not have done otherwise, llr. Var·
ruefully. "The dirthy baste av a birrud tackled
ley," s:l.id Reade." and I am glad you have been
me, bad cess to the loikes av 'lm."
so
fortunate in securing the whole lump."
"What did you go so near to him for? You
"Thank you, sir," said the poor fellow. "I
have ha.d experience enough with eagles to
shall
give you credit for tJl t.be good luck I h&V8
know what they can do."
.
Barney was in too much pain to relish a lecture in the rest of my life."
He placed the nugget in the chest with the
just then, and so he took up a stone, and was
about to smash the offending bird, when·Frank ones he bad already found, and then climbed
into the narrow berth to Bl&ep till morning.
stopped him.
They woke up at sunrise.
" Don't kill 'im 1 If his wing only is broken
The scream of the e~~.gle on top of the carriage
we can save his life and take him home with
broke
their slumbers.
us."
"He
is as good as an alArm-clock," remarked
"Better mind 'bo't dat eagul," said Pomp, who
Frank.
had a wholesome fear of the breed of birds.
".A.n'
as bad as er mad dog," said Pomp.
Frank walked around the bird and viewed him
"I guess he's hungry."
from every point of the compass.
"Dis chile ain't er gwine ter gib 'im no meat."
He saw that the bullet had broken its left wing
'' Oh, I'll food him," Frank said. " You get
near the second joint.
breakfast
and I'll look out for him."
"We must catch him and out the wing off
While Pomp wa6 prep!!.ring tile meal Frank
whet'e it is br'>ken," Ae saiJ, "and then tie him
to the top of the cage. The wound will heal and tossed a. piece of cold meat upon the top of the
carriage.
we'll have a prize in him."
"You'll hab de ole Nick in 'im," said Pomp,
The hungry birtl Aeized and devoured it with
shaking his head. " Dem eaguls is wuss den voracious gusto, and then seemed to look to the
donor for more.
snakes."
"You must keep away from him if you don't
"Hanged if I don't belieTe I can tame 'im,"
want to get hurt," said Bagstock, who was quite exclaimed Frank. "But I won't feed him any
more till we get where we can kill some game for
anxious to secure the prize.
"Dat's jes what dis heah chile wants ter do, him."
The meal over, they resumed their journey
sah," said Pomp.
Barney had gone down to the carriage to get down the mountain-side toward the vast plain
beyond the base.
some salve for his wound.
Frank sent Pomp down to get a bag to throw
They succeeded in getting back into the openover the eagle.
lug which they had struek when they went up on
When the bag arrived he threw it over the that side.
bird, who fought and screamed in a most savage
Then the <!ascent was much mQt"e easy and
rapid.
way.
Once they came to a plaoe where the aaseent
They succeeded in catching its foot and neck,
and then held it till Reade had amputated the was quite steep and the great weight of the Etec.
broken end of the wing.
trio Man gave him a momentum that came near
Then they secured him and conveyed him to proving the destruction of the whole team.
the carriage, when he was tied on top where he
He made a dash and ran nearly fifty yards ere
could survey things without doing any mischief. Frank could put on force enough to stop him.
"You will have a sore leg for a few days," reHad he gone ten steps further a collision would
marked Frank, as he looked at the wound on have resulted in a wreck.
Barney's limb.
"That was a narrow escape," said Frank. as
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he leo ked back up the incline. "I would not
like to risk it again for $10,000."
"The worst is over now," s~tid Varley, who was
leading the way along through the opening.
They passed along through the big bowlders,
a.nd gradually got down to the base of the mountain.
"Whoop I" yelled Barney, who was anxious to
M<>p walking so he could get into the carriage
and nurBe his wounded leg. " It's glad I am ter
get down on the ground agin.''
The eagle screamed. because Barney whooped,
(and Pomp sung out:
" That bird wants ter shake hands wid yer,
Earnev"
"Sha.ke yet feet wid im "retorted Barney.
"Hello I" exclaimed the professor, stooping
and picking up an old worn slouch hat which
lay at his feet. "Look at this I It wa.s not here
when we came by on our way up I"
They stopped, crowded around the professor
~ look at the evidence of the presence of man in
that locality.
"Come in!" cried Frank from the carriage.
" There is dangec here I"
They rushed for the carriage.
CHAPTER XXXI.
CAUGHT !N A TRAP.

THE call of Reade caused the party to scramble
within the carriage with all possible speed.
Varley was the one to enter last.
He held the hat in his hand.
" Let me see that," said Reade.
Varley gave it to him.
He looked at it carefully for a minute or two,
and then said :
"It. was dropped here since the big rain."
"Yes, sir. I tbink so too," assented Varley,
"and it h:ls a very familiar look to me."
"Eh! Is that so?"
"Yes, sir."
"How so?"

" It looks very much like the hats worn by
some of tho convicts when I was with them.''
"What I Like those worn by Crow ley's crowd?"
"Yes, sir."
•
"Well, they were hereabouts when we ~et you
the first time. The rain would have beaten it al' most to pieces and washed it into some crevice
.
of tbe rocks."
" It would seem so."
·· Is it possible that Crowley and his crowd
could have come back here to the mountain after
the experience of their first trip?"
"It is hard to tell what they would or would
not do," said Bagstock, who had been a quiet
listener to what had been said.
=":I guess you are right there, professor," said
Reaqe. "They may have secured a good supply
of provisions and made a second march to the
mountain. If they did they have more nerve
than I have been disposed to ~>ive them credit
for."

" It would require a great deal of nerve to try
it over again after their terrible experience of the
first time.''
"Yes. I Cim'tthink they have come back here.
This hat must have come from another party altogether. However, we'll be on the lookout and
not take any cbances,'' and with that Reade
started the Electric Man up again and carefully
pushed his way along through the opening among
the rocks which had afforded them a passage
over the mountain on their first trip.
"I don't think therA is any party here but our
own," said Reade, after they had gone about a
half mile through the winding channel among
the rocks.
''It is hard for me to believe that there is," assented the professor, "and yet I am sure that
some one bas been along here since that terrible
rain. That hat is a fact I can't get around.''
"That's so; and facts are very stubborn things
sometimes, aren't they?"
" Indeed they are."
" Look'out dar 1" cried Pomp, as the ElActric
iran was"about to run up on a big bowlder lying
tiirectly ia his front.
•
" Hello I" exclaim~ Frank, bringing him to a
halt with a sudden turn. " That bowlder doesn't
belong there I"
"Well, it's there, anyhow," rel!larked Bagatock.
"Yes, and it got there after we passed here,"
aaid Reade, as he !'(lared at the rock.
"Are you sure we passed here?"
"Yes, I know several landmarks.''
"Yes, so do I," put in Varley. "I know the
way well. We came right along here-didn't we,
Pomp?"
"Yes sah,
"Wei!, th~ earthquake must have shaken that
rock lOOiie up on the mountam somewhere, and
9ellt it rolling down on the path here," remarked

Frank, as he looked at the bowlder. " It's going
Late in the afternoon Reade's patience began
to worry us to get it out of our way, too, for it to give way, and he oaid to Bagstock in a low
must weigh several tons."
tone:
"I don't believe we can move it," said Bag" I'd rather have a hard fight and take the
stock," unless we have crowbars, which we have chancoo than sit here cooped up this way.''
not."
"So would I," was the reply.
"But we've got to move it," said Reade. "We
Vt\rley whispered to Reade:
can't stay here always, you know.''
"Let me go out in quest of them after dark,
"Maybe we can find another passage if we go and I'll find out all ~bout them.'' ,
back a half mile or so."
" Do you tbink you are equal to tlt.e task?"
"Well, we'll try and see. If we can we shall
"Yes, sir. Have I not defied the constabulary
be saving ourselves some pretty hard wo~k.''
for years in the bushes?"
They managed to make a short turn, and
"Very well, I'll trust you. What weapons d~
then proce~ded to go back through the open- you want?"
ing they had just come in the hope of finding an"A revolver and a knife.''
other passage through the field of broken stone. · "You shall have them," said Frank.
They moved back about the eighth of a mile,
When the stars came out and darkness had
when Pomp exclaimed:
well settled down on the scene, Varley, well" De Lor' gorra.mighty I"
armed, slipped out of the carriage.
"What's the matter, Pomp?" Reade asked.
Being without shoes, he stepped forward with
"Dar's anuder rock in de paf out dar," and he noiseless tread, cro!lching the while below the
pointed straight ahead to another big bowlder in bowlders on that side of the channel.
t.he path in front of them.
Then he began crawling around among the
Frank opened wide his eyes and stared as if bowlder!', listening for the faintest sounds.
confronted by a ghost.
But nothing could he hear.
The professor was equally as astonished with
Yet he would not relax any of his caution, but
him, and gasped out:
kept on hands and knees crawling among the
"What does it mean?"
rocks.
"It means that we are caught in a trap," reAt last he concluded to cross over on the other
plied Reade, his eyes blazing with the light of side of the passage and see if he could find anybattle.
thing over there.
"A thrap, is it?" said J:!arney, looking at the
On that side he crept along down to a spot
bowlder out in front.. "Sure, an' it's mes1lf as near the bowlder which bad stopped the progress
can bate the head off av any spalpeen as wud do of the carriage.
the loikes av that."
There he became satisfied that he 'could he>ti'" Somebody has rolled the bowlders down into the breathing of some one behind the bowlder
the passage for the purpose of stopping us."
next to It.
"Do you really think that?" Bagstock asked.
To creep around to tb e other side of it was the .
" 'Jan you account for this in any other way?" task he set himbelf to do, and never did mortal
man move more stealthily than he.
"Well, no, I cannot.''
"Then I am right. They are laying for us beOn the other side he c.o.ught a glimpse of a man .
hind these bowlders somewhere, either to shoot leaning against the rock and peering cautiously
•
us down, or capture us as we get out to remove around at the carriage and Electric Man.
these obstructions in our pathway.''
Varley stood there and gazed at the dark figure
"What are we to do, then?"
pressed against the rock for some ten minutes or
"Wait till we can see who our enemy is," was more, and then crept away from the spot in orthe reply.
deri to derude what was best to do.
"That fellow is simply a sentinel," he mutter"But we may have to wait a long time.''
"Well, we can wait as long as any other party ed to himself. " The others are about here somecan, for we have provisions and water, and it's where, and I want to find out where they are
not likely that they car:. be as well supplied as we and who they are.''
are."
Then he began crawling around among the
Reade turned the Electric Man around and bowlders, and for more than an hour he was
searching for the party he believed:was about in
walked him back toward the tlrst bowlder.
When about half way between the two [he the vicinity.
Suddenly he heard a sound somewhat like one
halted and said to those in the carriage:
"All keep quiet now as if nothing had hap- shoring in his sleep, and following it among the
pened to stop us. If we take it easy they'll bowlders, he came across a party of men, raggeo:l,
show their hanlls maybe, and then we'll find out uncouth, but well armed, so far as he could see. 'It was entirely too dark for him to mak<1 on\
who they are.''
"You are not going to try to roll that bowlder whether or not they belonged to Crowther's
crowd.
out of tbe way?" Bagstock asked.
But he managed to understand the situation.
"Why, no. That would be doing what they
" They have set a man to watch," he reasoned
twant us to do," replied Frank. "I am not going
o play into their hands that way. They'd hr.ve to himself, " and if our party leaves the carriag&
a qhance to shoot us down the moment we were to roll the bowlder out of their way he is to give
notice so they can sllp around and ambush us.
out of the carriage."
,
The professor turned pale at the thought of That is the game. I'll see if I can't spoil it a.
little bit."
such a danger, and said no more about it.
Back he creeps to where tho lonely sentinel
He and Reade each took a book from the chest
and sat down to read, and Barney and Pomp watches from behind the bowlder, and begins te
joined in a game of cards, whilst Varley declared crawl upon him with a cttt-like caution.
Suddenly he taps the man on the shoulder from
he'd keep an eye open :or a glimpse of the enebehind, and then claps a revolver t~ his head,
my.
saying:
.
But the day waned and the sun went dow!l
"Utter a sound and you are a deii,Q man I"
without anything having beer.. see!l' or heard of
The man stood stock still.
'-,
the enemy.
He dared not open his mouth.
"Tbey are very patient," said Reade, in a
"Come with me," said Varley, taking ·~_arm
whisper, "but we cc: be as patient as they.
and leading him out from behind the bowlder
Thev'll show themselves soon. never fear."
"It can't be Crowther's crowd," ~aid Varley, and toward the carriage.
Reade heard foottlteps approaching, and was
after a pause of some minutes.
on thfl alert.
"Why not?"
"Mr. Reade?" called Varley, in low tones.
"Because I can't believe that he bas so much
"Is that you, Varley?" Reade asked.
prudence or patience to play us such a game.''
"Yes, sir. I have caught one of them.''
"Well, we'll see.''
"Who is he?"
As the night advanced a profound silence fell
'·I don't know, sir, as he has not spoken yet.
upon the world around them.
Varley wanted to go out and hunt around for There's a lot of tnem back behind the bowlders
the unknown enemy, but Reade would not con- there. This fellow was watching the carriage and
sent to it, and so they all, save the watch, went the bowlder in the pass.''
to ·bed and slept,
Varley spoke in a whisper and Frank did likewise.
"Did your crowd roll that bowlder tnto the
CHAPTER XXXII.
pass?" Reade asked of the fellow.
VARLEY'S EXPLOIT.
"Yes," was the gruff 1·eply.
WIIEN morning came the watch declared that
"To stop us?"
nothing had been seen or heard of the enemy.
"Yes.''
"Well, we'll look out for him to. day," said
"Is Crowther in the crowd?"
Reade, "but under no circumstances must any
"Yes."
one expose himself to the fire of a concealed ene"You were to give the signal if we attempte<t.
my. I don't want to have a wounded or dead to roll that stone 4way, were you not?"
man on my hands.''
"Y~s."
They proceeded to take tllings easy during the
Frank then had him brought inside the carday, just as they did the day before, expecting riage and bound and gagged,
every hour that the enemy would show himself•
Then he..!eft the professor in charge of him and
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he carriage whilst he an:l the others crept forward to the bowlder and proceeded to try their
united strength upon it.
After a careful inspection Reade decided to roll
it to the left, and all tour put their ~boulders to
"the bowlder and pushed with all their might.
The heavy stone was moved, and in. another
'IDOment rolled completely over, leaving space
e nough for the Electric Man and carriage to pass
through.
"Now, come away," whispered Frank, leading
~be way cautiously back to the carriage.
"The way is clear now," Reade whispered to
the professor.
·
"Well, I am glad to hear that, I am sure," was
the reply. '
"Take that fellow out and lay him ·on the
ground," said Frank.
Barney and Pomp quickly laid him on the
ground, and then hastened to get into the carriage again.
All was done without a word having been
spoken above a whisper.
When all were inside again Reade was about
to turn on the electric curs;ent and set the steel
man moving, when a groan from the bound man
.on the ground attracted his attention.
" See what he wants, Varley," said Reade.
Varley got out, went to him, and, removing the
gag from his mouth, asked:
"What do you want?"
"Give me some water,"sald the man. "I am
dying of thirst."
He gave him a pint of water and then said:
" I'll not put the gag on you again, but you
want to keep quiet for at least ten minutes after
we start."
He then re-entered the carriage, and Reade
said:
"All ready now! We are off."
Suddenly the electric lights blazed out, making
t he scene around them a!! bright as day.
The next moment the Electric Man stepped
forward and his heavy tread sounded clear and
distinct on the still night atr.
''They hear us sure," said Varley, who thought
.t ie had never heard the old man put his foot
·down so heavily before.
But the bowlder was passed, and then a yell of
•riumph burst from Barney, Pomp and Varley.
It was answered back by yells from those who
.aad been alarmed by·it, and the next mom_e nt
men \Vere heard running around among tb.e
.;ocks in a state of tenible excitement.

I can't see what brought them back here after
the terrible experience they had on their first
visit."

"Maybe they thought that after the rain there
would be plenty of water here for them," suggested Bagstock.
1• So the!'e is, if they only knew where to look
for it."
They lit their pipes and indulged in a good
long smoke, keeping the electric lights burning,
that the enemy might know where they were.
At last the lights were put out, and all went to
bed except the one on watch.
Pomp had the first watch, and he kept his eyes
and eare open for anything that might come
along.
But when his time was up nothing had broken
the silent monotony of the night, aud he called
Barney to take his place.
Barney had had a good nap and was _fresh and
bright when he took Pomp's place as watch.
He had been up about an hour when he saw a
dark object on the ground not ten feet away from
the carriage.
At first it seemed like a log lying on the
ground.
He looked at It and wondered how it was that
he had not noticed it be!ore.
As he was gazing at it he imagined he saw one
end of it t:g.0'\'11.
Then, an ·at o~e, his susp!ulons were aroused,
and he glared ~ the object like a cat eying a
mouee upcn wJliiilh she is about to spring.
Co<:k.Ulg his r.ew.lver, be hissed In low ton88:
"B.att: 'i bere, )16 spalpcen !"
"Don't shoot," came from the ground. "I
want to join you."
" We don't want the loikes av yez,", returned
Barney. "Sure an' it's mesilf as wants ter bate
yer head off av !very mithers' son av yez."
•• What is it, Barney?" Reade asked,' suddenly
waking up and hearing their voices.
"Sure &n', it's wan av thim," replied Barney.
Reade got out of his berth and said :
" What does he want?"
"Sure an' he wants me to shoot him."
" Don't shoot," said the man on the ground.
" ,I want to surrender and go with you as Varley
did."
"You can't do that-we don't want you," replied Reade. "We haven't room for any more.''
" But I'll walk all the way if you will only give
me food and protection."
"No, we won't saddt.e ourselves with any of
you. You are a bad lot. I couldn't trust you."
"But you trusted Varley and--"
CHAPTER XXXIIL
" So I did, but he proved to us that we could
THE ESCAPE-AN ACCIDENT.
trust him before we did. Is Crowther with you
SATIBFJED that he was now safe, Reade felt like back there?"
•xulting too.
"Yes."
He sung out at the top of his voice:
" What is he doing?"
" How are you, Crowther!"
"He is our leader."
Crowther made no re~ly.
"Why did he lead you back here to starve?"
Frank was really anxious to see him after the
"He talked us Into It"
trouble he had caused the entire party.
"Well let him talk xou out of it it he can If
" "I say, Crowt~er !" he called to him again., you fell~ws would cut loose from him and go
Your man is lymg ?ve,~ there tied up. You back to the wooded section where there Is game
&~.ad better look after him.
·
you would get along better."
. The enemy was careful enough not t.o show
By this time the profes?or and Varley were up
himself for ~ea!-' or a bullet from .the carnage.
listening to what was being said.
Tha electric light gave a good v1ew of the rock&,
"Do you know that fellow?" Reade asked of
but not one of the enemy could b~ seen.
. , Varley, in a whisper.
"They may roll another stone mto the pass,
"Yes sir He is a hard case"
.11uggested Professor Bagstock. "So you had
"The'y ali are as for that matter " said Frank
·better be on the lookout for that."
and then turning to the man Raid l:o him·
'
"Yes," SaiQ Frank," we'll. run out to the open
"Go back to your gang. We won't ha,;e any"?.~"""'~~d stbp for the mght. I want to find thing to do with you."
'
·
,. N.rthu! party have fo,und any gold worth
"They will kill me it they know I have said
lan.dtioning.':
anything to you about going with you " said the
The Electnc Man dashed away along the pas- man
'
sage, and in f!o few minutes was out in the open
"We won't give you away, but the sooner you
country_ agam where. no 0 1 ~,~0les could be fell<Jws get rid of Crowther the better it will be
thrown Ill the ":'BY of h15 progress.
for you."
"Varley," said Reade, when he stopped the
The man turned away and disappeared behind
~arriage. "we are indebted to you for this a big bowlder.
piece o~ good luck. You ,got us out ot that
Reade then questioned Barney, and learned of
-•c;,ape like a goo~ ge~e~~·
the way he discovered the fellow's approach.
1 am glad I d1d, s1~, was the replY;, "I am
"He was up to a trick of some kind," said
i!Uro I would do anythm~ to qerve you.
Frank when he llad heard the story. "We may
"Well, you did us good service to-night, for as well move from here now as at any other
which we give you a vote of thanks."
time."
Varley then told the story of how he found the
He woke up Pomp and made preparations to
man _who was on guard, and the plan he adopted leave that spot forthwith, not knowing but what
.ior his capture.
.
the villains might be able to do some damage to
" He was t~e most astomshed man you ever the Electric Man or carriage.
saw,:• he sa1d, "but had the good sen.se to sar,
l:!tarting the electric current, the lights fiashed
n~~b.i.J;lg when he round my weapon at his head.
out, and the Electric Man dashed away at a rapid
D1d you count the number In the party yeu speed ju&t outside the field of broken rock
found ~ack behind the other bowlders?" Reade
Mile after mile was paased, and the littl~ party
as~ed him.
were ins. good humor over having gotten away
No. I could not see them all, as some were from the enemy when the Electric .Man suddenlv
lying so slose under the rocks that I could not became lame-O;u_y one leg would work-and the
make them out.''
whole team stopped and a moment or two later
"I guess it's the sa.me old crowd," Reade re- the lights went out.
·marked.
"Yes. I think so myself," put in Varley. "But
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HOMEWA 'RD

BOUND.

TilE sudden stoppage caused an exclamation
to burst from every one in the carriage.
Reade was the first one out.
The Electric Man could use only one 1~.
The other one seemed to be paralyzed-could
not move.
"What's the matter, old man?" Frank asked
looking- at the man of steel.
'
The others -got out and crowded aro11nd to see
what the trouble was.
"What's the matter?" Bagstock asked.
" Something' gone wrong," Reade replied.
"Anything serious?"
"I don't know. I'll have to open him and see,
Something may have broken loose inside."
" How far are we from tho~e fellows now do
you think? I don't want to have them around
anymore."
•
"Some fhe or six miles, I should think."
" Could they reach us before you could repair
damages?"
" I don't know. It depends ufon whether they
undertook to follow us or not. don't think they
did, however.''
"How long will it take you to do the work?"
"An hour, a day, or a week-don't know.
Here, Pomp, get mo the tools from the chest. I'll
open his side and eee what tbe trouble is. Very
likely a screw or bolt. has worked loose, and if
that's all we can be off again in an hour."
Pomp proposed to take no chances with tha
Crowther crowd, so when he brought out the
tools he brought a Winchester rifie with him.
"Put that ~un back," ordered Reade. "We
want tG work JUst now.''
Pomp put it back and went to work helping
Reade make a hole in the side of the Electrio
Man.
Reade opened a section at the hlp-joint and
made an inspection by means of a small lantern
·~ Ah, j ost as I expected," he exclaimed, after ~
pause of some minutes. "A screw has come out
and dropped down into the leg."
Getting down on his knees, he detached the
huge iron foot and found the screw lodged in
one of the numerous joints.
"I've got it," he said .
"Good 1 We are in luck aftllr all," said Ba~·
stock. ·
Reade took the screw and put it In its proper
place, and then secured it as well as he coul4
under the circumstances.
Then he closed up tlle section again and put
tbe foot in place, and proceeded to make othe r
examinations as to the condition of the machinery.
"He is all right now," he said, as he placed
the tools back in the carriage.
"Will he travel?" Bagstock asked.
"I guess he will."
They all got in and Reade started up the battery again.
The Electric Man moved off as life-like as on
the day he took his first step, and Reade said :
"He is all right. I should have examined the
machinery thoroughly before this. When we
reach game and water I shall overhaul him and
tighten every screw and oil his joints."
"Yes, I should think that would be a wise precaution, Mr. Reade."
" Yes, wise always. But I have neglected It
because I had so much faith in his vitality. I'll
look after him a little more closely hereafter."
They moved forward some twenty miles or
more, and then decided to stop for the night.
·
Right out there on the great plain they stopped
put out the tllectric light and went to bed with
Pomp on the watch.
During the night it rained, and when morning
came they decided that the regular -rainy season
had set in, and that it would rain every day for
months now.
"Let it rain. We can stand it," said Frank,
"It lays the dust and cools the air."
"And raises the rivers," suggested the profes• sor.
"Oh, we can build rafts as we did before. One
can't expect to travel in this country without experiencing some inconveniences."
"Yes, that's so. But I am not sure that it is
safe rafting on a stream which has swollen to an.
angry torrent."
" Well, don't borrow trouble till it is forced
upon us."
They ate a hearty breakfast and then started
off at a rapid pace, going in the direction of tho
river.
"Crowther and his crowd will have a wet time
of it now," remarked Varley, who was thinking ol
the wretches who had given them so much
trouble.
"Yes," said Frank. "They have no sheltet,
but I suppose they are used to that.''
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"Somewhat. But heretofore they have been J swarmed about the carriage and Electric Man
able to build some kind of a shelter of bushe~ in like so many bees.
the timber."
"Howly Moses I" gasped Barney, grasping his
"Well, they won't find any timber convenient re>olver.
this time."
"De L<tr' gorramighty I" ejaculated Pomp.
":No; they will have to take the rain as it
Bagstock and Varley said nothing, but seized
comes, and all their ammunition will be ruined," their weapons for instant use.
remarked Varley.
"Hold on I" cried Frank. "Don't fire I Leave
The rain poured down during the greater part 'em to me!"
nf the day, but along in the afternoon it ceased,
They had seized hold wherever they could get
and the sun shone out again.
a grip, yelling like so many lunatics, thinking
" This is all right," said Reade. " It makes they had made an easy capture of the strange
·•.raveling easier for the old man."
invader of their domain.
They pm;hed on as fast as they dared to go,
After a paus,e of a few minutes Reade turned
and a little while before sunset came in sight of on the electric current to g1ve them a shock.
timber in the distance.
The first shock raised hair and yells at the eame
"I guess we'll find game enough there," said time.
Varley. "Water and timber and game go tol'hen they tried to let go, but could not.
gather in tWs country."
.
The electric current had contracted the mus" Well, you ought to know if any man does," cles of their hands to such an extent that they
said Reade.
.held on like grim death.
"Yes, I've been here long enough, I am sure,"
They screeched and yelled like so many lunawas the raply.
tics, some of them leaping and throwing their
That night they spent in the edge of the tim- heels as Wgh as the top of the carriage.
ber, and early the next morning Reade and VarIt was a perfect pandemonium of yAlls and
ley were out in quest of game for breal.:fast. howls, and Barney and Pomp joined in with
They soon had pheasants and rabbits enough for them to help out the noise.
a score of men, and .Barney and Pomp want to
Finally Reade decided that he had given them
work preparing tho meal.
enough, and cut ofr the current.
•
At. breakfast it was· decided to make a run of
Every one who had a grip on the carriage, or
about one hundred miles alon¥' the river in order Electric Man, dropped to the earth, too much
to make sure that Crowther's crowd could not used up to otand on their feet.
reach and give them trouble,
The others slunk away mto the depths of the
"Then we'll spend a day shooting game and forest, too much in awe of the terrible thing that
putting up provisions for the home run," said !J.ad mastered their comrades to do battle agaiust
Frank.
rt.
The meal over they set out. .
.
As soon as they could pull themselves together
By and by the rain began agrun and poured till the sufferers followed them and disappe&.red in
in the middle of the afternoon, when it cea.~ed the woods.
"There's nothing like electricity to take the
for the day.
Then they stopped anq enjoyed shooting Yll courage out of a savage," remarked Reade, as he
the sun went down, satisfied that the par.Ies saw them sneak ofT into the timber.
who had given them so much trouble could not
" They can't understand the source of its tardo so again:
rible power," returned the professor.
The ev:enmg was a pleasant one to them, f?r
"No, and as for that, there are millions of penthey believed that !lll the dangers of the lr1p ple in Europe and America who can't, either."
were over, and that m another wcelt they would
" I believe yot: are right there. But those telre-enter Sydney, and astonish everybody with Iowa got a heavy doso."
the W?nderful ~tory the;y had to tell.
,
• "Yes, and they'll be cautious about tacktlng
Dunng the ~ht the r1ver rose from a sluggiSh anything belonging to white men again."
stream to a ragmK torrent.
The Electric Man was started up again and
:• You can't crol!S that to.rrent, Mr. Reade," soon passed the timber where the natives had
sard the professor, shaking ~!-IS head. ,
.
sought shelter. Once more out In the open prairie
" Well, 1 can go round rt, 1 guess, replied they pushed on, keeping the river on their right
Reade.
all the time.
"What I Go round a river I"
But now and then they would strike a piece of
"Why, yes, why not?"
timber that geemed to obstruct their passage
The professor whistled.
completely Yet they would make long detours
::What's, the trouble about that, prof~r?"
IIJld go rou~d them .
. Well, I ve ~ever heard of a man gomg round
In front of them was an open, treeless plain as
a ~!ver ~fore. .
,
far as the eye could reach, and they madEl_ a dash
That s no~rng. I ve been . all ro1:1nd the for the greatest distance that could be made beworld. I don t mrnd such a little thr.ng as a fore darkness set in.
river. A oouple of hundred miles or so 1\lld then
But night overtook them at last and they stopw~·~ tu~n the hood waters and go on our way re- ped, not wishing to travel when they could not
Jotpmngf.
Ba t k
il d
d
k d
see the timber along the river-bank on their
ro eseor gs oo sm e , an remar e :
ri ht.
" I don't wonder at the name you haye made
g
in the world, Mr. Reade. A man who makes
.It J?!l.de no difference to them w_here they spent
light of great obstacles will find 11 way to oyer- the mght so long as they were not Ill an unhealthy
come them "
local! ty.
•
Tlae next morning they were ofr again before
sunrise, and by noon came in sight of more timber
directly in front of them.
·
CHAPTER XXXV.
Ere they came within a couple of miles of the
A SINGULAR MEETING.
timber the rain ceased and the .sun came out in
HAVING laid in a supply of game, Reade started ail its.glory.
"There's a smoke over there in that timber,"
the Electric )(an to run parallel with the river,
said Varley, turning to Reade.
keeping just outside the timber.
"Eh I Is that so?"
Tha surface was quite level, and the gallant
"Yes, sir-right through there," and he pointman of steel and iron reeled off the miles at a
ed
in the direction of a thin colum!l of smoke
rapid rate.
The rain came down again, but it was like that rose above the tree tops.
"I
wonder if that comes from natives or white
summer rains, gentle and without winds.
.Frequently they would cut across an open men?" said Reade, as he gazed at the smoke.
"It oomes up from a cabin, sir," said Varley.
space to cut ofr a bend in the river, and thus
"No camp-fire could live in the rain which has
11ave miles of travel.
just
let up."
In the afternoon the rain ceased at the usual
"Well, we'll soon see about it," and Reade
hour, and the rest of t.he day was good sunshine
turned the Elec~ic Man in the direction of the
and beautiful scenery.
Under the influence of rain and genial sun- spot whence the smoke ascended.
Ten minutes later they came in sight of a cabshine the grass sprang up out of the earth and
began growing at a prodigious rate, spreading a in in the edge of the Umber.
green carpet as far as they could see.
A half dozen half-clad white children were
Twi0e during the afternoon did they shy orr to playing round the door when the carriage dash,Pass rouad pieces of timber, throwing them ed up.
"A settler, by all that's holy r• exclaimed the
many miles out of their way.
But the Electric Man trotted along at a steady professor.
The Electric Man terrified the children when
gait, never tiring In the least.
As they were turning a piece of timber very they ~aw it, and they dashed into the house
ll\te in the afternoon they ran into the edge of screaming at the top of their voices.
A moment later a stalwart woman appeared at
the woods, passing under some very large trees.
Suddenly they were startled by a series of wild the door of the cabin, gun in hand, staring in
yells whieh made their blood run cold for a few open-eyed wonder at the new comers,
" What in creation is that?" she demanded,
moments.
The bushes were alive with natives who gazing at the Electric Man.

"Are you a white woman?'' Reade asked in
respectful tones.
"Of course I am,'" flhe replied, with a broad.
English accent. " Can't you see that for yourself. But who are you?"
" I am an .1\mericall," replied Reade, " traveling f01 pleasure. Have you a husband about
here?"
"Yes-l'll call him in,'' and she fired orr ber.
gun in the air.
Five minutes later a rough-looking, unkem pt
man appeared, IFill in hand, and asked:
" What is it?"
"I don't know,'' replied the woman. "He
says he is from America traveling for pleasure."
The ma n came forward with suspicion dearly
betrayed i~ his face, saying :
"If you are Americans it's all right. It 's not
every one I would let stop here."
"How in thunder came you to stop here?'' .
Rsade asked.
" I wanted to get as far away from the world
as I could," was the reply. " I have been happier out here than in all my life before."
"And does your wife like it too?"
"Yes, as well as I do."
"There is a mystery here," whispered Reade
to Bagstock. "Let's camp here for the night."
" I ' ve no doubt of it. Stop by all m ean.~."
Reade turned to the man and asked:
"Have you any objections to our stopping her&
for the night?"
"No, if you are from America," was the reply.
" Oh, we are from America,'' said Reade, and
then they began to get out of the carriage.
"What kind of a tbing is that you have hitched
to your wagon?" tbe woman asked, coming torwart!, no longer able to re.,train her curiosity.
"It is an Electric Man," answered Reade,
"made or steal, and runs by machinery. We use
him instead of a horse, as he never eats or kicks."
The couple stared in amazement at the wonderful thing, and their half-clad children crowded
around listening to what was said.
·
While Reade was .talking to the couple Barney and Pomp went to work to put up the tent
and build a fire.
Pomp soon !>egan preparations for supper.
"'Sook double to-night, Pomp," said Reade t()
him. "I am going to ask our kind friends .ll.ere
to take supper with us."
·
The wom&n wheeled and ran into the house;
whence she returned ten minutes later in a dress
which had evidently been held in reserve for
many years.
Her husband looked at her with admiration.
" My wife is a proud woman," he said, ''and
she has the right to be."
CHAPTER XXXVI.
SOliE STRANGE REVELATIONS.

KNoWING they were to have guests for supper,
Barney and Pomp took pains to prepare a most
excellent moo!.
The woman watched them with an eager expression on her face, and the moment she
caught a whifr of the fragrant Java she exclalu..ed:
"Andy Willcrart I They have got coffee I"
"Eh I Coffee?"
"Yes, real coffee I Don't you smell it?"
The man sniffed the air and heaved a sigh of
satisfaction aa he caught the fragrant aroma.
The moment the man's name was called Varley sprang to his feet and gazed at Wm hka on&
in a dre&m.
-.,
.
Suddenly he rushed to the man's side, •lutched
his arm, and asked:
"Are you Andy Willcraft?"
The man started, g&Zed oolt savagely at V~~or
ley, and asked:
" What's that to you?"
"It is a great deal to me. My name is Varley."
The man staggered as if stricken a terrible
blow, and Varley drew his revolver.
"My God I" gasped the man, turning deathly
pale. "Sarah, here he is I"
Sarah screamed and sprang before her hu~r
band.
"Spare him ! Oh, spare him I"
Reade sprang forward and caught Varley's
arm, asking:
" What does it mean?"
"He is the man whose false evidenee sent me
here a convict!" exclaimed Varley, hoarse with

ra~~ood heavens I Is that so?;'
"Yes-he is the man."
"Well, it's wonderful. But keep cool. Let
me manage him for you."
" Don't shoot I" cried the man in abject terror
behind his wife.
" He won't shoot," said Frank, turning to th&
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trembling wretch, "unless I tell him to. Now honor to see you through, if it costs me ten
On the way Barney shot and wounded a big
what have you to say for yourself?"
thousand dollars."
male kangaroo so badly that he could not jump.
"Nothing!" cried the woman, clapping a band
· On running up to the game he found hilll
ready to fight.
over her hueband's mouth. " H 3 has nothing to
CHAPTER XXXVII.
say!"
"Look out there!" cried Varley 9lld Willara!t
"Are you sure of that, ma'am?" Reade asked:
THE ARRIVAL IN SYDNEY.
in a breath.
"Go Into the house, Andy. We wou't eat' supDURING the evening, as they were seated
'l'he warning came too late.
per with 'em to-night."
around the camp-fire, Varley told the history ol
The kan~?aroo, with a face w'.d<ln betrays the
"Stop!" sternly ordered Frank, who saw his lite to Frank and the professor, telling many timidity of the hare, is uevert!wless dangerous
what her game was. "If y,,u don't tell all you things he had not mentioned before.
when wounded, as Barney found to his cost.
"Why did you not tell us you were the rightknow about this case I'll let Varley open lire on
The wounded game ~truck at him with hi~ long
you!"
tul Lord Salliston?" Bagstock asked, wh"n he hind leg, the eharp-pointed hoofs of whio'h cut
"He'll have to shoot me first," said the wom- had finished his story.
like a knife.
au, resolutely, planting herself before her cower"Because I knew you would not believe me,"
"Howly Moses!" gasped Barney, springiai!
ing husband.
was the reply.
back, "the baste carries a knoi!e with him!"
"One bullet will settle ynu, ma'am," said Var"You are right," said Frank. "We could not
He drew his revolver and shot him dead on
ley. "What Is one woman's life to the twenty have believed a word of it. But we believe it all the spot.
years I have spent as a convict? By the powers now."
"Are you hurt?" the professor asked, running
above us, if you don't stand aside and let him
"Yes," said Bagstock. "We know now that up to him.
speak without interference, I'll shoot you as I you have told the truth. I congmtulate you, my
"Bedad, I'm kflt," was the reply, and he showwould a dog!"
lord."
ed a cut on his thigh where tba sharp hoof had
His fierce manner dismayed her, and she
·• Don't call me by that title. Let It be plain struck him. It was more painful t.han danger·
Mr. Varley till this stigma is removed from my ous, and Barney had learned a lessou he did not
tremblingly asked:
"Would you shoot a woman?"
character."
know before.
"Do you call yourself a woman? You are a
"That Is the better way," said Reade. "Keep
Frank stopped long enough to bandage the
fiend in woman's form I Stand aside or I'll fire!" quiet on that point till we get to England. What wound for him, and then the trip was resumed,
we have to think of now is how we are gc.iug to to be continued till night overtook them.
And he aimed at her head.
She stepped aside.
get these children to Sydney."
At the end of five days they had passed the
"Go into the house," he said to her. "No
"They can walk every step of the way, sir," mountains which separated them from !he coll8t,
bRrm shall come to you or him if you keep your said Willcraft.
and had struck the l:lydnoy road which ran along
mouth shut. Go, I tell you."
"It is too far," replied Frank, shaking his by the Pttrramatta river.
The children screamed and clun:; to their head. ·• They and the mother must ride. Some
The mother and children had stood the trip
mother's skirts.
of UR must take turns at walking."
well and were In fine health and spirits.
"Go into the house, ma'am," said Frank.
They retired at a late hour and slept com"We shall be in Sydney to-morrow," said
" Your Interference may provoke bloodshed."
fortably, save Varley, who watched the cabin to Reade to Willaraft and his wife, "and before we
"l:lpare my husband," she pleaded.
make sure that Willcraft did not give him the get there I want to give you both some instruc"Yes, if you don't interfere."
slip.
tions as to what you must do. When you rea.oh
l:lhe turned and went Into the cabin, followed
But the man was glad enough to get a chance the city you must not breathe a word to any oue
by her children.
to go back to England, with the hope of protec- as to who you are or where you are going. Var" Andy Willoraft," said Varley, when the worn- tion from the very man he had feared above all ley will take you to a small hotel, and a dressan had gone, " you rPmember my last words to others.
makor will supply aU the clothing needed by the
you when I was led away from court to be transHe was the first one to greet Varley the next mother and children. You must hint to no one
potted for life?"
morning, and said:
a.~ to who be is. Whatever he tells you to do you
"Yes," gt\Sped Andy.
"My wife and I are both very g!nd that W!l are to do without asking any questions or mak"I said that I would live to have your llfe for have had tho chance to undo the mischief of ing any objections. We are going to see you
having sworn mine away. Now if you do not twenty years ago."
through to the end, and no harm shall come to
l"ight that wrong I'll kill you where you stand."
"Well, so am I," replied Varley, "but those you by reason of the past. Now do you botll
"How can I do it?"
twenty years can never be wiped out. Their tar- understand?"
" You swore falsely against me, and !G was rible scars will go with me to my grave." •
"Yes, sir," they both replied.
your evidence that convicted me of a crime of
"I suppose they will, my lord, but my con"All right then. That's all I wantell to say."
which I ~as innocent. You were bribed to do science drove me into an exile but littia l!lSs unTht~y pushed on down the river road and struclt
th:tt. Hero are witnesses. Toll them tile truth, comfortable than yours. I don't suppose I shall the little town of Parramatta, where Varley and
or die like a dot:/"
ever be happy again, save when I see you in the Willcratt donned new suits ot clothes at Reade's .
"Yes-yes, I'll do that," he said. "Then I'll enjoyment of what Is justly yours."
expense.
be easier than I have been in years. I have
Preparations to leave the cabin went on whilst
That night they encamped by the road-side, o.nrl
never been able to shake of!' the fear that you Pomp was preparing the morning meal.
early the next day started for Syd11ey, which
would some day turn up and kill me for what I
The children were overjoyed at the idea of go- they expected to reach some time In the afterdid, and that is why I came to Australia a few in!!". The mother was equA.lly us happy, but was noon.
years after you were sent to Tasmania. I.ord quite overcome when Reade told her that she
Snl!fston, who succeeded to the title and e1 tate could take n(lthing with her but what sjJ.e and
CHAPTER XXXYIII.
after your tranllportatlon, gave me a good sum the children wore.
BARNEY AND THE POLICE.
of money on which to live in Australia. One day
"Whatever is needed for the voyage home,"
I heard tb~.t you had escaped, and f&arfng that he said to her, " will be bought for you in SydIr was some little time after noon When, a~
you would come to Australia, I came way out nay-everything new."
they struok the crest of a hill, that they caught
here to be out of your way."
'fhat reconciled her, and after breakfast she sight of the church steeples aud public buildings
"Who killed James Tipton?" Varley asked.
and the childrlfu entered the carriage with Reade of Sydney.
They set up a shout of joy.
"I don't know; but he who is now Lord Sal- and the pn,fessor, whilst the other four men
liston paid me to swear that you did."
walked.
" Bress the Lor'!" cried Pomp, who was tired
"Yes-yes. But have you any proof that he
Wlllcraft knew every foot of the country. He of tho march on foot.
bribed you?"
•
told Frank how he could save at least fifty miles
"Now, Varley," said Frank to that Individual,
"Yes. My wife knows that he did, for he gave by making a certain point on tbe river where "I want to go into the city just as we left it. If
me one thousand pounds for doing so."
there would be no trouble about crossing. •
we go back with one more than when we left
"Does any one else know it?"
Of course the traveling was very slow, as the questions will be asked."
"YeS-my brother in Cornwall knows it."
Electric Man had to wait for those on foot, who
"Yes, ~ir, that's true," said Varley.
"How eame he to know it?"
could not keep up with him.
"Well, you wait here with the family, and I'll
"He o.verheard us talking one night, and has
That evening they encamped on the banks of send a carriage back after yo11 and them."
lllaJ:I,.~ordsbip support him ever since.'·
the river, and stretched the tent under which the
" That's a wise prE>cautiou ," said the profes- ··· Now you and your wife must go back to Eng- men slept.
sor.
land with me and swear to this in open court.''
After an early breakfast they resumed the trip,
Varley and the Willcrafts sought a good place
"We have no money."
keeping the river on their right, till late in the by the road-side to rest and wait for the arrival
"I have enough gold to get you there."
afternoon they reached the point where Will- ol the carriage, and the Electric Man dashed
on toward the city at a slashing pace.
" But my children?"
craft said It could be forded.
"'l'hey cau go too."
The river was half a mile wide there-on a
As they entered the suburbs of the city they
were recognized and a great shout went up from
"Yes," said Reade, who now saw that Varley sand-bed.
was Indeed an innocent and much wronged man
Reade shook his head as he looked at the the people on the streets.
-"they can all go."
stream.
'l'he veople poured out of their houses to see
what the hubbub meant, but Frank dashed for"Do you hear that, Sarah?" Andy cried out.
"I dare not undertake It," he said.
.
.. We are all to go back to old England-back to
"The deepest part is not over three feet in ward till he reached the mayor'& office, in front
.bur old home."
jepth," said Willcraft, "and I'll prove it to you." of which he halted.
~l'he mayor was in, and when he saw the ElecShe ran out of the cabin and s'louted for joy.
With that he started in to wade across.
Then she checked h~rself and 8aid:
When in tho center of the stream the water tric Man and hMrd the shouts of the people be
"But, Andy, Lord &lliston will have us both reached only to his hips .
came ou~ to welcome Reade back to the city.
Such a crowd gathered around the Electric Man
.nurdered, to save himself, the moment we land
"Come back!" called Reade.
in England."
'
He came back, and then Frank said to him:
that a platoon of police was sent to keep them
back.
"Not so," said Frank. "I'll see that you are
"Pilot the way and I'll follow."
protected. Rest easy on that score. How does
He did so, and Reade started the Electric Man
"I am glad to see you back, Mr. Reade," said
the supper get on, Pomp?"
In af~r him.
the mayor. "I welcome you to Sydney."
"Mos' ready, snh," replied Pomp, who had lost
The bed of the river was a compact sand bot"Thanks, mayor," responded Rea<le. "We are
none of the strange revelations in regard to Var- tom, and In a bnlf hour the carriage was on dry glad to get back, I can assure you, for we have
had a hard time of it."
ley, who ~as, by right, Lord Salliston o! Eng- land on the other side..
land, and not a real convi"t,
Putting the mother and children out and leav" I congratuhtt" you cs t-~turnlng in good
The family ate supper wnb them, after all.
ing them in charge of the father, he rode back health," ndded tbe fnayor. " Will you alight and
The delight of the children was unbom1ded.
arross after the others, whom be brought safely come into my office?"
' "Not now, Mr. Mayor. I wish to 1._ the
But Varley was the happiest of all that night. over.
"Varloy," said Fran!:, extending his baud to
They then made a few more mile<> before mak- Electric Man into quarters, after which I wnt r~
port to you with Professor Bagstock."
bim, "I'll congratulnte you now, and pledge my ing a stop.
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"Your olcl quarters are still at your command,'' 11aid the mayor. "You can take possesion at oace."
"Thanks. I will go there, then, if the police
can open a pas;;age for me through this crowd."
The mayor spoke to the officer in charge of the
platoon, and in another moment the policemen
were openin~ a passage for the Electric Man to
pass through.
·
It did not take them long to reach the building
where the Electric Man and the carriage were
put together when they arrived in Australia.
1 But hundreds rushed in with them when the
door was opened, and the police l;Lad a busy time
in driving them out.
"Now, Barney," said Frank to his faithful
mo.n, "step outside and hire a carriage to go
for Varley and the Willcrafts," and ho handed
him some mon0y with which to pay for it.
Barney watched his chance and slipped out
unperceived, and made his way to a hvery-stable, where he found a good carriage at his ser~ce.

:But he could not make the thick-headed driver
understand exactly what he wanted him to do,
without saying more than he thought was prudent, so he sprang into the carriage himself and
ordered him to drive on.
In about an hour he reached the l!lpot where
Varley was waiting for him.
They all crowded into the carriage, and were
driven into the city, where they took up theii
quarters in a very unpretentious little hotel.
Having perf<trmed his task, Barney returned
to the warehouse to report to Frank.
He found the building in charge of the police,
and Pomp inside in command of the Electric
Man.
" Stand be.ck there." said the~pollceman at the
door, as Barney tried to enter. "You can't go
in there."
"Pwhat's that?"
"You can't go in there without a permit from
Mr. Reade," said the ofllcer.
".Faith, I run wid ther masheen," said Barney.
"My name is Barney O'Shea," and he attempted
again to enter the door.
"Stand back or I'll run you in,'' so.id the oflleer.
"Bedad, av ye~ thry it," returned Barney,
"it's a sick spa! peen ye'll be."
" I will, eh ?" and the ofllcer grasped his club
and approached him menacingly.
"Yis, bedad," and Barney spat in his hands
preparatory to a tussle wit.h him.
" Hole on dar I" cried Pomp, who had heard
Barney's voice and came to meet him. " Dat's
Barney, ossifer. He belongs heah."
"Whist, Pomp," cautioned Barney. "Would
yez sbpoil a ruction wid the spalpeen ?"
The ofll.cer heard the remark, and it so enraged him that he gave the Irishman one with
his club.
"Whoop I" yelled Barney, and he went at him
like an av~lnnche.
They were mixed up tor a moment or two, hnd
then the officer went to grass with a thousand
stars flashing before his eyes.
"Whoop I Hut me again I Gimme me anither
wilt I" and he dc.nced around the. prostrate officer like a jumping-jack.
The ofllcer pulled himself together and got on
his feet.
But he was scarcely balanced on his pins when
Barn&y sent him eP,mwhu~ again.
"Bedad, it's wa!e in the legs ye artJ," said
Barney, tauntir!gly.
''Barney, come in heah, yer fool Irisher,''
cried Pomp. "Youse am gwine to make trouble,
auah."
"Whoop I" yelled the Irishman, who didn't
care two cents for all the policAinen in Sydney at
that moment. "S!10w me tile :nan as--"
"l'se de man,'' cried Pomp, darting forward
and catohing him around the waist. " l'se de
man what's got yer now,'' and he ran inside with
him, dropped him on the floor and looked the
door ere he or the ofllcer knew wllat he was up
to.
"Open this door I" called out the ofllcer, in
authoritative tones.
"Go away, dar, I tole yer I" responded Pomp.
"Dat Irlsher is er bad man. Re broke you~;e
neck if youse doan goer way dar."
"Open the door or I'll brook it down I" cried
the ofllcer.
"Oh, the darllnt I" cried Barney. "Lave me
at 'imt"
".lfole on Jar, Barney. Marse Frank will be
mad as er hornet ef youse make trouble heah."
That recalled Barney to hilnselt, and he kept
quiet. But the ofllcer had summoned assistance
and threatened to brealc the door down .
But Pomp rafu;;ed to open the door, and the
result was the gathering of another great crowd
ot people to see What the trouble was.
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When they hoord the story the crowd sided
There the man gave orders for a sumptuous
with .Barney and hooted at the officers.
dinner for two, and then called fer a bottle of
wine to be sent up to a privat.e room.
Up in the room the man said hi,; name was
CHAPTER XXXIX.
,Hayward,
and then opened the bottle of wine.
TEMPTING Oli'FBBS.
'!'hey both pledged each other in a glass of the
As is the case in most large cities where a sparkling beverage, and t.hen the mnn said:
turbulent element exists, a blow brought on a
" I have been sent to Me you, M.r. O'Shea by
collision.
a syndicate of rich bankers of Sydney--" '
More poliee came, and the trouble soon as" Pwhat's a syudicate?" Barney asked.
sumed the dimensions of a riot.
" A syndica\e is a company of men organized ;,
Reade was witb the mayor when thl'l news for a purpose-a ring, you may say."
·
came that a riot was going on at the place where
Barney understood that.
the Electric Man was stopping
'l'he man continued:
The mayor promptly ordered his ca rriage and
"I have been sent to make you an offer whi ch
drove to the spot accompanieli by Fro.uk.
we want you to consider well before you mak e
When they beard that the police wanted to ar- an answer. We have heard wonderful st o~ies
rest Bamey and Pomp both were very much as- of the 1l.nding of gold on your trip, and want to
tonished.
know from your lips if they are tru e?"
But Pomv's explanation W<l.B deemed satisBarney told him a yarn that made his head
factory by the mayor, and he ordered tile police swim.
to let the two men nloae and disperse the mob.
"Now, Mr. O'Sbea, we want to engage you to
They had their hands lull for an hour or two, manage the com pliny out there for us. We will
but finally succeedeu, by the aid of a platoon of give you $20,000 ·o. ye~tr cas4 as salary, and
police who were sent from headquarters, in dis- $100,000 worth of the stock."
persing the mob.
"lledo.d I" exclaimed Barney, "yez could coax
But the officers were mad.
the birruds off av the bushes."
They vowed to club the Irishman if he ever
"Tbere are few birds who would refuse the
came outside the building.
offer," said Hayward. "Have another glasa of
Barney chuckled, and was quite anxious to wine," and he filled Barney's glass ag;~in. "Just
gin one of them the chance to do it.
think ol it. You could rtlturc to Ireland in llvs
But he didn't care to tackle a whole platoon of years worth a million dollars, and be th e biggest
them.
man In it. It's mpuey that makes the man now·
The exoitement of the riot, however, was as adays."
nothing compared with that which followed the
"Bej::ob, an' so it does."
report Reade and the professor made to the
"Well, what do you eay to it?"
mayor of the city and the Geographical Society.
"Whin I see Mlsth"r Readtl I'll--'~
It set the city wild.
"But we don't want yQu to mention it to him.
The sight of the heavy nuggets of pure gold because there are others who are trying to get
which they exhibited completely wiped out the ahead or us. You must keep it a secret till after
story of their suffarings and the perils of the :we are all fixed."
journey to the gold mountains.
"Yis, sorr," replied Barney.
Companies were formed to open mines out
"Will you go into it with us?"
there, but how to get there was the problem.
"Yis, bedad," was the reply.
"Reade is the only man who ~.an get us there
Rap- ra.p-rap I on the door and Harward
and sustain us wllile at work," said a rich sprang up with a look of annoyance on Ius laue
banker, "and we must get him to do it, let it and hastened to the door.
cost what it may."'
A committee from one of the companies called
CHAPTER XL.
on him three days after his report was made
public, and said;
BARNEY ESCAPES A. TRAP.
"lllr. Reade, we desire to engnge ~·our oerTHE raps on the door both startled and an•
vlctJs as general manager of the 'Intetior Min- noyed the man Hayward.
lug Company of Australia,' at suJh salary as you
He rose from his sent and opooed the door to
may name."
see who it wa.s who had interrupted h1m.
"I am much obliged to you, sir," he replied to
"Ar0 you Mr. Charles Hayward?" a man ask ed
the spokesman of the committee, " but 1 am not of him as he opened the door.
open to an engagement of that kind. My inven"Yes, that's my name," was the curt reply.
tions are worth more to me than any company
"Hello, Varley I" cried Barney, rushing to the
in this country can afford to pay me."
door. "Faith, an' I knew yer voice. Come in ,
That knocked them out, and they went back to now, an' have a drink wid us."
report to the directors of the company.
Hayward wo.s terribly annoyed when he saw
"By all means purchase the Electric Man from that the two men were acquainted, and hence
him," sugge~ted one, "or get him to make us suspected that the ne\T-comer had follow ed purone. One of his men can run it, l've no doubt." posely to be invited t.o wine and dine at his exThat was a good idea, they thought, and so pease.
• Barney caught Varley by the hand and pulled
the co!llmittoe called on him again and said:
" The people of Sydney desire to have the him into the room.
Electric Mal!l remain in this country. lf you will
"This is me friend, 1\Hsther Varley," he said,
name a p~ic,~ for it the money can be raised to introducing him to Hayward :
purc!J,ase 1t.
.
The two men bowed, and Hayward asked:
"It is not for sale, gentleman," he replied. "It
"To what am I indebted !or the honor of this
is going back to America with me."
visit. sir?"
"But is there no sum for which you would
" To the fact that His Honor the Ma yor of
sell it?"
Sydney sent me to ask you to repair to his offi ce
"No. It's the secret of its mechanism-not at once, as he wanted to see you on i
,' rtant
the machinery-that I wish to preserve."
business."
-. ~
"But can't you sell the machine and keep the
Varley's reply staggered him.
secret?"
Why did the mayor send for him at thnt par" No. Any good mechanic can take it to ticular juncture?
piece~ and duplicate it."
·
Be was half inclined to doubt the truth of his
"Then why not sell the secret?"
words, and asked Barney:
"Because I wish to retain it to apply it. to
"Do you know this man, Mr. O'Siiea?"
other inventions I contemplate bringing out in
"Yis, sorr," was the prorr:pt reply.
the future."
"He is all right, is he?"
The committee went away, and another con"Yis, sorr."
terence was held by the directors of the com"Then you will vlease exeu~e me for a half
hour or SQ till I ride to the mayot's ofllee to a&pany.
}., day or two later a man came to the ware- certain what he wants with me," and he hastenhouse and asked for Mr. O'Shea.
ed to leave the house and re-flnter the carriage,
"That's me name," said Barney, corning for- which still stood at the doo<r.
ward.
"Do you know that man, Barney?" Varl ey
"Glad to see you, sir. Can you come out and asked as socn as Hayward's footsteps haJ died
away on tb.e stail'lo1.
talk business, Mr. O'Shea?"
"Yes, bedad, or have a ruction, aither," was
"Yes. His na.rne is Hayward,'' was the re pl y.
the reply, as he left the building in charge of
"Yes, but do you know what h0 id up to, BarPomp.
"'
ney?"
Out on the oorner below he found a carriage.
"Sure an' I don't. He axed me to ate di!Aler
"I want you to go with me to a hotel, hnve wid him, and I said I would."
a dinner and bottle of wine with me," said the
"You would do better to eat dinner with Old
man," and then we'll talk busineBS."
Nick, Barney," said Varley, very seriously.
Barney went with him, feeling able to take
"Pba.t is it, anyhow?"
care of himself anywhere, and in another min"He is laying a snare for you. He is the tool
ute they were whirling through the streets to- of a party of rich men who want to use you for
ward the King's Arms' Hotel, where they alighted a certaiq purpose. They hope through you to
and went in.
persuade Reade to make up something like the
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Electric Man, with whi~h they can work the
mines at the gold mountains. Then when they
get thin'g s into their own bands overboard you
go."
"Bedad !" exclaimed Barney, making a rush
for the door.
"He has gone now," said Varley," and tbe best
thing we can do is to go too," and he took Barney
by the arm and led him down-stairs and out on
the street.
"Now let's go back to the Electric Man, and
say n:>thing about where you have been," he
suggested to Barney, as they walked along the
street.
·
Barney agreed, and on their arrival at the
warehouse Porno let them in. He at once became suspicious; for he saw that Barney had
been drinking.
Varley, however, said nothing till after Barney
laid down and went to sleep. Then he said to
Pomp:
·
" [ overhead two men talking of·a plot to steal
'he Electric Man and run ofl wHh it, taking
either you or Barney along to run it. I kept au
eye on them, and to-day I saw OLe of them come
here and take Barney away with him."
'·De Lor' gorramighty 1" exclaimed Pomp, "tm'
I didn't butt 'im I"
"No, for you didn't know the game."
. " Dat's er fa.c'."

"I followed them attd found 'em in a room in a
"'""hotel with a bottle of wi9e. In another hour they
would have had him in their power. Don't say
a word about it to any one. I think you and
Barney can take care of the Electric Man if you
keep your eyes open."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp. "Oh, golly, don't
I wish I could butt em one time," and he shook
his woolly head in a way that showed he had not
forgotten how to uae it in a scrimmage.
When Barney woke up from his nap he hs.d
quite a head on him.
But he said nothing to Pomp as to how be got
it.
On arriving at the mayor's office and ascertaining that he had not been sent .for, Hayward
was furious.
He ran out, sprang into the carriage, and told
th"l coachmil.n to drive to the Kings Arm's Hotel
as fast as his horses could go.
At the hotel he bounded up-stairs to the room
where he bad Jeft Barney O'Shea and Varley,
only to find that they were gone.
. Then he stopped to think.
Did Reade keep a detective to watch the movements of his two men?
If so the detective would have to be fixed ere
' anything could be done.
He went down-stairs and inquired of the clerk
about the two men he had left in his room.
" They went out together soon after you did,"
replied the clerk, and that was all he could find
out about it.
.
.
Neither Barney or Pomp sa1d a word about the
a<!venture, but the Irishman was so mad with
himself that he felt like asking Pomp to kick
him.
He just wanted to see Hayward for one moment again-that was all-and he thought be
could make the interview so interesting that the
latter would never get over it.
One day he mtJt a man at the corner below who
asked him:
"Are Yl'\~ Mr. O'Shea?"
"I aOC'_J~nswored.
"~live with the Electric Man?"
11

.ldO."

' Would you let a man get a look at the wond;n·?"
"Yis, if Mr. Reade said so."
"But he bas not said so."
"'fhin-: bfildad, yez can't say it," u.nd Barney
went on his way.
..The man followed, and at the door asked him
to come out and have 1\ drink with him.
Barney promptly knocked him down, shut and
locked the door.
"What youse doin', Barney?" Pomp demanded.
"Faith, an' I'll bate the hid oft av the blaggard," said Barney. "Be tried terbroibe meter
let him in."
~' Sarved 'im right," remarked Pomp.
The man picked himself up and went away
1 uttering threats of venReance.
1m
The next day Frank, with three or four friends,
came down and took the Electric Man out for a
spin through the streets of the city.
When they were gone, Barney and Pomp locked up the warehouse and went over to'' restaurant lor a lunch, knowing they would have at
least two hours of liberty.
While they were at lunch a party of four men
came to the door of the warehou~e and rapped
on the door-as lf demanding admittance.
Getting no response, one of them produced a
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bunch of skeleton keys and quickly unlocked thtJ
door, and the party passed within.
"It was easily dono, you eee," said one of the
party, who seellled to be the leader. "We can
conceal ourselves behind yonder pile of lumber
in that corner, and at the proper time capture
the Irishman and nee;ro and make tl!.em do our
biddiBg at the muzzle of our revolvers. Come
on."
The man, who was n.o other than Hayward,
led the way to the pile of lumber in one corner of
the great warehouse.
" Our success depends," said Hayward, "on
our being able to force them to do our bidding.
They are not to be harmed except in the strictest
self-defense. Do you all understaud that?"
"Yes-we'll do just ns you say," said one of
the others.
"And do it promptly," be added. "All de·
pends upon our capture of the Idshman and
negro."

CHAPTER XLI.
THE

CAPTURE

AND

F.SCAPE
POMP.

OF BARNEY

same."
AND

IN about an hour after Hayward and his party
entered the building Barney. and i'omp returned
to be on hand when :Reade should arrive.
Hayward and his companipne silently watched
them from behind the pile of lumber.
By and by Reade and his party returned, and
left the Electric Man in charge· of Pomp and
Barney.
A little ?'bile later Pomp was busily engaged
in preparing supper, and Ba:·ney was indulging
in a few whiffs from his pipe.
Haywant motioned to his men to keep quiet,
and they waited till it was dark.
Then they slipped off their shoes and crept
up behind the two unsuspecting individuals and
presented the muzzles of revolvers against their
heads.
" Just make the leMt bit of trouble, and you
are both dead men," hissed Hayward, loud
enough for both tl) hear.
"De Lor' gorramigbty I" ga.sped Pomp, his
eyes nearly ;;>opping out of his head.
"Silence 1 Hold up your bands I"
They cculd not do otherwise.
They held up their bar.ds, for the intruders had
the drop on them, and that made all the diflereoce in the world.
"Disarm them !" Hayward ordered.
One of the party to9k their arms away from
them.
"Now listen w me," said Hayward, addressing
the two prisoners, " we have captured the Electric Man, and want you to run it for uH. If you
work sq uartJ all right. If we see you trying to
frulltrate our plans we'll put bullets into you
and take to our baels. We have no idea of being
captured. When you have taught us how to run
the thing we'll give you $1,000 each and let you
go. Do you understand?"
"Yes, sah," replied Pomp.
"Do you, Barney?"
"Yis, bedad."
"Then get up and go to work preparing the
machine for a start."
B11.rney and Pow p rna "ie for th6' carriage, hoping to be able to get im~ide and then open tire on
thPm with the Winchesters in there.
But Hayward was not to be caug;bt that way.
He spran!l; into the C!\rriage with them, followed
by the others, and clapping his weapon to Pomp's
head, said:
"You run this thing riRht now or you'll be a
·
dead nigger the moment you fail."
"Yes, sah," said Pomp. "Open dat door an'
we'll go."

" Which door?"
"De door ob the bl)use."
"Oh, yes. Open the door out there, Jim,"
ordered Ilayward, "and we'll take you up outside."

"We are going right straight ahead," was bbe
reply. "I'll tell you when to stop."
"Yes, sah," and Pomp kept straight ahead,
thinking of the scrap" be was in and how he
would manage to get out of it.
Mile after mile was pa~sed, and the rain still
came down in torrents.
Barney and Pomp were forctJd to explain
everything about the working of the machine as
they went along.
Suddenly the wheels ou the right hand side
sank nearly up to the hubs in a mud bole, and
the carriage came near capsizing.
" Bs:to !" exclaimed Hayward, "what's the
matter now?"
"We'se stuck in de mud, sab." replied Pomp,
making the Electric Man USE"<" One foot only, as if
using all hie strength to pull out.
"Well, what's to be done?"
"You'se all got ter get out an' push ter gil> him
a lift," said Pomp.
"Yis, so we have," put iu Barney. ·' Bedad,
but it's not the first toime I've had to do that

Tbe man add reSiled opened the door, and the
Electric Mao passed out into the street, stopping
only to taKe up the man who closed the entrance
to the warehouse.
Then the Electric Mao dashed away up the
street at a lively speed.
A driving rain was falling at the time and
there were but few people on the streets.
Ten minutes later they reached the limits of
the street lights, and all was darkness beyond.
"You had better light up now," said Hayward
to Pomp, "so that you can see where you are
going."
Pomp touched another knob and instantly the
lights \vere on.
"What a masterly invention!" exclaimed Hayward. " It is as light as day now."
"Wbar am yoase gwine?" Pomp asked after a
long pause, turning to Hayward.

" Well, I suppose there io no help for it," remarked Hayward, " though I hate to get wet."
"Oh, come on," said one of the men. "A little wetting won't hurt any one," and they all go<
out but Pomp, who bad to act as driver.
"Now, when I say' ready,' all ob youse grab
dem wheels and push as hard as yer kin."
"Be qUick about it, then," said Hayward, as
each of them took hold of a wheel.
·
"!':eady now,'' cried Pomp, and each man
pushed with all his might.
Suddenly the electric current caught them, and
the ·wheels held them as if in grasps of tsteel.
Yells of pain Pond terror burst from each of
them as they squirmed like so many impaled
worms.
Pomp bad sprang the trap on ltlem, aad now
had them fast.
"Hi dar, Barney!" cried Pomp; "l'se got'em
suab."
" Whoop!" yelled Barney. "Book it to 'em I
Give 'err. a good dose, the spa! peens! Whoop!"
"Take dere arms erway, B:trney," suggested
Pomp, and the Irishman lost no timo in doing it,
for as Jon!! as he did not use both hands he Willi
in no danger of a snock.
He threw their arm~; into the carriage, and then
Pomp asked what they should do with them.
"Kill 'em!" said Barney.
" Dat won't do, Barney. l'se er gwine ter gil>
'em er big shock, an' de"n we kin tie 'em up afore
dey gits ober it."
Barney got out•the ropes and Pomp gave them
a graad shake-up, which knocked them &enseless.
They both sprang out and tied them bard and
fast before they got over the shock.
Then they shook hands with ench other and
lau~:ned over their victory.
"We got 'em dat time, suab," slfid Po!llp,
grinning from ear to ear.
"Yis, ivery son av tbirn," replied Barney,
dancing about in the rain like a lunatic.
They decided to throw them in a heap in the
bottom of the carriage, and take them back to
the city.
It was done, and then the Efoctric Man did that
wllich he could easily have done before-pulled
the wheels out of the mud hole, and started back
toward the city.
By and by one of th6 men in the heap came to
and found himself bound.
·
"Where am 1?" be asked.
"Sure, an' don't ye know?" replied Barney.
The man looked around and saw wbe:·e he was,
but still did not catch on to the situation.
"Well, why am I tied up this way?" be asked.
"Bedad, it's ter kape yez from runnin' away
wid us," responded Barney.
"Look heah, white man,'' said Pomp, "we'se
boss ob dis beah kerridr;;e now, we is."
"Wbere's Hayward?" the man asked.
"Ober dar,'' and Pomp pointed tc him.
He saw they were all prisoners.
Illlyward was pulling himself together, and
Barney was watching him.
.
"Sure, an' it's foine fun ye had, Mlsther Hayward,'' said the Irishman.
"I don't know about that," replied Hayward.
"I don't see where the laugh comes in."
"Sure, an' didn't Pomp and I have it on ye?
Faith, an' I nlver laughed so much in me loif~.
It's back to Sydney we are going now."
"Why don't yo'l go the other way, and make
the fortune I was after?"
"Och, now, do yoo hear that, Pomp? The
omadhaun think~; it's Tillains we are."
"Dat's er fac'," said Pomp.
Then Hayward made an ofter to buy off Barney
and Pomp, but without avail. He oflered them
$2,000 to drop them there in the road, but both
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refused, and so they were brought back to the ct~ived a document from the Governor o! the
city before daylight dawned.
Colony, which givas you a year's leave of ab·
sence to visit England."
"Thank God I" gasped Varley, in a hoarse,
CHAPTER XLII.
choking voice.
CONCLUSION.
"You need not have any fears of being interfered with now," said Reade. "I engaged the
ON reaching the oity they hastened to their old mayor of the city to intercede with the governor,
•quarters at the old warehouse, which they enter- and hflwas s'ucces•fnl."
•ed, closed and loaked the door.
"I am under deep obligations to him, then."
Barney and Pomp never closed their eyes dur"Yes; and I hope you will make your acinb the whole night, but kept a close watch on knowledgments to him 1\t the proper time."
the prisoners.
"I shall not fail to do so, sir, nor will I forget
As soon as the sun was up Barney set off to that I owe all to you."
find Frank Reade, and report to him the in"I hope we shall alwaye be the best of friends,"
returned Reade. "Have you had the Willcrafts
<:idents of the night.
Reade was not out of bed at the hotel, but the m11.de present..ble in the matter of drt~ss ?"
moment he was told that one of his men wanttJd
"Yes, sir; you would hardly kaow them now.
to stJ~ him he ordered that he be sent up to his They are the happie~t flock you ever saw."
room at on<~e, k nowing that something had h11p"Yes, I suppose they are. Tt~ll them that we
pened at the warehouse. ·
are going to sail for England in one week from
Barney's story astounded him, and he dressed to-day."
«J.Uickly to go down and see the prisoners.
"That will adrl greatly to their happiness,
When he reached there H11.yward said to him : sir."
"Mr. Reade, we have played a despemte game
"And to yours, too, will it not?"
and lost."
"Very much indeed, sir."
"Yes, I am sorry you played the gam\), but
"And to mine, too. I am q uite anxious to get
very glad you lost. Why did you do it?"
back to America."
"We tried to buy it of you, but yon would not
Varley went away to tell Willcmft and his wife
sell it, so we took it. But that nigger of your:> what Reade had said, and to make final pee parawas too much for us."
tions for leaving.
"Dat's er fac'," put in Pomp.
The next day Frank boglln the task of taking
"Well, you took the chances and faile<!. We'll the Electric M.an and carriage to pieces to pack
now let the law have a chance. I hope it will up for shipment.
not tail."
It was a tedious job, but with the aid of Bar. "Better let us pay all damages, and leave the ney and Pomp the task was completed In three
law out altogether," suggested Hayw11.rd. "We days.
are willing to pay any s um you may think necesIn the me11.ntime, the society which gave Reade
sary."
I a banquet on his arrival prepared to give him a
" I never condone a crime," said Reade. ''I farewell dmner on the day preceding his depa1 tmay forgive but never condone a wrong."
ure from Australia.
"You won't be h11.rd on us."
All the great dignitaries of the Colonial Govern" I shA.ll turu you over to the authoritie~, for ment were present. Professor Bagstock made a
you are not one who is driven to crime bv great speech, in which he eulogized Reade as the
poverty."
· greatest inventor of lite age, and extoled the
He refused any further parley with him, and fidelity of the two men who had followed him so
sent for the police to take charge of them. l'he long in his t ravels around the world and tllrough
officers came at:.d took them away', and then the air.
Reade took Pomp and Barney by the ·hand and
Rellde also spoke, and was the lion of the
. thanked them for the admirable manner in -evening, receiving attention~ that would have
'IVhich they had managed the robbjlrs.
turned the heads of much older men .
Hayward and his gang having been disposed
l'he next day he took leave of the mayor and
:>!, ReadtJ went back to his hotel, where he sent officials of Sydney, and went on board the ship
.Dr Varley, who came promptly on rect~iving his that was to convey him away to England.
message.
V11.rley and the Willcmfts were on board also,
"Late last night," said Frank to him, "I re- but did not make themselves conspicuous.
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When they were four d11.ys out an English baronet, Sir John Folkel!tone, recognized Varley,
whom he bad seen among t he convictS in T~
mania.
He stopped und glared at him, and thPn went
and reported to the captain that an escaped convict was on board and occupying a state-room.
Thet•stonished captain sent for Varlev to come
•
to his office.
Reade went with him , and when the captain
accused him he said :
"'l'his man is my friend. He IS the rightful
Lord Sallislon of England. He was convicted of
a criu:e he was innocent of by perjured witnesses. I have the main witness on board this
ship now, who is going back to England to undo
the wrong he did twenty years ago. Mr. Varley
has a year's Jaave of absence from the governor
of the colony."
·
" But until the courts decide the case he is a
convict," ~omid Sir John, "and I insist that no
convict shall occupy the ship's cabin with me."
"Do you insist on that. aftet· hearing his story?"
Frank asked.
"Yes, I do.,
"Well, all I l:!ave to say is that you are a dis·
gr11.ce to the name of an Englishman."
"Zounds I Do you mean to insult me?" roared the Briton.
"Yes, if the expression of such an opinion can
insult you ."
Tl.te iratfl Briton struck him.
'l'hen Reade went for him and i,n a minute or
two he W11S tile worst whipped man the captain
had ever seen.
Frank knooke1 him east and west till the cap.
tain and purser interfered and rescued the un·
fortunate Briton from his dilemma.
That was the last that was said about convicts,
and in due time the ship reacht~d port and our
heroes landed.
Varley secreted tbe Willcrafts till time to use
them in legal procaedings. Then he procure4
tl.te best legal talent and sprung the trap.
The contest was short and sharp, and in a few
months it was decided in Varley's favor.
l'hat settled, Reade S'ailed for New York, where
he arrived in due time to find the papers full of
his exploits in far-off Australia.
Leaving Barney and Pomp to attend to the shipment or the Electric Man, he took the train for
Readestown, where we shall laave him fer tha
present in the bosom of his family.
( TRE END,)
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Tboa wonderful book praaeots yon wltb tbe example and

HOW '1'0 'l'ELL FORTUNES.

Nt~.

I.
8

!h'!~~~~&c'!::e~~rn1!~0:~d&~~~:S ~a~~S:gf c!~~~tb~ c~~~
plote beek. Prioo 10 ..,nta.

enou~b for those who aapire t,f• fame and money, The
beok will gtve yon tbe sooret. Prloo 10 oeata.

No.2.

1f0lr TO DO TRICKS.
The gt'&&t book of mai{to and oard tri cks, contlrining full
ID.t.t.ntctten •f all tlae lel'di~ eard tr icks or the d ay, ahto
tbe most 7<ular maciott l illusion& as performe~ by our
l * g ma oians; every 'boy sboul4. obtaia a copy, as it
th amuse a ad instruct. Price 18 ceota.

••n

.

life experience of fOOle of the most noted ud wealtlhy men
in the wMid. including the se-lf-made men of our country.
The book ts edited by on~'~~ of the most sucoeeafol men af
t h e present. al{e, \Vhosa o"n example is iR itseJr g"ide

No.3.

HOW '1'0 l'LIRT.
[~.:e ab~k'.dl.~"3:t~~~~~ :~.r~~ta.e~r~~:::;~.~~b\~~·

fan. f'ove, rarasol, window an~ b&t flirtlattons, it contains
a tul fiat o tbe tanguage and sentiment of tlo"ers, wbicb
I• intef!eebng to eveQbody, both old &nd youne. You cana.ot bo kappr wltloout oua. .P rioo 10 coats.

I •

TO DANt'E

Ia tbe title of a now and band•omolittAe book juet iasnod
1

6

~lla':~~i,~~~-tb~ti~~! b!Jf-~~:s~~~c~~~i!ft:s~ b~~
::.::~A~O~B~UJ~J~~~~~\~~nj~ rorc::f!I.Dg oJf in aU

.

popuJ&r

.Every one is desirous of knowing what biB fu t ure tife d
bring fortb, wbetlb er happiness er misery, wen.ltb or po

~~be~~~~i~~!t ~f.etlg;:~~·o~:~~8r~~::. ~!iJ t~!lfg:=
1

uJuta of your triend.s. Price 10 cents.

No. 29.

No. 16.

llOW 'fO BECOME AN INVENTOR.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.

B't'ery bo{. should know h•w haventions origi•a.te. Thill
book e:z:p al•s then1 all, civinQ" examples in eleot.ricicy, brdrauJics, mqnetism, op tics, pneumatics, wecbaoice, etc..
etc. T 'ie
instructive bMk J»ublished. Price 18 oenta.

Oontai•ing full inlftruotlons for oonetructinK a w'i ndow
~arden eit.ber in town ·t'r country, and tbe most a~provsd
methode for raisinK be&utihtl ilowers at home. ~e moa*
complete book of tbe kind ever publiabed. Price oeuts.

wttt

No. 30,

HOW TO COOir.

No. 17•

HOW 'IO DRESS.
Oooto.iuin-1' fuU iostraction

1n

One or the most lutruottve books on cooking ever pub-

the art of dressing au.d ap.

:::k:":S~gm~~ri!J?~~;:~~ :,~~·~f~'!n~!~: ::~~~i: t6

oent&

No.4.

H~W

I

*

~~~e~Yst!~a : ~f:;;o~ir:,'~~~t~cr:;:!:k!ama~4J~·afl8~t!'d"s81:t
~~far•gci!,~8~rnQ~,1 ~~be:!~~ g!{:i:;.s by one of our moat
00

No. 18.

No. 31,

HOW TO BECOME BE!UTIFUL.

HOW TO BECOHE ! SPE!KER.

Ooe or the hrigbteot and moot valuble liuto boob ever
given to the world . Everybody wt&bes to know bow to
become beautiful, bntb male and female . The secret is
simJJia, &·n d almost costless. Read tbia book and be convincea bow to beoowo beautiful. Price 10 cent&

Oontalningfourteen lllustratloBs, giving the different po-_.

:~~~t,or:~iieirrs~ ~:~~~~n:

Ne. 19.
FRANK TOUSEY'S

Ne. 5.

re:t.

tb':~':!"p:~

:ro:.k: t'l'

::~h::~::::~:~ P~:ftife. a~rr,~i:e1o i:e:~~

most aimnle

No. 3Z •

HOW TO RIDE A BI<.:YCL"E.
United States Distanee Tables, Poeket Com· Hand110mely Illustrated, and cootainlag full directions fer
1
J'anion
and
Guide.
~ibfe :3vrc~~;area~~~d ~~~~:tj~ ~~)t)m:~~:d~;\t~
~i~J!n;!~ii~itlft~:tr~t~::~g~l~ d:i~~ i:!1 ~tJS!~:;l
Givl•ll' ltbe otlloial ollelanoea on all tbe railroads ol tho
HOW TO MAKE LOVE.I

many curl on• and !Dtereating tbilll;s DOt -all1 kDowa.
Prtoe 11 oea~

United Ht&tea a•d Oa111ada.. A lao, taltle of d.ist&nee11 b7
wa.ter t-o forei«n portis. haok fares In the prineifal citie .. ,

No.6.
=~I::'.::d ~:~~~~ ~~·lia:~:J~a~~i~~e10oce~b~mo&t
~ ROlf TO BECOlllE AN ATHLETE.
No.20.
GlviDlf full l•etraotlon for "'be noo of dumb-bolla, lndl ...
elube, Jtar&Uel bare, honzontal bars and various other
How
Entertain an Evening Party,
OMhOds of devaloJiiDg a
healthy muscle: con taint~ ·
e •r lixty illustra,loas.
very boy ca• become stroog a
A very valnalllo little llook jnat pnbllskod. A "'"'"plote
alth.J by foUewi•g the instructions contained in tbi ' oompeudium of «ames, sperb, C&T'd-diverai011s, eomic
teot'e&tlons, ete., suitm•te for parter or dra\vlng-roem entie beak. P<ioe 10 coata.
tet·ta.ioment. It eon\aina more for the money than an,
book pnblisllod. Prioe 10 ooota. ·
No.7,

to

l:ood,

IIOW '1'0' KEEP BIRDS.
andeomely Jlklstrated, and contah.ing fuJJ inatructlona

~~J,b~b!li~~b\:!tb~,t~U::e~fp~~~~:~~·ei:,.00~iri:;
);;l oeata.

=

-

No. 21.

BOW TO BEHA.VE.

~:'s~:::u..t:a ~ci'e~~~:~:e~t~~::~~o~0::.:::~r:~ ~~~~
advantage at p&rtif'ls. balls, tba theater, church, and in the
drawing room. Price 10 cents.

No, 34.

HOW '1'0 FENCE.

Containing full tnstraotlon for fanc\011 and the ase of \11•
broadsword; also ina~ruotion it:; archery . Described wub

r:1:!~~~:~ P;~~~~~!:s~:~.OD~r,~!jft~::est poeitiOWI

HOW TO HUNl' AND FISH.

with

·

No. 33.

The mo.st complete bunting awd fiabing guide 81'er P11blisbecL It contains full iostruetieJJ& abou.t gut.s, bnnttag

o'f:~~!r:ES~.an:rrc~b;g';e:er:.ether

No.8.

a m.aobine. Prtce 10 cents.

No. 35.

d~rip-

HOW TO PLAY GJ.MES.

A complete and unfnt lit.tle book, containing t.he rnlee
and regul&tiooe of billiarda, ltegateHe.. backa'ammon. oro--.No. 22.
quet, dominoes, ete. p ..~ 10 centa.
a complete treatise
e n chemte\ey; &Is•, experiments in aoons•tes, meoba.nica,
HOW
'1'0
DO
SECOND
SlGHT.
IID&tllematfcs, chemistry, and direottone for mak1oa fire- .
No. 36,
works, colored ire.s, and gas balloons. Tbia book e&llDot HeiJer'e eeoond ~bt explained bv bls forme!' assistant,
De eQaaletl. Price l8 coDl8.
HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
::ri-1J~~tbtt~een xt~1:~::,c~~: !~~ ~tC:b~:~a~ofhuee:~::;
a.Jao giv-ing all tbe codes and s~nal s. 'J'be enly authentic Oostaining all the leading conundrums of the day, amufJina
No.9.
e:z:pl&na.tion of seco~d sight.
rice 10 cents .
riddles, curious catcbee and witty •::.;!::&a . Prloe lO centa.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.

.I. aaotol....,.. .,'"uotlve book,

givln~t

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.

By Harry Kennedy. Tho eeorot given away. Ever; \a bellic ent boy rea<hng t,bis book of instructions, by a ~ractioal
~refeeao~deU~b t.iug multitudeB everytJight ,,.ith is wonerful i u.twns), can master the art, and create any
amoant of fua tor blmoelf and friends. It Is the greatest
book e•or pabl\8bod, and thoro '& millions Cof fun) In it.
Puce 10 oenta.

No. 10.

No.23.

-

HOW TO :EXPLAIN DREW.

It contal~s information for evef)'body, boys, £lrla, 111811
l!:varybedy droamo, from the little ehild to the all'ld man and wom en; it will teat·h J OU how to make alm <.et anytlliDI
a.nd woma.a. Tbls little book ~ive a the explanation be aM. aronnd the house, &uoh as po.rkt;r ornaments, braoketa,
oomonto, molian barpe, and bi>« lime for catebiDi: birda.
~n~df!}1a~l!~~8 ~~~~m':i~ tb~u~~:~i ~~~~efrt~'ia Prloo10 oento.
oente

No. 38.

HOW TO BOX.

No.24.

'l'be art of se!l-dofonoe made oaor. Contahllng over •birtr
Wuatratioas ef nards, blowe and t he d.ifl'erent positions of

HOW TO wnrrE LETTERS TO GENTLE·
MEN.

out au instructor. Price 10 cents.

Oolitalnlng lull dlreotlona lor writing to gentlemen on all
subjects; also girl.ng sa.mple lett,ers fer lDStruatioo. Price
lO cents.

:n~st;,::~~E~~s?: if~~~d~;~ 1;o~n:o0~ ~t:'xu:f[ti'~ .
No. II.

HOW '1'0 WRITE LOVE·LE'I'TERS.

No.25,

.&. moab oompleto little book. cootainlng fuU dlrootione for
writing Jeve-h:.ttars, &Dd when to use them; also Jriving
epeolmon lot.l&rslor both young and old. Price 10 oonU.

HOW '1'0 BECOl\lE A GYMNAST•

•

Na. 12.

Containing full Instructions for all lcinda of ~mnaetlo
and athletic e:z:erciseA. Embraein« thi~ ve ill ustl"&t.ions. .Hy Profeasor W. Mal."Clonald. A ba
~ usefll) book. Price 10 OODUI.

Otv••« eom~ete tnatrootiona for writin~ letters to ladies
:~~.~~.:: ~~:n::.tters of introduct ou, notes aud re-

1

this

!~r~~ ~=::r.'a~t a~::~t!S:ts~:I :::rt~ ~·t'!:.'1;

No. 27,

No. 14.

HOW TO MAKE CANnY.
::f:."!;::::".~~~o~ae~' f,'~~~~~~·o:~:,•d;r, le..

Box 2730.

~~ewsdea.lers ln

f~:r~~~:: ~e~~!::P~mt~~~:iu~~~:;~~~ dec~
No. 39.

How to Raise Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons
Rabbits.
A. u•ofnl ancl lnstrnotlve book. Handsom&17 Rlnstrato4.

By Ira Drofraw. Price 10 cents .

BOW TO Mu'\f·A~ SET Tlt!PS•

HOW TO ROW, SllL AND BUILD A BOAT. r"'"t".

Hew te Do It; or, Book of EUqnetre.
bapplDfRHI ,. tt.

A.. wonderful book, cont.aininJr u serul and practical tnrorw
matfon in tne treatment of ordinal'y d iaeasee ~ ailmenta

Including blnte on how to catcb Moles. WeiUiels. Otter,
Rat.s, ~ulrret. and Bird e. AI&O bow te cure Skiae. eo;.
plouelr llnstrated. Br J. Harrington Koone. Price Ill

No.26.
Fully llluatratod. EvM'J bor obonld kaow bow to row and
sail a boat.. Fulllnstrootlons are gtven in
JitUe book,
toge~ber with tnatruotloas on IMmmin« and ridJng, comoanloa spork to boatiog. ~rice 10 ceoh.

No. 13,

HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.

a~orts

HOW 'fO WRITE LETTERS TO l..ADIES.

For sale by aU

No. 37.

HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

-

No. 41.

The Boys of New York End Men's Jeke:Boek.
Oo.taiu!n~r" ll'fOat -rat'lety of tbe lateot jokoa t180cl by tbo
moat famous end 111eu . No ama~ur 10inetrels is oomplete
whhont this woudorfnl little book. Frlce 10 centa.

HOW TO RECITE !ND BOOK OF RECI·
No. 42.
. •
TATIONS.
The B&ys of New York Stump Speaker.
1
1
~'l!t,f~f..t.~ Wr':ot"':l~~~!o~ \?!::'::. ~.:'ri~l:'~1:,~ R':,~'!!:'!M:'~!e~~:"~':l"~~~~~1~:.spj:~:tt.,N=
p!oceo, toget.her wllb mallJ' otandard readiaaa. l'rioe 10
eenta.

for home

amru~emont

acd amateur shows.

Price Wceafl.

the United States and Canada, or sent to your addret!a, post-paid. on receipt of prfce. Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, It & 18 Nerth .Maoro Street, low lark.

•

I

~

51.

43.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CAlmS.

TO BECOME A 1\IA.GICIA.I{.

grandest assortment of ma~ical illusions
ore •be public. Also, tricka Wlth cards, in-

Oont11ining explanationsol

~he

general princitlles of sleight-

~~~i~~r~~k:le~h~1-~~g~~ ~fii~1:b
p~OS~'!s~ ~st:: ~Yn~~~ec~~a~er:1 ~!;,~~~~~~!s~i~~~~~
1
0
1
1
8
Frank 'fonoey, publisher, 84 and 36 Worth !:!~d "~io~; ~~~f~~~,.if~ff:,J~ W1~ !t?:~~li !'n~:·e~r~
ew York. Box 2700.

r

80

8

10 cents.

For sale by all newsden.lers, or sent.. post-p.Ud, to
&'DY address on receipt ot price, lry Frank 'l'ousey, Publish·
er,34&36NorthMnonSi.,N. Y. P.O.Box27SO.

44.
TO WRITE IN AN AJJBUM.
~elected

Verses suitable for noy time or occaand ValentineR. Prioe 10 cents. For
tstaods, or we will sood it to you, postage

k

4

0

A complete ftnd handy little beck, gl>in11 the rnles anc
full directions fer plAfi.ng Euchre, lJ:riDbag~. CaMinA
Forty-Five\.:.1tounce1 l'edro Sa.ocbo, Draw Poker, Auct:ien
Pitch, All .v ours. and rna»y other p&pular games of cards.
Price 10 cents. ' For sale by every newsdealer in the Un1ted
States and Cnna.d~ 0!' we will send tt to your address, free

45.

E BOYS Of' NEW YORk

~C:.~&~~~ew~~ ~: fk~:t. N~:¥oi~u~~X~

.L GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK!
ra~~~c~~7ai~=~~~~~~:!:~1zV:

fUStreJ troupe, and will ce~ou but 10 een~

&. Fo".:- ~~~>'t~1~.,'i-'f~e.....A%1~ b~
~-e·r, 34. and~ )lorth l/ooro •tree., .New Yom

[o Make and Use Electticity.

rt tb• wonderful
u .... of eleotr.cty, and elecw1tb. full Jnstruct.ions for malturg
~.i. -~ther

~t.ertiMJ, etc .. lily Gea.ge 'l'rebel, A.M., .M.
~.ov~r fifty iUustratiops. Pnce 10 ce.nH For
p~ealers In tb.e United Statea and Oanada, or

clress. pooto.go he•, on receipt o( price. AI!·
1• oey, publisher 34 &liS North )1oore:;treet,
2130.

...~-------------------58.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.
A wonderful little book, teUing you hew to· write to yom

!:r,t~ ~t,Y~~!r:~e;a~3~~\,:J r'o~~~rt:~~~:
8

'

00

47..

Every young man aD4l every young
in the land sbeuld
have Chis bnk. It is for saJ• by all news8.ea!.ers, price 10
cents, or sent from this office on receipt oLJ>rice. Ad· •
~ire,;::'t,II:~\oT~~seJ·ct~h~&I and 3& liorth Moo,..tl

~atise

for business the

48.

60.

HOW TO BECQliiE A PII01'0GRA.PIIER.
i~t!~n"'~T,~~; a:~&>o~~vr ~~r!':!;:r:!~a."ra4:!~s~r:~[;

ill11otrated. llj G&ptftiu W. DeW. A.bnOj'. l'rioe 18 eenta.
For sale &t al &ews-st.ands..,., Ol' serot_p.-st-.,.id, o.o receipt
of price. Ac14re88 i'ra.n.k Touaey, Pu.lisb6r, 34 a.ad 3S
North Moore street. New York. :Box2780.

61
HOW '1:'0 BECOME
eomn1e~

manuel of bowling.

A

BOWLER.

Cont&llling kzlt inetruo.

by the p,rinoipa.! bolT lin.?; clubs in tbe United Stares. Dy
Price 11 c"""' Fer eale br all

AND l'llANAGE PETS. 1Barthoromew lla~or...,.

Grv1ng complete information as to the manner and
I metho4 of raisi~ keepiq, t&m.in~ bre~in«., and man&g.ing &1J kinds o~f..f!Jt8; also ~ivin\fallini'JtPiuotiolls fa mak-

..

J-eoipee

1

t1on1 for playing all the atn4ard American. a.od German
gn..mes; toaetber with rulea and systelll8 of ap&l t.j&~t m uae

BREAK, RIDE, AND DRIVE A. ~::a"ki';,tc'it \h~l,;,:rl:~~aglet! ~t ,;~l~~':t~l·s;~~
puolished. ~rice 10 CMtll. Address ll'rank T . .sey, pubHORSE.
iisher. 34 and 36 Nertla Moore street.. New York. Jlo:.:mo.
oa the 'hOt'Se. Desoribtng tHe most;
'bes~ horses for the roa4:
for disea&es peen1iar t• the horse.
t For e:aie by ail newsdealers, er sent, JJOBt·
pt of prioo. Atildrees Frank Tousey, pub'North Moore street, Now Yerk. Box 2730.

C~Tt"&ct :L~£:s :ncdC~~a!a~ro~a~eitft:~::~:~~~~~r!~~
8
~~~i~~~: ~~nT;~O:fh ~~e tt~~ N.}f~nkn~~a~~:

A

54.

HOW TO KEEP

Oonta.inin~: a descriptJoo of the lantern, t.o~etber with ita
history and invention. Also twll dtt"ectioos for its ose and
for paint.ing slides. Haodson11}y iWustrft.ted:, ],y John

Oontaining ueeful informatifm •efardin« tbe Oo.rnera. a11d

fad_,

46.

()X

HOW 'fO :nAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.

HOW TO PLAY CARDS.

~j~ ~;~J. fJ~ ;e :t~~:~N~ Y~r~. ~~
8

511.

52.

mst.\08

tJ

~I

EO OKS.

:FRANK

55.

newodea.lers in t.h.e United &.ate_., aoR CanMa, ., sen\ to
yoar addrees,,ottA«e fr&el oa reoeipt of the J)rtOO. Ad-

dress Fn.nk ouse.yh Pub isl&er, 34 and 36 Nortk Moore
St>roet, New York.
OX mo.

62.

Jlow to Bect~me a West Point Uilitary Catlet.

IIOW TO COLLTIC'l' S'fAMPS AND COINS.
Oontaining valuable information regartling the collecting
and arra~jng of stamps and ooirrs. J:iande.omely illu.stlrated. l"nce 10 oen t.s. For sale bv all news«ea.lers 10 the
UHited kita.tes &nd Ctm.ada, or sent to your Udr,ss, post;.

fl:~~~. OS4 arid~rN ~:t~r~~OreAs~~!::,S /e~Y~~~u~; ~

llUILD AND SA.IL CANOES.
or boys, conta.hdng full diree'\ions for OOn·

~.~\:!.t:l. m~ g~»rri:~Ji~dn~i~~e~all~~~

56.

tlealers in the qniied States and Ganad&.

~::::.v.~;:t,fs~:;,•Sl r:~a~~ ~~:he l'f~:e
rk. Box 2730.

I

•

49.

HOW TO DEBATE.

HOW TO BECOME .AN ENGINEER.

be-

()ontaining full inetruotions bow to .,roceed in order to
come n. locomot~•e en«ineer; also directions for building a
1uodel locomottvtll; to~etber wltb a full description of
.,.,.er;ytbing an en~tineer should know. Priee 10 cents. For•
Hale by all newsdealers or we will send it to you, ~ostage

~~b'li~e~~ M&e~:~~~tkbM.~~:· st:e~t.r~:!Yao~~. op~~~
Box 2730.

57.

HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMEN'l'S.

r EUROPE_:o~y

JOINING

MISTAKE.

-:o:-

-:o:-

A humorous account of the Initiating, Passing, and
Ra1sing of the Candidate, together with the
Grips and Signs. Fully Illustrated by
THOMAS WoRTH. Price 10 cents.

all about how it happened. Containin~ twelve
strations by the great comic artist,
'l'HOMAS WORTH. Price 10 cents.
y all newsdealers, or we will send it to you upon re·
. Address

:'1.

34 & 36 North Moore St., New York.

SERVANT
-:o:-

For sale by all newsdealocs; or we will send it to you UJlOn receipt of price.. 1uldress

FltANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
;2730.

P. 0. Box 2730.

34 & 38 North Moore St., New York.

MULLIGAN'S BOARDING HOUSE.

GIRLS.

~:o:-

By .. BRICKTOP."

By "BRICKTOP."

-:o:-

'f

THE- ·o· -FREEMASONS.

By ":BR'ICXTOP."

By "BRICXTOP."

I

64.
How to Make Elect.. ical Machi11.es.

-:o:-

ok cannot .be surpassed for Fun, Interesting
ions, and the hu~&orous side of Home
~~fe.
Abounding in illn!!trations by
· 'l'Ho:r.us
Price 10 cents.

Profusely illustrated by THOliAS WoRTH. This book
·illustrates the Comic side of J... ife, full of funny Adventures and Novel Situations, abounding in ·
Jokes and Original Sayings. Price 10 cents.
re-

, Publisher,
orta Moore St., New York.

For sale by all newsdealers, or we will sel!ld it to you upon receipt of p\-ioe. Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
P. 0. Box 2780.

34 & 00 North Moore St., New York.

-t

..

NC SLEUTH LIBRAR

)

'l;~-- __ :;¥ __ .....,~ Detective L ibrary P 11blished.

Issued Every Satur day . Each Num'
pk""e. Read All About T h is Wonder ful Young Detective in the
Followilng Stories ~hich Are Now On Sale :

..

Young Sleuth; or The Inspector's Right Hand Man.
Young Sleuth in Chinatown; or, The Myster;v of au Opium Den.
·Young Sleuth on the Rail; or, Working Agamst the Train Robbers.
Young Sleuth and the Beautiful Actress; or, The Diamond Thieves of
New York.
oung Sleuth's Best Bargain; or, $20,000 for One Night's Work.
oung Sleuth's Ni~ht Trail; or, The Slums of New York.
oung Sleuth Bebmd the Scenes; or, The Keen Detective's Great Thea·
ter Case.
oung Sleuth and the Widow in Black; or, Tracking a Child Stealer of
New York.
Young Sleuth as a Hotel Detective; or, Solving the Terrible Mystery of
Room 17.
Young Sleuth After Stolen Millions; or, The Keen Detr...-Ave and the
Safe Blo,Ters.
·
Young Sleuth and the Dashing Girl Detective; or, Working with a
Lady Agent of Scotland Yard.
Young Sleuth's Ghost; or, The Keen Detective and the Confidenc~Queen .
-Young Sleuth's Triple Case; or, Piping the Mysterious 3.
·
Young Sleuth's Drag-Net; or, Seimng a Desperate Gang.
Young SleuLh anrl the Masked Lady; or, 'l'he Queen of the Avengers. •
Young Sleuth and the Blood Stained Card; or, Shadowed by the Ace of
Hearts.

HE~

No. •
17. Young Sleuth on the Midnight Express; or, The Crime l
18. Young Sleuth in the Prize Ring; or, The Keen Detee'
Life.
19. Young Sleut;b's Dar!< Trail; or.__Uni\er the Pavementi
20. Yt'~mg Sleuth in the House of Phantoms· or Fighting ·
21. Young Sleuth's Best Deal; or, Trailing the City Wolv
22. Young Sleuth and Nell Blondin; orhTbe Girl Detectiv
23. Young Sleuth and the Wolves of L e Bowery; or, Bea
Game.
24. Young Sleuth and the " Bad Man" From the West·
Men ::.:ntrapped.
'
25. Young Sleuth's Coney Island Job; or, Beating the Crooks
26. Young Sleuth and the Sand-Baggers of New York· or
Silent Thugs.
·
' '
27. Young Sleuth Out West; or, The Mystery of 7x7.
28. Young Sleuth and the Race Course Plotters; or, H
Came in First.
29. Young Sleuth's Chicago Trick; or, Working as Three
30. Young Sleuth's Baltimore Game; or, Shadowing Stolen
31. Young Sleuth's Boston Haul; or, The Keen Detect.i~e·s
32. Young Sleuth's San Francisco Deal; or, The Keen De tee
33. Young Sleuth's Denver Divide; or l<'or Half a Great lit
34. Young Sleuth and the Lady FerPet; or, The Girl Dete<lt

5 CENT COMIC LIBR·

T h e Only; Comic Libr ary Published in the World. Issued Every Saturday. Ea.c
ber a Complete Story. Look Through Your Newsdealer's Stock of This Libr
and Make Your Selection. T h e Following Are Now On Sale:
Two Dandies of New York; or, The Funny Side of Everything,
by Tom Teaser
• Cheeky Jim, the Boy From (fuicago; or, Nothing Too Good for Him,
by Sam Smiley
. ·G_ymnnsttc Joe; or, Not a Bit Like His Uncle,
by Tom Teaser
Shorty; or, Kicked Into Gooci Luck, '
by Peter Pad
Mama's Pet; or, Always In It
by Sam Smiley
. Tommy Bounce, the Family }.fischief,
by Peter Pad
Dick Quack, the Doctor's Boy; or, A Hard Pill to Swallow, by Tom Teaser
Shorty in Luck,
h:r Peter Pad
• sey From Ireland; or, A Green Son of the Old Sod,
by Tom Teaser
• kinny, the Tin Peddler,
by Tom Teaser
• Millions In It; or, 8ometbing New Every Minute,
by Sam Smiley
_ The Mulcahey Twins,
by Tom Teaser
• 'fbe Villu.ge Sport; or, Two to One on E,·crythjn~:.
by Sa.m Smiley
. Qne of the Boys of New York; or, The Adventurea of Tommy .Bounce,
by Peter Pad
Tom, Dick and Dave; or, Schooldays in New York,
by Peter Pad
Toucbemup Academy; or, Boys Who Would Be Boys,
by Sam Smiley

No.
17. Corkey; or, The Tricks and Travels of a Supe,
18. Three J acks; or, The Wanderings of a Wot!f,
19. Shorty J unior ; or, The Son of His Dad,
20. Mulligan's Boy,
21. The Hazers of Hustleton; or, The In1ps of the Acade
22. Shorty Junior on His Ear; or, Always on a Racket,
23. Jim Jams ; or, Jack of All Trades,
24. Torr.mr Dodd ; or, Bounced Everywhere,
25. Sweet Sixteen; or, The Family Pet,
26. Shorty &.nd the Count; ot, Th& 'fwd Great Unmasbed,
27. Nip and Flip ; or, Twopf fl<Kh>d,
28. Not a Centb·or, Across the Continent on Wind,
29. London Bo ; or, An English Boy in America,
30. Ebenezer Crow ·
'
'~
31. Bob Short; or, bneof Om Boy.e,
32. A Nice Quiet Boy; o~ N~ver Suspected,
33. Shorty in Search of His Daa,
34. Stuttering Sam;
35. The Shortys' Trip Around the \Vorld.
36. Hildebrandt Fitzgum; or, M:Y. Quiet Little Cousin,

1

Price 5Cents~sued ~r~at~apEa~Num!: •1co!e!t~ ~9
Following Have Been I ssued:

.

No.
17. Frank Reade Jr.'s New Electric Submarine Boa
plorer;" or, To the North Pole Under the IceJ
18. Frank Reade and His Steam Tally-Ho,
19. Frank Reade Jr.'s New Electric Van; or, Huntin
mals in the Jungles of India,
20. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Steam Wonder,
21. Frank Reade Jr.'s" Vi'hite Crtliser ., of tha Clo~....,
Search for the Dog-Faced j.\Ien,
J;t,:·
22. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Boat,
23. Frank Reade Jr.'s Deep Sea Diver the "Torto
Search for a Sunken Island,
24. Frank Reade, Jr., and Rig Adventures With
vention,
25. Frank Reade Jr.'s New Electric Terror the" Th
The Sear ch for the Tartar's Captive,
26. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Air-Ship,
ln. Fnnk Reade, Jr.'s Marvel; or. Above and Below

. Frank Reade1 Jr., and His New Steam Man; or, The Young
In-ventors Trip to the Far West,
by" Noname"'
. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man in No Man's
Land; or, On a Mysterious Trail,
by" Noname"
Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam 1\fan in Central
America,
by" Noname"
Frank Reade, Jr., With Hls New Steam Man in Texas; or,
Chasing the Train Robbers,
by" Noname"
Frank Rende, Jr., With His New Steam Man in Mexi~o; or,
Rot vVork Among the Greasers,
by "Noname"
Frank "'Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man Chasing a
Gang of "Rustlers;" or, Wild Adventures in Montana,
by " N ona.me"
Frank Reade, Jr., With Hi~ New Steam Horse; or, ThE!
Search !or a Million Dollars·. A Story of Wild Life 1n
New Mexico,
by "Noname"
Frank Rende, Jr., With His New Steam Horse Among the
Cowboys; or, The League of the Plains,
by" Noname"
~rank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse in the Great
American Desert; or, TbeSandyTrailofDeiloth, by "Noname" 28. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest Air Wonder the "Kite
F rank Rea,de, Jr., With His New Steam Horse and the MysWeoks" Flight Over the Andes,
tery of the Underground Ranch,
by "Noname" 211. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Great Electric Tricycle, and W
Frank Reade, Jr., Wi£h His New Steam Horse in Search of
For Charity,
an Ancie"lt Mine,
by "Noname" 20. Frank Reade, Jr.'s New Electric Invention the'
Frank Reade ann His Steam Man of the Plains; or, The
or, ]'lghting the Apaches in Arizona,
Terror of the West,
by "Noname" 31. Frank Reade, .Jr., in the Clouds,
Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse in the North32. Frank Reade, Jr., With His Air-Ship in Africa,
west; or, Wild Adventures Among the Blackfeet,
33. Frank Reade, Jr.'a "Sea E.erpent;" or, The Searc
by" Noname"
en Gold,
. Frank Rea.de and His Steam Horse,
by" Noname" :K. Across th~ Continent on Wings; or, Frank Reade,
Frank Reade Jr.'s Electric Air Canoe; or, The Search for the
est Fh~~:ht,
.
. ·'
.
Valley of Diamonds,
by" Noname :; 35. Frank Reade, Jr., Explormg ~ex1c•n(n H1s New
Frank Reade ana His Steam Team,
by " 1Nonarne
11
All the above librar ies are for sale by all newsdealers in the United Sta.tes and Canada, or sent to your
pss, post-pa l

J'n

p:Pi:eo~y Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Mr'ooro ;treet, N·

' t

